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FOREWORD

Work reported herein demonstrated the feasibility of an on-board noncontacting
electrostatic potential sensor for use with active helicopter disicharger systems. This work
was conducted by the Department of Geosciences, Electronic Systems Division, Southwest
Research Institute. The technical investigations involved laboratory tests using a spherical
model and theoretical analysis of a sphere between two parallel plates with and without the
presence of a surrounding space charge. Empirical results from laboratory test data and
results from the theoretical analysis showed that the model potential can be correctly
inferred from electrostatic measurements of the external electric field, the electric field at a
reference point on the model, and the ambient space charge properly interpreted using
geometric coefficients related to each of these independent electrostatic p•.rameters.

An important element in the success of this feasibility study was the use of a charge
density meter which was specially designed and built by Southwest Research Institute for
the U.S. Maritime Administration (MARAD) for model and full-scale shipboard tests
involving electrostatic measurements in very large, crude carrier cargo tanks. This
instrument was developed under Contract DO-A01-78-00-3080 and was made available to
the U.S. Army on a noninterference basis for use on this project. Appreciation is expressed
to MARAD for its cooperation in making this instrument available for the studies.

Acknowledgments and appreciation are also expressed to Mr. Kevin Nolan, Technical
Project Officer, and Mr. S.B. Poteate, Jr., of Applied Technology Laboratory, U.S. Army
Research and Technology Laboratories (AVRADCOM), Fort Eustis, Virginia, for their
assistance and contributions to the project.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Electrostatic charge accumulation on hovering helicopters is one of the most
fundamental problems a!sociated with modern high-technology aircraft. With small
aircraft, the energy levels that can be stored as a result of hovering operations close to the
ground are of very little consequence. However, with the design and deployment of large
heavy-lift helicopters (HLHs), the greater aircraft capacitance is capable of stori ng energy
levels sufficient to be dangerous to ground personnel who come in contact with a cargo
hook attached to the aircraft. Such dangerous energy levels were reported in the Southeast
Asian conflict in which CH-54 helicopters were used. With these large aircraft, cargo hook
handling personnel were frequently shocked by severe electrical discharges capable of
striking a man down, inijuring fingertips, and splitting fingernails.

Besides posing dangers to ground personnel who come in contact with the cargo hook,
high energy electrical discharges can detonate flammable cargo and result in loss of human
life and even the aircraft. Modern-day aircraft continue to become larger and are capable
of storing even higher energy levels than the CH-54. With the larger IIRH aircraft, the
concern for the safety of ground personnel and the value of the aircraft and cargo are the
prime considerations for investigating ways of sensing the electrostatic potential of the
aircraft and neutralizing the excess charge conditions causing the high voltage buildup. This
project was specifically conducted to demonstrate the feasibility of an on-board
electrostatic sensor system adaptable to helicopter applications for determining the
potential of hovering aircraft.

Many projects have been conducted on helicopter electrostatics and have already
contributed much to the overall understanding of the phenomena involved. For instance,
previous work has been performed to measure the magnitude of charging current necessaryI
to counteract the electrostatic voltage buildup and to evaluate technical approaches
potentially useful as an aircraft discharger system for HLH aircraft. Although these past
efforts were directed toward the ultimate development of an active electrostatic discharger
system, an accurate means for sensing and measuring the potential of the aircraft still
remains as the last step to be solved before an active helicopter discharge system can be
successfully implemented. Once the electrostatic conditions around the hovering aircraft
can be properly sensed and measured, the vohiage sensor can be linked to an appropriate
discharger in a closed-loop control system to automatically eliminate excess charge buildup
ana thereby minimize electrical discharges occurring at the cargo hook. Since the voltage
sensing requirement still remains to be solved, the primary objective of this project is to
investigate new electrostatic sensor techniques fer indirectly inferring the potential of
hovering aircraft relative to the ground by utilizing both analytical studies and laboratory
scale model evaluations.

The electrostatic conditions surrounding a hovering helicopter can be characterized
and studied via Poisson's equation. However, the difficulty present in this analysis
approach is the complexity of the problem due to the geometry of the aircraft. In the
studies reported herein, the aircraft geometry was simplified and approximated by a
spherical shape so that realistic model testing could be conducted and tractable solutions to
Poisson's equation evaluated. The purpose of the model tests was to develop experimental
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test data and results for comparison with theoretical results predicted by Poisson's
equation. The results of the laboratory model tests and the theoretical analysis show that
the potential of the model is a linear function of the fixed external electric field, the
electrostatic space charge around the model, and the electric field at a reference point on
the model. Also associated with each of these electrostatic parameters is a companion
geometric coefficient that varies as a function of height. The primary differences in the
analysis of a spherical model and a hovering helicopter are the nature and variation of the
goemetric coefficients as a function of height and the number and locations of the on-board
sensors. With this approach, the voltage on the aircraft must be inferred by mathemnatical
calculation through measurement of the external electric field, the surrounding space
charge, and the electric fields on the airc! ait, each interpreted by means of the proper
geometric coefficients.j

Previous work on the electrostatic sensor problem was concerned only with the
measurement of electric fields on the aircraft and did not fully account for the earth's
electric field, the surrounding space charge, or the ef fects of the geometric coef ficients that

properly weight each of the measured electrostatic parameters. With the findings presented
in this report, the practical basis for an on-board potential sensor system that canI
accurately monitor aircraft potential under the total environmental conditions of hover
flight has been demonstrated for the first time.

In the technical body of this report, the results of the analytical studies are presented
prior to discussing the laboratory test data in order to show the nature of the fundamental
electrostatic phenomenon involved and to predict the data trends to be expected in the
laboratory tests, Following the analysis is a description of the experimental test facilities,
scale models, laboratory tests conducted, and resultant test data. The various test results
are discussed in an empirical analysis to compare the experimental laboratory data with the
theoretical analysis. In another section devoted to sensor design and application, the
laboratory and analytical results are extended to full-scale concepts for deriving the
electrostatic geometric coefficients of the aircraft and to define the charge equilibrium
control conditions necessary for zero potential. The major project findings together with
recommendations for continued study and development are summarized in the conclusions
at the end of the report.
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2. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS I
The potential and electric field produced by a charged conducting sphere has been

analyzed theoretically to provide numerical solutions for comparison with ineailred
data and to provide information on the field conditions outside of the range covered by
the experimental measurements. The development of the mathematical model begins.
with a sphere in free space and proceeds to include a sphere between infinite parallel
conducting plates, a sphere betwe-n finite radii conducting disks, and, finally, a spheie
embedded in a finite radius cylindr.".-,fi space charge between parallel plates.

2.1 Charged Sphere in Free Space

The potential produced by a charged conducting sphere in frte space is a classic
problem treated in many references. The notation used here follows essenitially that of
Morse and Feshbach. I The solution of Laplace's equation in spherical coordinates, as
illustrated in Figure 1, may be expressed by the eigenfunction series:

t(r,9,•o) [r' +r- n+) [ Anmcos(mo) P,'(cosG) + Bnmsin(mk) P'n(cosO) 1 (1)

z

i i

r R

7 !

FIGURE 1. SPHERICAL COORDINATE SYSTEM

SMorne, P.M., and Fahbach. H., Medfttlivof ti lf.yslas. McGraw Hill Book Co., Inc., N.Y.. N.Y,. D$$.
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where ?(r,0,0) the electrostatic potential
r,O,o = the spherical coordinate variables
Pr(cosO) - the Legendre functions of degree n and order m
A. and B~. = undetermined coefficients.

The Legendre functions of the second kind, Q1 (cos0), do not appear since they are
singular at 0 = * ". All cases which will be treated in this analysis are rotationally symmetric
about the polar axis; thus, Equation (1) reduces to

a*

*(r,O) = .- [Anr'+B rB + 1) ]P0 (cosO). (2)

Applying this solution to a sphere of radius, a, centered at the origin, the space may be
divided into an intv.rior region r : a and an exterior region r - a. Within the interior
region, since r -(I') is singular at the origin, B. = 0 and Equation (2) becomes

S= n-e Anr 0 P0 (cosO). (3)

Within the exterior region r' is singular as r--m, thus requiring the potential to be
Unite everywhere, and equation (1) becomes, in the exterior region,

*,(r,9)= - Bnr-+ ) P.(COSO)" (4)

Since the potential must be continuous at r = a, the constants A. and B. must be related
by

A, B,/a (2+ i .(5)

It is convenient at this point to define a new constant

C. = B./a(n+ 1) (6)

whereby Equations (3) and (4) then become

*'(r,G) = rC0 ( P)P (cos 0) (7)

*

te~~rG) = ~ P C(-)P(Cos 9).(8•=• / a~+ 7)

The electric field may be obtained from the potential by

E=--e0  * (9)

where Eo = the free space electric constant
= the gradient operator.

In later sections this solutiorn will be applied io a conducting sphere for which the origin of
the potential is a surface ch'arge density (a). For the present however, only a spherical shell
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of charge will be considered. This surface charge density produces a discontinuity of the

normal component of electric field expressed at r = a by

((0)-=)-eo (10)

From Equations (7) and (8), modal components of the charge density may be defined as
0'(0) =C.e- (2n + 1) P,(COSO) (11)

a
The total charge may then be obtained by integrating Equation (11) over the spherical sur-
face. From the properties of the Legendre function, only the n = 0 term contributes to the
total charge; thus, the total charge on the sphere is

Q=4vaeoC.. (12)

While the case of an isolated sphere in free space is of little' interest, t&e above solu-
tions can be utilized for the models more rerresentative of the charged helicopter pro-
blem.

2.2 Sphere Between Infinite Parallel Plates

The simplest model which relates to the test chamber fsee .ectinn 3.1) is a con-
ducting sphere located between infinite paralll condacting plates separated by a
distance D as illustrated in Figure 2. The solution to tuis problem i3 obtained by
evaluating the constants C, uf Equations (7) and (8) such that the following boundary
conditions are satisfied:

* (0) = V0 at inside of the sphere (13)
* (r,O) = V at all points on the lower piat,: (14)
* (r,0) = V2 at all points on the upper plat,. (15)

ZI

D/2

I-D/2
II

FIGURE 2. GEOMETRY FOR SPHERE BETWEEN PARALLEL PLATES
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The potential may, of course, be token as zero at any position; thetefore, for the present
analysis, the voltage on the lower platc, VI, is taken as zero.

The solution to this problem essentially follows that given by Smythe. 2 The procedure
is tm determine the potential and derivatives of the potential at the center of the sphere
whwn result from all charge distributions in space. Since the sphere is a conducting body,
the total potentia, everywhere within its interior must have the value VO. Furthermore, the
derivatives of the total potential at any point within the sphere must be zero to all orders.
Let the potential at the center of the sphere due to surface charge on the sphere be
designated V0, the potential due to the charge distribution on the lower plate be designated
1,, and the potential due to the charge distribution on the upper plate be designated "2.

The equations expressing constant potential within the sphere may then be written as2L
*0o+*,a +*1 -Vo

-- + - + -- 0o (6)
8z 8Z 8z

S+ + -- 0.

az' 8Zm 8z,

Equations (16) must now be formulated in terms of the unknown expansion coeffi-
cients, C,, and solved for these coefficients. Since the solution is expressed as an infi-
nite series, approximate solutions are obtained by truncating the series. A complete set
of linear equations is then obtained from Equation (16) by retaining derivative equations
only up to an order equal to the highest order of coefficient which is retained.

The potential *0 is given by Equation (7). The potentials #,I and V2 must be deter-
mined such that the only unknowns are the expansion coefficients, C.. First let the
upper and lower plates be held at zero voltage with respect to the sphere.

Image theory can now be used to replace the plates by a series of images of the
sphere as shown in Figure 3. The potentials *, and V, of Equation (16) may then be
expressed as a summation of the potentials produced by each image sphere which, in
turn, are determined by Equation (8). Since Equations (7) and (8) are formulated in
terms of a spherical coordinate system with origin at the center of the sphere, the final I I
expressions may be formulated in terms of a rectangular coordinate system with origin
midway between the two plates. The potential for each image sphere will first be for-
mulated in terms of its local spherical or rectangular coordinate system designated by r1 ,
01, or z, and then transformed to the central coordinate, z.

The images are designated by their order as shown in Figure 3, i.e., I= 1,2,3,
and by whether they appear above or below the real space between the plates. Even-

2
Smythe. W.R., Stalkmod DynInk Fs4rki1ly. McGraw HiB. N.Y. and London, 198.
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order images are characterized by a simple tranladtun along the a-axis from the central
coordinate system. Odd-order images, however, have opposite charge from the central
sphere, and the z,-axls of these local coordinate systems is inverted relative to the
central coordinate system. With the center of the central sphere designated as 4,, this
location expressed in the loca; spherical coordinates of each image sphere is:

CHARGE

2odORDERIMAGE

Ist ORDER IMAGE

UPPER FLATE z - D/2

S0
O - ~ (D/2-H)

z"-D/2
Ist ORDER IMAGE ( LOWER PLATE

t m 1~~st .. .

2nd ORDER IMAGE - -"

3rd ORDER IMAGE

FIGURE 3. IMAGE FORMULATION OF SPHERE BETWEEN PARALLEL PLATES

"(a) Upper Images

Jr, - ID - [I-(- I)' zo
I= 1,2,3... (17a)

.. , , = I -1(- 1)'+') ]r12.

(b) Lower Images

rID = + I - (- 1)) zo
1= 1,2,3... (17b)

Oi~ ~ 1 = I--l r/2
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In addition, ea;h pntential must be muItiplied by the factor (-I)' to reflect the
charge inversion of odd-order imalcs. Since only the potential at the center of the cen-
tral sphere is required, the correct image poterith.ls may be obtained using Equations
(Ila) and (17b) with Equation (8). The inversion of tht zr-axis for odd-order images
must also be considered when computing the derivatives of the potential or the electric
field. In terms of the central coordinate system, these derivatives are

d-z1 *{ I"d (18)dz ' dz:

Using Equations (7) and (8) with Equations (17) and (18), Equation (16) may now be
written as

C' (m( (1 ) -1)ar =-oP' + (+) ( ~ (ID - [I -- 1)'] z.)"

(19)

+(ID + I•-("' 1)')]zo)'+' fiu•

and for the m' derivative equation,

C, .(n)(n- l..(n-m) r'_=P.ll)+a(n+,)ln+ IXn+2) ... (n +m)
n-0 a0

(20)

+M + 1)2 1
0 ( 1)') .((-1

(ID- II - (- 1)']zo)'++2

+(ID + I [ I 1_ (-I)' ]zo)-+.+, =
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If the eigenfunction series is truncated at Ni' order and the image series is truncated at
MI order, Equations (19) and (20) become, after simplification,

o-0CA [an,÷+ h 1 - |Wn + 0 1t- {CID+ I1I-1-all( __)_

(21)

+ (ID- Il -[I )'-,zo)., --Vo

and, for m = 1,2....N,

C .. a'+'(n+m)t Ea•+_ _ + _,, +- _, -
n ,, a" n1 n..l ((ID+ I-I - l)']zo)'r+ I

(22)

+ 1=0
(ID- -(I l)I]z)a÷w÷+ J

where am -1, if n- m
6?=0, if nom

Equations (21) and (22) may be written in.matrix forra as

(K,.. [C.] = tV.] (23)

and the solution written as
[C.] =[K,.] -'[V.] (24)

It is now possible to examine the effect of a voltage applied between the plates,
With infinite parallel plates, the applied voltage produces a constant vertical electric
field and linear potential variation. Thus, the potential and potential gradient produced
by an applied voltage, V2 , are

(2(25

d*(z) _ V_ (26)
dz D
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This potential and its derivative must then be subtracted from the right sides of Equa-
tions (21) and (22), noting that all derivatives of order higher than first are zero. Once
the expansion coefficients Cn have been determined, the potential at any point within
the space between the plates may be determined by use of Equations (7) and (8) and an
appropriate image series.

The capacitance of the spherical model system is determined using Equation 12 as

c = 4"aeo Co/V 0  (27)

The computed capacitance of the sphere for the dimensions of the test chamber is
shown in Figure 4. The surface charge density charge on the sphere may be obtained
using Equation (11):

N

a(a,O) = F4 Cn e0(2n + 1)P, (cosO) (28)
n=O a

Since the sphere is conductive, the electric field at the surface is given by

E,(a,0) = a(a,0)/e o  (29)

The computed electric field at the surface of the sphere is shown in Figure 5. Note that
this is the radial electric field which is positive in the outward direction from the
spherical surface.

The electric field strength at the lower plate is of particular interest. This field is
oriented entirely in the z-direction so that contribution from the central sphere and each
irmage sphere may be expressed in terms of their local coordinates as

N
(+)(n + I)cosO1 P,, (cosG1 )snGdEz,(rl'01)=nffi0% na~ntInlcs1ocs1r+ + sn1d Pn(COS01)lr+ 0 (30)j

n+2 V d9

From Figure 3 note that the contributions from the central sphere and all images E on
the bottom plate are twice the contribution fU )m the lower images alone. Referring to
the geometry shown in Figure 6, the following geometrical relationships exist:

z= (- l)'((I - 1/)D + (- l)'zo) (31)

r, = [y 2 +z] (32)

cosOG = z1 /r, (33)

E,ý (Y, - D/2)=(- 1)6E, (y,zl) (34)
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From the recurrence formula for the Legendre functions (equation 843 of Reference 3)
and Equations (30) through (34) above, the total electric field at the lower plate is

E,,(y - /2 C. a"~'(n+ 1) a (35)~~(zr
n-O ~n+2 (5

Computed electric field strengths on the bottom plate are shown in Figure 7.

Zo

0 V

2 nd ORDER r 2

FIGURE 6. GEOMETRY FOR COMPUTATION OF ELECTRIC FIELD ON LOWER PLATE

2.3 Sphere Between Two Thin Oblate Spheroids

The infinite parallel plate geometry treated in the last section is a relatively poor ap-
proximation for the test chamber for which the width of the plates is comparable to
their separation. Therefore, a solution for finite plates may be obtained by representing
the plates as thin oblate spheroids. In the limit, as the thickness of the spheroids
approaches zero, they become flat circular disks. A cross section of this model is shown
in Figure 8. A discussion of oblate spheroidal coordinates may be found in Reference 4.
The model assumes rotational symmetry about the vertical axis, thus reducing the
geometry to two dimensions. A two-dimensional cross section of an oblate spheroid is
an ellipse, as shown in Figure 9. The two coordinate variables t and 17 define families of

3 Dwillht, H.D.. Table of Integrals sad Other Mathematical Data, 4th Edition, The Macmillan Company, N.Y., N.Y., 1961.
4Morse, P.M., Feshbach, H., Methods of Theoretical Physics, McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., New York, 1953.
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FIGURE 7. ELECTRIC FIELD AT SURFACE OF LOWER PLATE
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FIGURE 8. GEOMETRY FOR SPHERE BETWEEN OBLATE SPHEROIDS
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I.

ellipses and hyperbolas, respectively. The relation of the spheroidal coordinates to rec-
tangular coordinates is given by

z ffib (36)
x= b_ý(x + -I)(,12_•) .(37)

The coordinate variable t ranges from 0 to co with • = 0 defining a disk of radius b. The
variable q ranges from -I to + 1 with q = 1 corresponding to the positive z-axis, q = -1
corresponding to the negative z-axis, and q = 0 being the xy-plane except for the part in-
side a circle of radius b centered at the origin (i.e., the • =0 disks).

The solution of Laplace's equation in oblate spheroidal coordinates may be found
in several references. The solutions appropriate to an oblate spheroid defined by t =to
are

*(,)= Pn (71) [A.Pn(it) +BnQ.(it)] ; ts 0 (38)
n=0

and
M17'•)- CnPn(/)Qn0i0 Z: to°n- (39) [

wPo

where - the Legendre function of the first kind

Q.=the Legendre function of the second kind

The form of the solution chosen above is governed by the behavior of the Legendre
functions over the range of the variables. The Legendre function of the second kind
cannot be an allowed solution for the q factor since it is singular within the range of 71;
P. (it) cannot be a solution in the exterior region since it becomes singular as z -. c.

A further simplification can be achieved from a consideration of the symmetry pro-
perties required of the potential and electric field. It is apparent that the P.(iO) term will
produce a charge distribution which is either even or odd in i as n is even or odd. For
an even charge distribution, the electric field (first derivative of potential) must
approach zero at • =0. For an odd charge distribution, the potential itself must ap-
proach zero at • =0. Only P,(it) has these properties. Thus, Bn = 0 in Equation (38).
The expansion coefficients An and Cn can now be related by requiring I, to be con-
tinuous at t = t. Equations (38) and (39) may be rewritten as

N*l(ITI)-'- I; A'nP (17 )Qil):• (40)

n=O Qn(i)
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N
•,(• l)_ A.1P.(t') n(' Io) ;o (41)

where the superscript I takes on the values 1 or 2 to distinguish the two spheroids of the
model and the series has been approximated by truncation at n = N.

The corresponding solutions for the sphere are

N n+l0°(r"O) :hnfi F, A°(--a ) P n (cOs) r:t" (42a)

and

n= a

For convenience in the fc ilation of the problem, local coordinate systems for each
electrode are retained. Transformation among the coordinate systems is required,
however, for the final solution.

The solution for the un:' -'rmined expan3ion coefficients can proceed in a manner 41
similar to that employed for the infinite parallel plate model except for the use of image
theory. The present case, however, contains three independent sets of expansion coeffi-
cients. Therefore, the boundary conditions must be matched on each of the three elec-
trodes and, hence, 3N + 2 equations are required for the solution. The total potential at
any point in space is the sum of the potentials associated with each of the three elec-
trodes as given by Equations (40) through (42b).

Three of the required 3N + 2 equations are obtained by setting the total potential
evaluated at a point on er within each electrode equal to the voltage imposed on that
electrode. The remaining equations required for a solution may be obtained by setting
the derivatives of the total potential evaluated at an interior point of each electrode to
zero. The derivatives of the Legendre functions are given in terms of the associated
Legendre functions by

dmPn(w) 1 pi (w) (43)
dwm
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where w is any complex variable. A similar equation holds for Q'(w). Equation (43)
corresponds to Hobson's definition of the associated Legendre functions and is used by
most references s" , while Ferrer's definition' differs from Equation (43) by a factor
of i.

Numerical solutions based upon imposing zero derivatives of potential interior to
the electrodes proved to have poor convergence for this model. Better convergence was
achieved by point matching of the potential at N + 1 points on the surface of each elec-
trode. For this point-matching method, the equations may be written in matrix form as

[K] [A] = [V] (44)

where Ve = VI ... = VN = VW = the voltage on the sphere

VN+1 =VN+2... =V2m+ =V = the voltage on the lower spheroid

V 2N+2 = V2N+3 ... = V3N+ 2 = V2 = the voltage on the upper spheroid

A0 = A0... .AN = A° = expansion coefficients for sphere

AN+i = A' ... A2N+, = AN= expansion coefficients for lower spheroid

A2N+ 2 = A 3.. .A3 N+2 = A 2= expansion coefficients for upper spheroid.

The elements of the 3N + 2 by 3N + 2 matrix K are the factors multiplying A'N in Equa-
tions (40) through (42b) evaluated at the match points.

The numerical solution for the capacitance of the sphere with zero voltage on the two
spheroids is shown in Figure 10 together with the solution for the infinite parallel plate
model. From these results, there is very little effect on the capacitance due to the finite size
of the plates.

The computed electric field at the surface of the sphere is shown in Figure 11.

2.4 Space Charge

The final problem to be addressed in this analysis is the influence on potentials and
fields of a space charge which fills the test chamber. A closed-form solution is possible
for a uniform charge density in an infinite slab region between infinite parallel conducting

3 Abramonitz. M., Stesun. I.A.. Handbeok of Mhthematome Functions. 5th Edition. Dover Publications, Inc., N.Y., N.Y., 1968.
Bateman Manuscript Project, Staff. Erdelyi. A., (Ed.). Higbe Tamumsend"Il Funette - Volume I. McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., N.Y.. N.Y..
1953,

Jahnke, E., Emde. F.. Table of Functions with Forenule end Curves. Dover Publications. Inc., 4th Edition, N.Y., N.Y.. 1945.

Morse, P.M. Feshbach, H., Methous of Tbeore"lel Physics, McGraw-Hill Book Company. Inc.. N.Y., N.Y., 1953.
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FIGURE 11. ELECTRIC FIELD AT THE SURFACE OF A SPHERE
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plates. While this solution will not Include the influence of a conducting sphere
embedded within this space charge, it is very useful as a limiting case. The solution for
a finite space charge region is formulated and evaluated numerically.

2.4.1 Iaflaite Slab hetwen Parall Plats

The potential within an infinite slab containing a uniform volume density of
charge between two infinite parallel conducting plates can be obtained as a solution of
Poisson's equation

V2* = -pe(45)

where V2 = the Laplacian operator

p = the volume density of space charge

e = the permittivity of the space charge medium.

The geometry is shown in Figure 12 with rectangular coordinates being the most ap-
propriate for the infinite slab problem. Since there must be translational invariance in
the xy-plane,

z

+ I
z= D/2
0 V0

FIGURE 12. SPACE CHARGE BETWEEN INFINITE PARALLEL PLATES

--- -- o (46)
Ox2  8ly 2

Thus, Equation (45) becomes

d 2 _ _ p_ .(7

Sdz 2  
. 47
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This differential equation has the general solution
11,(0- - 1, [!+ Az' +(8

-L 2 B(46)

The potential is assumed to be zero at the lower plate (z = -D/2) and V at the upper
plate (z - + D/2). The undetermined constants are thus evaluated from these boundary
conditions:

A -V (49a)
pD

B -m -Voe DI 4b
2,o 8(4)

Thus, the space potential in Equation (48) becomes

e- I-T -•K (50)

and the electric field is

E(z)- [z 1

These equations can be written in more convenient form in terms of the electric field
imposed by the voltage between the plates

EO - V
0  (52)

D
to give

f(Z))= -'[L- L"+E"z- - 0  (53)
22(83)

and

E = !!z + E, (54)

In the absence of an applied voltage between the plates, the maximum potential occurs
at z 0, and the maximum field occurs at the plates.
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2.4.2 Sphere Embedded in Finite Space Charge Region

The remaining problem to be addressed analytically is the effect of a finitc region
of space charge on a conducting sphere between parallel conducting plates. The
geometry chosen for this model is shown in Figure 13. The model is taken to be rota-
tionally invariant about the z-axis. The potential which results from the space charge is
computed using the Green's function for Poisson's equation:

ftdV
Vol.

Kz

p00

I %..Z 
+ D/2

P~ 0 Vs

pp=e

PI

E,

S/ • ,=-D/2

/I

/ I

FIGURE 13. SPHERE EMBEDDED lIN CYLINDRICAIL SPACE CH-ARGE REGION BETWVEEN•
INFIN•ITE PARALLEL PLATES
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where R is the distance from the source point to the field point as shown in Figures 14
and 15. Equation (55) is computed in two steps. First, * is evaluated for a cylindrical
region of radius b completely fil'ed by a space charge of uniform density p. Second, in
order that space charge within the volume occupied by the sphere be excluded, *' is
computed for a spherical region of radius, a, filled with a space charge of uniform
charge density, -p. These two potentials are then added to obtain the potential due to a
cylindrical space charge region with embedded sphere. Referring to Figure 15 for cylin-
drical coordinates,

R2 = z-z') 2 +r 2 +r' 2 -2rr' cos(j-(p') (56)

The use of Equation (56) in (55) leads to an elliptic integral form. The solutionp sought
for this model, however, require only the potential along the z-axis. A significant , i
simplification, therefore, results by restricting the field point to lie on the z-axis, i.e.,
r =0. With this restriction, Equation (56) becomes

R2 =(z-Z')2 +r' 2 (57)

and Equation (55) may be written as

p D/2, b 27 r'dlp'dr'dz'

ifC (z) = .1 s(~I)~t2(84I'EzI= - D/2 10 o0 (58)1
o z- )2.r,

Integration with respect to €' and r' may be performed directly, resulting in

'D/2

ifC(z •)D/ (zz-z 2 +b 2 - (z~z,)uz' (59)

Since image theory will be utilized in the final solution, it is necessary to evaluate Equa-
tion (59) for field point positions both inside and outside of the region
-D/2 < z < + D/2. For points inside the space charge region, Equation (59) is rewritten
as

ID/22 z D/21

for C(z)= 2- -,(z-z')2+b2dz'- (z-z')dz'- ,, (z' -z)dz' (60)2 --D/ D/2 1

4or
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FIGURE 14. SOURCE POINT - FIELD POINT GEOMETRY, SPHERICAL COORDINATES

For points outside of the space charge region, Equation (59) becomes

2e -D/2 -D/2

where the + sign is used for z 2- D/2 and the - sign is used for z:5 -D/2.
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FIGURE 15. SOURCE POINT - FIELD POINT GEOMETRY, CYLINDRICAL COORDINATES

These integrals may be ewaluated using Equations 380.201 and 380.001 of

Reference 9 to give

(D/2 - z) (D/2-z)2 +b" + (D/2 + z) V(z+D/2)2 +b 2

,zc(z) (D/ W--+ /)2+
2 2

2 (D/2 -z) +b' 4- (D/2 - Z)
F+ -in z2+D(62)

24
for x/(D/2 + z)' + b 2 - (D/2 + z)

-D D!5- z5--
2 2

Dwight, H.B.. Table of lategqwla and Other Mthemattkal Data, 4th Edition, The Macmillan Company, N.Y., N.Y.. 1961.
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and

S( - 2(D/2 - z) 2 2+ (D/2 + z) ,(z+D/2) 2 4b 2  •

b2) (D/2 /1-Z)1-+-bI( + D/2)(63

for 1(D/2 + z)' + b 2 + (D/2 + z)

D
z -use - sign2

-D
z D use + sign

2

The space charge excluded by the sphere must now be accounted for by
evaluating Equation (55) over a spherical volume of radius, a, and containing a space
charge - p. Again restricting the field point, P, to lie on the z-axis and referring to
Figure 14,

R 2 = r' 2 -2r'z, cosO'-z 2  (64)

After performing the integration with respect to ', Equation (55) becomes

(.a (Ia r' 2 sinO'dO'dr'
._____ (65)

z 0 r,2_2rz, cosO,_Z2

where z, refers to a local coordinate system for the sphere.

The 0' integration may be performed using Equation 859.151 of Reference 9 to
obtain

r -- dr' + r'dr' IZI a (66)
2e 01.

,I,'z) = - ± I , a rr 2;I'z, I ;a (67)

-p fa r' 2dr' (7
,I,'(z 2e o 1' z, Iz za(7

9

Ibid.
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Evaluating the integrals in Equations (66) and (67),

*.Z) a2_ IZ12 ) Iz,I~sa (68)

p3( 2a j3 jý (69)
2e 31z, I

These results are transformed to the basic coordinate system by

Z5 - ZO(70)

where z0 is the location of the center of the sphere. The total potential due to space
charge is obtained by adding Equations (68) and (69) to Equations (62) and (63) as ap-
propriate, to obtain

(z) () + (z)(71)

The above analysis provides the potential produced by a finite cylindrical region
of space charge with an embedded sphere in free space. The influence of the infinite
parallel conducting plates is included by using image theory as discussed earlier. Since
the potential produced by the space charge region and its images is completely deter
mined, these potentials and their derivatives are subtracted from the voltage vector on .
the right side of Equation (23) prior to its solution [i.e., Equation (24)]. The derivatives
of Equations (6-), (63), (68), and (69) up to tenth order are included in Appendix D.

The results of this analysis for a finite radius cylinder filled with space charge
should approach the results of Section 2.4.1 for an infinite region as the radius of the
cylinder increases. It is of interest to examine this convergence not only to check on the
numerical computation but also to provide insight into the behavior as a function of the
size of the space charge region. Figure 16 shows the computed values of the electric field
at the center of the lower plate (ground plane) as a function of the radius of the space
charge region. The effects of the sphere have been excluded from this computation, and
the distance between tihe plates is taken to be the height of the actual test chamber. The
horizontal dashed lines in this figure indicate the field computed from Equation (51) for
the infinite space charge region. The vertical dashed line in Figure 16 indicates the
radius of the cylindrical space charge region for which the cross-sectional area is the
same as that of the test chamber. These results show very good convergence of the solu-
tion, but indicate that the field produced by a space charge region of size similar to the
test chamber is only about 70 percent of the infinite solution.

The full solutions for the electric field at the center of the lower plate as a func-
tion of height of the sphere, space charge density, and applied voltage on the sphere are
shown in Figures 17 through 20. Similar solutions for the electric field at the sphere at
0= (i.e., south pole) are shown in Figures 21 through 24.
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2.5 Summary of the Theoretical Analysis

The previous sections have examined the electrostatic solution for a conducting
sphere when located between infinite parallel conducting plates, between thin conducting
oblate spheroids, and within a finite size space charge region between infinite con-
ducting plates. The influence of an externally applied electric field has also been includ-
ed as the field produced by a voltage applied to the plates.

The solution procedure may be summarized as follows"

(a) The potential produced by a surface charge density on the sphere is
expressed as a series of eigenfunctions as in Equations (7) and (8), which may be written

C0 K[(H,x,y,z) (72)
n=O

where H the height of the sphere above the lower plate

K= the eigenfunctions for the sphere.

Here, as well as in the remainder of this section, a coordinate system with origin on the
lower plate is assumed for convenience. The eigenfunctions K' (H,x,y,z) are functions only
of the geometry of the model and include the effects of all electrodes. It should be noted
that Equation (72) is not restricted to the sphere but could be written for any geometrical
shape for which an eigenfunction solution of Laplace's equation can be found.

The values of the expansion coefficients depend upon the voltages applied to the elec-
trodes as well as the geometry. The solution for the coefficients may be written symbolically

in matrix form as

[C] =[K] -'[VI (73) A

or
Curn-IC.j Kn -mV. (74)

where K-, are the elements of the inverse matrix. The vector [V] contains the poten-
tials at the center of the sphere produced by voltages on the plates, external field, space
charge, or other sources. Equation (72) may be rewritten using Equation (74) to become

•s= •( •K.lmVm)Kn (75)
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For the approximations used in this analysis, all series are truncated to a finite number
of terms. The order of summation in Equation Q73) may therefore be changed without
question to give

The term in the parentheses in Equation (74) is a function of the geometry only.

(b) The effect of an externally applied uniform vertical electric field, E0, pro-

duces a potential at the center of the sphere

VE= -EoH (77)

where it is assumed that the lower plate is zero potential. Equation (77) follows directly
from Equations (25) and (26). The voltage VE must be subtracted from Vo in Equation
(74). At other points in space the external field produces a potential

VE= _EOz (78)

(c) The existence of a space charge region also produces a potential at all
points within the space. From the analysis of Section 2.4.2, this potential is proportional
to the charge density and may be written for any point as

"k p = pM(x,y,z) (79)

or, at the center of the sphere,

VP=pM(0,0,H) (80)

The function M in Equation (79) is also a function of the geometry alone. The voltage
V" at the position of the sphere must be subtracted from V0 in the solution of Equation
(74).

The final solution may be obtained by combining the effects of the various sources.
The solution presented in Section 2.2 forms the set of equations by imposing the condi-
tions that the total potential at the center of the sphere be the applied potential and that
derivatives of the total potential be zero. The first element of the vector in Equation
(73) (i.e., V0) is thus the applied potential minus all potentials from other sources
evaluated at the center of the sphere. The other elements of [V] are the negatives of the
derivatives of potentials from other sources. For the sources discussed above, Equation
(76) may be rewritten as

s(x,yz)= nKnOK' (Vo +EoH-pM(O,O,H))

(81)

+ ~KK I(E 8aM(0OO,z)
+ = 8z'- =)
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The total potential at any point in space is obtained by adding Equations (78), (80), and
(81). After rearranging terms,

N N M N

*(X,y,z)=V o [ 8 K ", =] +,+Eo["K0 Kn -' + a K ,K-I ,-z]

E ac o t e er s n brjk t i Eq a on (82 is a u in of th em e r on y

(82)

M N

- I;-M(Oz) + +M(x*Yz)1

Each of the terms in brackets in Equation (82) is a function of the geometry only.

PII
4
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3. TEST FACILITIES

A necessary requisite for this project was a test facility capable of accommodating the
models to be tested wherein simulated electrostatic conditions could be manipulated and
controlled. Experimental testing capabilities were required in which controlled electrostatic
space charge densities and electric fields could be produced. Since a suitable test facility was
not available at the onset of the project, it was necessary to design and build one. The test
facility described in this section consists of a large wooden test chamber measuring 6.1 x 6.1
x 6.2 meters (20 x 20 x 20.25 feet) with ancillary electrostatic charge generation facilities.
Space charge for the large chamber is generated by passive wvater jets in a small, 1 .8-meter
(6-foot) cubical antechamber connected to the larger chamber by two 0.3-meter (12-inch)
diameter plastic pipes. A blower system is used to transport the space charge into the largei
chamber for the simulated helicopter model tests. Even though water aerosols were used as
charge carriers, the method implemented for generating and controlling the space charge
resulted in an environment in the test chamber consisting of a very fine electrostatically
charged fog virtually free of any moisture cf fects which would af fect equipment or
personnel.

3.1 Test Chamber

The test chamber was designed to satisfy the following requirements: (1) to generate
and contain a water aerosol electrostatic space charge, (2) to provide conducting ground
planes in the floor and roof to facilitate producing an electric field within the chamber to
simulate the earth's natural electric field, (3) to provide nonconducting walls, (4) to provide
a roof structure capable of spanning a considerable open area and carrying the load of the
models, and (5) to provide a maximum piactical chamber size in comparison with the
dimensions of the models.

These criteria were mnet by designing and constructing a wooden frame and plywood
cubical structure mounted on creosol poles in a pier and beam configuration. Overall, the
test chamber floor space was 6.1 meters (20 feet) square at the outside dimensions.H Extroverted frames were used for the walls, as shown in Figures 25 (a) and 25 (b). These wall
frames were covered with plywood paneling and plastic sheets, as shown in Figure 25(c).
Corrugated galvanized sheet metal was used in the roof and floor for the ground planesI whereby high voltages could be applied to produce the required electric fields. Inside, the
roof and floor ground planes were separated by a distance of 6.2 meters (20.25 feet). The
roof structure, which can be seen in Figure 25(d), includes a slight slope for water drainage

and beams for supporting the roof-mounted load. Also shown is the large plastic pipe in theU center of the roof used for filling the test chamber with space charge. The hoist under the
center inlet pipe supports the models at any height above the ground plane. Another hoist,
shown on the right, supports the instrumentation cables connected to the model.''1 Inexpensive plywood was used in the construction of the floor and walls. All exposed walls
on the outside were painted to provide some protection against weather deterioration.

Several other features of the test chamber can be seen in the photographs of Figure 25,
including the water pump system comprising part of the space charge generating system,
one of the blowers, and the spray electrification charge generating antechamber. For
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convenience, the test chamber was located next to an existing building shown on the right in
order to provide a work area where instrumentation wa~s located and data collected. As
shown in Figures 25 (b) and 25(c), special test fixtures and ports were located on the
chamber walls for sampling and measuring the electrostatic conditions within the test
chamber.

3.2 Charge Antechamber

Although the original concept proposed for generating space charge required water
jets in the test chamber, the overall design of the test facility was improved and resulted in
the space charge being generated in a special antechamber. This concept proved to be quite
effective in generating a controllable electrostatic space charge, and it virtually eliminated
any moisture in the test chamber that would affect electronic instrumentation or personnel.
The space charge generating antechamber was located on the roof of the building adjacent
to the test chamber, as shown in Figure 26(a). The space charge antechamber and the test
chamber were located as close together as possible and connected by two 0. 3-meter (12-
inch) diameter PVC pipes for maximizing the space charge transfer between the two
chambers.

The antechamber is a 1.8-meter (6-foot) cubical box made of plywood paneling and
lined inside with galvanized sheet metal as shown in Figure 26(b). A door provides access to
the antechamber when required. With the door closed, the antechamber forms a grounded
cubical tank capable of withstanding a slight positive pressure and continuous spray from
the water jets.

Various configurations of water jets were tried in the antechamber to determine the
best arrangement for generating the charged water mist. Figure 26(c) shows a vertical pipe
with six nozzles installed in the center of the antechamber that generated a considerable
amount of charged fog but produced excessive moisture conditions in the test chamber. The
final arrangement of nozzles used throughout the tests is shown in Figure 26(d). In thisI
configuration, six water jets impact against the opposite wall of the antechamber and
produce passively charged fog and water aerosols by the spray electrification process that
are boosted to still higher charge levels by a high-voltage corona discharge needle located inii the center of the antechamber. The water jet nozzles have orifices 1.6 mm (0.0625 inch) in
diameter.

In operation, the flowrate through each nozzle is 6.3 x 10.2 liters/sec [(I gpmr) under a
pressure of 14.1 kgs/cm2 (200 psi)]. These operating conditions produce nozzle exit
velocities of approximately 42 m/s (94 mph). The charged aerosol mist particles are further
boosted by a 30-50 kV corona discharge needle at the center of the tank. The metal tank
enclosure effectively shields any radio frequency signals produced by the corona discharge
from the electric field intensity instrumentation used in the main test chamber. Space
charge is transferred out of the antechamber by the blower system which pressurizes the
antechamber and selectively transfers only the smallest water aerosols to the test chamber in
the form of a uniformly dispersed fog. The resultant space charge densities typically
measured in the test chamber ranged from 7 to 12 nC/in 3 and could be made either positive
or negative depending on the polarity of the high voltage applied to the corona discharge
needle.
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The high voltages required for the corona discharge arrangement posed a personnel
safety problem, since the voltage and currents delivered by the power supply were lethal. A
safety interlock switch was implemented on the antechamber door which would remove the
high voltage from the corona needle once the door was opened. Also, a rotating warning
light was used at all times whenever high voltage was applied t') the corona needle.

Besides generating the space charge for the main test chamber, the space charge
antechamber also served as a test enclosure for calibrating the charge density meter and
sampling hose used in the model tests. This calibration process is fully described in
Appendix A. For this purpose the corona needle was removed to permit the charged mist
produced by the passive water jets to be measured in an open-volume cubical tank. The
electric field was measured at the center of one of the tank walls by an electric ficidmeter,
while the tank atmosphere was sampled and measured by the charge density meter as the
space charge conditions were varied by changing the water jet flowrate.

3.3 Pump System

A pump system is provided as part of the antechamber system to deliver a high
pressure water suppi; to the six nozzles and to recirculate the water in a closed-loop system.
The pump system is shown in Figure 27 and consists of: (1) a holding tank reservoir with an
inlet cutoff valve, (2) a water filter, (3) a volumetric flowmeter, (4) a roller-type water

j pump, (5) a motor, (6) a flowrate bypass control valve, (7) a pressure accumulator, and (8)
a pressure gauge. The key components in the pump system are a Teel Model 1 P736 roller
pump and a 3-horsepower Doerr Model LR-22 132 electric motor which drives the pump.
The pump system can deliver 0.38 liters/sec (6 gpm) at a pressure of 14.1 kgs/cm2 (200 psi).

In operation, water is taken from the holding tank under low pressure and filtered
before passing through the flowmeter and the pump. The output of the pump produces a
pulsating water stream which is moderated by an accumulator to provide a steady flow of
water to the six nozzles located in the space charge antechambc-. The flowrate in the pump

system is controlled by a bypass valve around the pump. Water collected in the
antechamber drains into the holding tank and is continuously recirculated in a closed-loop

Contmintio inthewater hsa detrimental effect on the production and generation
of charged mist. Rust and dirt must be effectively removed for high charge generation
efficiency. At the beginning of each day of testing after the pump system had been idle
overnight, it was necessary to remove rust formed in the water supply line to the nozzles.
This was done by opening a flush valve at the nozzles and running the pump system in an
open-loop mode. This flushing process removes part of the water in the holding tank that is
replaced by means of a float valve connected to the utility water line. Periodic replacement
of the water f ilter element in the inlet side of the pump was necessary af ter extended use of
the system.

3.4 Charge Circulation System

Two high-capacity blowers transfer the charged mist from the antechamber to the test
chamber. One of these blowers is mounted on the front wall of the test chamber as shown in
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K' FIGURE 27. WATER PUMP SYSTEM
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Figure 25(a) and the other blower, shown in Figure 28(a), is mounted on the back wall of
the test chamber. The blower and motor assembly for each installation, shown in Figure
28(b), consists of a Dayton Model 4C 130 belt-drive blower and a 2-horsepower Dayton
Model 3NO84 three-phase motor, to deliver an airflow of 377.6 liters/sec (800 cfm) under a
standard waterhead pressure of 175 mm (6.9 inches or 0.25 psi). Fresh air is taken into each
blower and is transported through a 152.4-mm (6-inch) diameter thin-wall PVC pipe to the
antechamber. This flow transports the mobile charged water aerosols f rom the
antechamber through two 304.8-mm (1 2-inch) diameter thin-wall PVC ducts into the top of
the test chamber. With a combined flowrate of 75 5.2 liters/sec (1,600 cf m) from the two
blowers, the test chamber can be filled with space charge to establish electrostatic equilib-
riunm conditions within about 10 minutes after the charge circulation system is turned on.

Various operating configurations of charge tratisport methods from the antechamber
to the test chamber were tested experimentally before the final charge circulation system
produced optimum space charge test conditions. Initially, only the front blower and the
primary overhead charge transfer duct shown in Figure 26(a) were used in a closed-loop
mode to continuously recirculate the charged mist. This configuration resulted in very little
charge buildup in the test chamber. An auxiliary blower was added in the closed-loop
circulation system which succeeded in filling the test chamber with more water mist but did
not result in useable space charge. Useable space charge density was obtained when the
intakes of both blowers from the test chamber were blocked and outside air was used in an
open-loop circulation system. This method of filling the test chamber produced a slight
positive pressure which was vented by a flap panel in the chamber wall and cracks in the
structure.

In the final opcrating configuration, a horizontal charge transport duct, also shown in
Figure 26(a), was added between the two chambers to augment the charge directedI
downward at the center of the test chamber. In addition, the downward airflow from theV center charge transport duct was deflected radially by a circular disk which diffused the
space charge uniformly throughout the test chamber. With the two charge transport ducts,
the disk deflector, and two blowers operating in an open circulation system, a large amount
of air and charged water mist could be moved through the test chamber with very littleJ
perception of moving air currents.

The charge circulation system was found to be very selective in filtering the size of
water aerosols being transparted. to the test chamber. With the two transport ducts, the air
velocities through the sysý:*mn were low so that the water aerosol particles entering the
upward-inclined vertical transport duct were collected on the sides of the duct. This
condensate flowed back into the antechamber and hence, only the very small diameter and
lighter water aerosols in the air stream were transported to the test chamber. A downward-
directed elbow fitting on the lower horizontal charge transport duct intake discriminated
against the heavier water particles. With this intake directed downward from the
antechamber, heavier water particles were not drawn from the antechamber, leaving only
small-diameter water aerosols to flow into the test chamber.
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3.5 Instrumentation Room

The test chamber was purposely located next to an existing laboratory building to
provide space in which the test equipment required in the model experiments could be set up
and operated. The primary equipment used throughout the model testing efforts included a
Monroe Electronics, Inc. Model 171 electric fieldmeter installed in the test model body and
instrumented through a fiber optic link and a specially designed charge density meter that
required a nonconductive space charge sampling hose connected to its input.

The electric fieldmeter was operated in the model being tested in the test chamber and
provided inputs to a fiber optic transmitter which was also located in the model. Fiber optic
cables connected to the model were used to transmit the electric field intensity data being
measured from the model to a fiber optic receiver located in the instrumentation room
where the analog readouts were recorded by a strip chart recorder. The instrumentation
room and cable pipes between the instrumentation room and the test chamber containing
the fiber optic transmission cables and the charge density sampling hose are shown in
Figure 29(a).

The primary test equipment and other auxiliary equipment used in the instrumentation
room is shown in Figure 29(b). This equipment consists of: (1) a fiber optic readout receiver
for the electric f ieldmeter, (2) a digital voltmeter, (3) a control panel with pressure gauges
and valves for operating the charge density sampling system in the model, (4) a strip chart
for recording analog data from the electric fieldmeter and charge density meter, and (5) the
charge density meter. Close-ups of the fiber optic receiver and the control panel for the

turret sampling valve are shown in Figures 29(c) and 29(d), respectively.

The fiber optic receiver is a modified XA/RA-l400M-2240 system manufactured for
the project by Math Associates, Inc. and has provisions for six input channels. An output
connector for a digital voltmeter and a channel selector switch on the front panel provide
an output monitoring capability for any of the six channels. Complete circuit details and
the operation of the overall fiber optic data system are described in Appendix B.

The control panel of the valve system used for sampling space charge surrounding the
model is comprised of six 6.4-mm (1 /4-inch), three-way ball valves and pressure gauges
coupled to a gas manifold supplied by pressurized nitrogen. Six 6.4-mm (1 /4-inch)
polyethylene tubes contained in the cable pipes are connected between the model and the
control panel ball valves for the purpose of op~ening and closing six companion 25.4-mm

(I-nhgas-actuated PVC ball valves in the model.

The charge density meter used in the model tests was developed by Southwest Research
Institute on a project conducted for the U.S. Maritime Administration for ship tank
electrostatic studies. This instrument is described in Appendix A.
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(a) CABLE PIPES AND 1NST.IUMENTATION ROOM

(b) TEST EQUIPMENT SETUP

110 URE 29. TEST EQUIPMENT AND INSTRUMENTATION ROOM
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(c) FIBER OPTIC RECEIVER

(d) COMPRESSED GAS MANIFOLD FOR TURRET SAMPLING VALVE

FIGURE 29. TEST EQUIPMENT AND INSTRUMENTATION ROOM (CONT'D)
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4. MODELS

Two models simulating a helicopter were designed and built during the course of the
project for electrostatic experiments in the test chamber. The models include a sphere and
an elongated cylinder designed to be suspended from the roof of the test chamber. Electric
field sensors and a means of sampling the surrounding space charge density at the surface
of the model were contained in the models. Because of the ideal geometry and analysis
afforded by a spherical shape, the spherical model was constructed and tested first.
Experimental data was collected and compared with tractable solutions of Laplace's and
Poisson's equations. This correlation proved the feasibility of the on-board sensor concept
being investigated and thereby eliminated the need for conducting further model tests with
the elongated cylinder. Although the elongated cylindrical model was never used, this
model was completed and could have been tested in the same manner as the spherical
model.

The models were constructed using fiberglass and epoxy materials and have
dimensions that make their surface areas equal. The length-to-diameter ratio and the space
required to accommodate the instrumentation in the elongated cylindrical model
determined the surface areas of the two models and the diameter of the sphere. Each model
is comprised of two identical half-shells which bolt together at the centerlines, and each is
coated with an electrically conductive compound to simulate the metal skin of a helicopter.

4.1 Construction

Both test models were constructed by Glas Fab, Inc., and were designed for a surface
area of 5.3 M2 (57.25 ft 2). The wall thicknesses of the fiberglass epoxy models were
noncritical and varied from 3.0-6.5 mm (0. 12-0.25 inch), which resulted in shells capable of
accommodating a 90.7-kg (200-1b) instrumentation package. An electrically conductive
skin was achieved by coating the model surfaces with EC-N-501, manufactured by
PennDixon Corporation. Since the models were designed as two separable shells that bolt
together, a guide rim attached to the inside edge of one of the shells was used in mating and

L bolting the two shells together. Measurement points on the model surfaces were selected for
a dual set of electrostatic sensors that included an electric field intensity sensor for
measuring electric fields normal to the model surfaces and a tube fixture for sampling the
space charge density surrounding the model. The models delivered by the manufacturer
were rough and required finishing work to provide proper mating of the two shells prior to
installation of the electrostatic sensor fixtures and the internal electronic instrumentation
package, and the application of the conductive coating on the outside surfaces.

4. 1.1 Spherical Model

The completed spherical model is illustrated in Figure 30(a). Overall, this model had
a radius of 0.652 meter (2.139 feet). This photograph shows the electrostatic sensors at the
equator and the charge density sampling fixture at the north pole. Also shown are two of
three insulators used in the suspension of the sphere, the connections for the fiber optic
cables, and hoses required in the operation of the model. Figure 30(b) shows the lower half
of the spherical test model and the four electrostatic sensor locations, together with the
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instrumrentation and umbilical fittings and connectors. Close-ups of a typical pair of
equator and north pole sensors are shown in Figures 30(c) and 30(d), respectively.
Altogether, the spherical model contained three equator sensor pairs and sensor pairs at the
north and south poles.

Views of the suspension harness are shown in Figures 30(e) and 30(f). Special
insulators and polyethylene rope were required in the harness. Several arrangements were
tried for the harness before a satisfactory means was found that would not bleed charge
from the sphere. The three small suspension insulators are standard items purchased
commercially; however, the heavy load insulator was obtained specially for the project.
Also shown in Figure 30(f) are all of the fiber optic cables required for the electric field
sensors, the nitrogen gas hoses required for the model sampling valves, and the single space
charge density sampling hose also connected to the sampling valve system. Figures 30(g)
and 30(h) show close-ups of the instrumentation and umbilical connections required for the
spherical model. An on-board power connector is also shown in these views. In the normal
mode of operation, a shorting plug on the sphere surface completes the power circuit for
the electronic instrumentation in the sphere. During overnight periods, a power cord is
connected at this point for recharging the internal battery power supply. The screw head
shown in Figure 30(g) is used to electrically connect the two half shells of the model
,together. With this wire connection and the electrically conductive coating on the sphere,
the DC skin resistance at any two points on the model surface was 3 ohms or less. The
connectors used for the fiber optics resemble standard SMA coaxial connectors. The hose
fittings for the gas-actuated turret valve are simple twist-lock polyethylene fittings in which
the tubes are inserted and held in place by tightening the locknut. The hose connection for
the charge density meter is a standard 25.4-mm (1 -inch) diameter hose barb PVC fitting.

The elongated cylindrical model represents a more complex geometry configuration
that approximates the HLH aircraft to a better degree than the spherical model. This test
body was designed for a length-to-diameter ratio of 3.6. With a surface area of 5.3 M2

(57.25 ft2) and a design length-to-diameter ratio of 3.6, the length and diameter dimensions
are 2.46 meters (97 inches) and 0.69 meter (27 inches), respectively. The limiting constraint
in the design of both models was the diameter of the elongated cylindrical model, since the
diameter dimension must accommodate the Monroe electric f ieldmeter. Figures 3 1(a) and
3 1(b) show the completed elongated cylirdrical model. Provisions were included for six
pairs of electrostatic sensors with two on the ends and four spaced equally around the
circumference at the center. Although the elongated cylindrical model was completed and
could have been tested, the testing requirements for this model were eliminated.

4.2 Model Instrumentation

The model instrumentation included: (1) a Monroe Electronics, Inc. electric fieldmeter
with companion sensors modified both mechanically and electrically for mounting in the
models and also modified for battery operation; (2) Math Associates fiber optic
transmitters connected to the output of active channels of the electric f ieldmeter; and (3)
the sampling valve system for measuring the space charge density surrounding the modeis
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(g) FIBER OPTIC CABLES AND HOSES CONNECTED TO

SPHERICAL MODEL

*1-1

.11

(h) CLOSE-UP OF FIBER OPTIC CONNECTORS AND HOSE

FITTINGS ON SPHERICAL MODEL

FIGURE 30. CONSTRUCTION FEATURES OF SPHERICAl MODEL (CONT'D)
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at selected points determined by remote control from the instrumentation room This

section describes the model instrumentation features and the manner in which the
instrumentation package was implemented in the spherical and elongated cylindrical
models.

4.2.1 Monroe Model 171 Electric Fieldmeter

An on-board Monroe Electronics, Inc. Model 171 electric fieldmeter was used to
measure electric fields normal to the model surfaces. Since the instrumentation package
was to be completely self-contained and implemented in the model, it was first necessary to
design a DC power pack for operating the electric fieldmeter and to provide voltages for the
fiber optic transmitters. The DC power pack was comprised of a globe GC 12200B Gel Cell
battery with a 20 Ah capacity, and S 12VDCOO and RC 15V I5V l modular power
components from Powercube Corporation. This supply was capable of operating on input
voltages ranging from 10-14 VDC and supplying ± 15 VDC at I A. In the modification of
the electric fieldmeter, the DC power pack was mounted on the framework of the
instrument together with a switch for either AC or DC operation. Output voltage terminals
were also provided for electrical connections required by the fiber optic transmitters. The
complete electrical modification details on the electric fieldmeter are described in Appendix
C. Mechanically, the electric fieldmeter was modified by removing the original case of the
instrument so that the instrument mainframe could be mounted in a rack compatible with
each model.

Monroe Model 1019B circular probe sensors, which have two different sizes of
interchangeable apertures, were used with the Monroe electric fieldmeter. With the larger
aperture (1019B-2), the maximum full-scale magnitude of electric fields that can be
measured is ± 10 kV/m. Electric fields as high as ± 100 kV/m can be measured with the
smaller aperture (1019B-3). Both sets of apertures were used during the model experiments.
The 1019B sensors require special mounts insulated from the ground reference plane and
were implemented in tubular fiberglass holders epoxied in the model walls. When the
sensors are inserted in the holders, the aperture caps are flush-mounted and oriented
normal to the model surface. The ground reference for the electric fieldmeter was obtained
through the ground terminal of the mainframe connected to the conducting surface of the

models.

The Model 1019B sensor probcs are designed to operate with a purging gas supply.
A small purging tube is attached to the sensor housing whereby inert gas or dry compressed
air can be passed through the sensor and exhausted through its aperture. This purging
actio.. prevents dust particles or liquid aerosols from contaminating or disabling the sensor.
A single, 6.4-mm (0.25-inch) diameter polyethylene tube supplies compressed purging air to
the models and connects to a small manifold that distributes the air to each sensor.

4.2.2 Fiber Optic Transmitters

Each channel of the Monroe Model 171 electric fieldmeter is connected to the input
of a fiber optic transmitter module manufactured by Math Associates, Inc. These
transmitters are part of a modified Model XA/RA-1400-2400 fiber optic DC transmission
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system described in Appendix B. The modification was required so that the transmitter
inputs could accept the ± 10-volt output levels from the electric fieldmeter. The fiber optic
transmitter modules are mounted on a metal plate on the instrumentation rack contained
within the test models. Fiber optic cables from the transmitters terminate at the outer
surface of the model at SMA type feed-through connectors. The transmitters are operated
by a DC power pack designed to operate the Monroe electric fieldmeter.

4.2.3 Turret Sampling Valve

The sampling valve assembly used in the models consists of several Chemtrol PA-10
25.4-mm (1-inch) diameter, two-way PVC ball valves that have the outlet sides connected to
a common manifold fabricated of 25.4-m (I-inch) diameter PVC pipe. Each valve is fitted
with PAS-18 fail-to-close failsafe pneumatic actuators which normally close the valves
when they are unpressurized. PVC hoses also connect the inlet sides of the valves opposite
the common manifold to space charge density sampling tubes mounted in the model walls
next to each electric field sensor. Thus, the remote-controlled ball valves are placed between
the external sampling tubes and the manifold. The output of the manifold is connected to a
hose barb fitting mounted through the wall of the models where the sampled charged mist
flows to the charge density meter through 30.48 meters (100 feet) of 25.4-mm (1-inch)
diameter Nylobrade hose, Type IHNBO90, manufactured by Newage Industries, Inc.

Each pneumatically operated ball valve has a connection to a 6.4-mm (0.25-inch)
diameter polyethylene tube which supplies compressed nitrogen gas from the control panel
located in the instrumentation room. Pressures ranging from .1.6 to 8.8 kg/cm 2 (80 to 125
psi) are required to operate the ball valves. The various ball valve assemblies are controlled
by opening companion three-way ball valves in the instrumentation room to permit
selective space charge density sampling around the models. When the control valve is
closed, the pressure in the actuator drops, which automatically closes the ball valve via
spring action. The design of this space charge sampling valve is unique in that it utilizes a
control link from the instrumentation room to the model without any conductive path that
might discharge the model during testing.

4.2.4 Spherical Model

Front and rear views of the overall instrumentation package used in the spherical
model ar%. shown in Figures 32(a) and 32(b). A special aluminum instrumentation rack was
designed to mount the Monroe electric fieldmeter, the DC battery power pack, the fiber
optic transmitters, and the pneumatic-actuated ball valve assembly. Also shown are some
of the 6.4-mm (0.25-inch) diameter polyethylene pneumatic control lines to the ball valves.

Figures 32(c), 32(d) and 32(e) show the instrumentation package and mounting
inside the model. The suspension harness directly supports the weight of the entire

instrumentation package and the only load imposed upon the spherical shell is limited to its
own weight. The wooden internal mounting platform and load blocks are shown in Figures
32(d) and 32(e). The three internal load blocks are held in place by epoxy and by the
insulator screws external to the model. Cutouts at 120-degree intervals around the platform
match the load block pattern so that the platform can be placed in the top of the spherical
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half-shell and locked in place by a twisting motion. An aluminum rod located in the center
of the platform attaches to the instrumentation rack through a matching receptacle and
locking pin that transfers the load of the instrumentation package directly to the suspension
harness on the model,

In Figure 32(f), the instrumentation package is shown in the bottom half of the
spherical shell, and except for the north pole sensors, the hoses and cables are connected for
operation. Three of the sensors near the equator are located in the bottom half-shell, An
alignment rim is used to match and bolt the two half-shells together at the equator. As a
result, the sensors are tilted downward at 6.7 degrees from the equatorial plane. A close-up
of an electric field sensor and the space charge density sampling tube at a typical equator
sensing point is shown in Figure 32(g). The 1019B field sensor probe, together with its
electrical cable, purging hose, and fiberglass mount, is shown. Also shown are the PVC
fittings, sampling tube and hose required for the charge density measurements.

Once the spherical model is closed and ready for testing, the external pneumatic
hoses and fiber optic cables are attached as shown in Figure 32(h). These cables and hoses
are supported by a special hoist arrangement in the test chamber to keep the instrumen-
tation connections off the floor as the model is raised and lowered.

In conducting the various model experiments, it was necessary to charge the sphere
to known potentials. This was accomplished by a special high-voltage probe shown in

4 spring-loaded pins for contacting the model surface. An adjustable high voltage power

supply in the test chamber is connected to the probe to charge the model with respect to the
floor ground plane. Charging potentials were measured at the power supply using a 1000: 1

high-voltage probe and Jigital voltmeter.

Certain tests on the spherical model required the use of an electric field sensorI
mounted on a simulated cargo hook and cable configuration at the south pole of the model
as shown in Figure 32(j). For these measurements, a shielded braid was used around the
electric field sensor to simulate the cargo cable. This simulated cargo cable could be easily
changed in length.

4.2.5 Elongated Cylindrical Model

Several views of the electrostatic sensor instrumentation in the elongated cylindrical
model are shown in Figure 33. As may be noted, the elongated cylindrical model is
instrumented in a manner very similar to that already described for the spherical model.
The space requirements for the instrumentation package are smaller in the cylindrical shell,

4 . and hence, a different instrumentation rack was designed to accommodate the pneumatic
ball valves and fiber optic transmitters. Figure 33(a) shows the model fully instrumented
with the two half-shells ready for bolting together. The end of the instrumentation package
shows the fiber optic transmitters, some of the sampling ball valves, and the purging hoses

K- and manifold for the electric field sensors. A close-up of the Monroe Model 171 electric
fieldmeter and the sampling valve manifold is shown in Figure 33(c).
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(a) FRONT VIEW OF ELECTRIC FIELD INTENSITY METER AND SPACE
CHARGE DENSITY SAMPLING VALVE ASSEMBLY

.I1

(b) REAR VIEW OF ELECTRIC FIELD INTENS TY METER AND SPACE
CHARGE DENSITY SAMPLING VALVE AS EMBLY SHOWING

FIBER OPTIC TRANSMITT --R5

FIGURE 32. SPHERICAL MODEL INS] RUMENTATION /
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(C) ELECTRIC FIELD INTENSITY METER

FIGURE 33. ELONGATED CYLINDRICAL MODEL INSTRUMENTATION (CONT'D)
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5. DESCRIPTION OF TESTS

Systematic electrostatic experiments were conducted in the test chamber to study the
space charge phenomena surrounding the model and the resultant ef fects produced on the
electric fields and potentials measured on the model. It was the original intention to first
use a spherical model shape extensively, since the field equations related to spheres usually
have tractable solutions. Furthermore, the spherical model tests were expected to reveal
certain data trends that could be identified and correlated with mathematical analyses
which, when altered only by a geometric factor, should account for the experimental test
results on other model shapes. Since the most important objective of the project was to
prove the feasibility of an on-board potential sensor for helicopter applications when space
charge, external electric fields, and triboelectrification effects occur simultaneously, the
requirement for testing other model shapes was eliminated and all work efforts emphasized
tests on the spherical model. Before the model tests could be conducted, it was necessary 'o
evaluate the electrostatic field conditions within the test chamber and to perform other
preliminary tests, including calibration of the instrumentation used throughout the testing
efforts. This section describes only the experimental test efforts. Analysis of the test data
and correlation with the analytical studies are presented later.

5. 1 Capacitance

The first experiment conducted was the measurement of the capacitance of the sphere
as the height of the model above the ground plane chamber floor was varied. The
capacitance vs height of the sphere is an important parameter to consider in the model tests,1* since it is a scale factor directly related to an aircraft body. T he capacitance can also be
derived mathematically and, hence, the measured capacitance can be correlated with the
mathematical analysis as a check on the experimental test arrangement. Specifically, the
capacitance of the sphere was measured at the south pole for various heights above the
ground plane using a test fixture mounted directly under the sphere. The measurement
arrangement consisted of a vertical contacting wire and a Data Precision Model 938 digital
capacitance meter as shown in Figure 34. For a typical capacitance measurement, the
combined capacitance of the sphere and vertical wire was f iTSt measured for the case wlben
the wire was stretched tightly between terminals on the south pole of the sphere and the test
fixture in the floor. Following this step, the connection between the sphere and vertical
measurement wire was opened and a second capacitance measurement was made with the
vertical measurement wire in the same physical location as the combined capacitance
measurement. The difference between the two capacitance readings is shown in the plot in

* Figure 34. Although the true capacitance of the freeiy suspended sphere between two
ground planes will be affected by the presence of the vertical measurement wire, the i.vethodI used resulted in data that is closely representative of the true capacitance of the sphere.
Even though there were limitations in the distance that could be achieved between the
model and the roof ground plane, the sphere could be raised high enough above the floor to
show that the capacitance data describes a symmetrical function about the centerline of the
chamber.
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5.2 Harness Electrification

After the electric field sensors were installed in the model and the sphere suspended in
the test chamber, tests were conducted to determine the suitability of the harness and
suspension rope. These tests revealed that the harness and suspension rope could af fect the
electric fields around the model. This was determined by electrifying the suspension rope
with a high voltage power supply. Under this condition, the suspension rope and harness
were found to be slightly conductive and capable of charging the sphere through
conduction and capacitance effects, As a result of these effects, the electric fields around
the model were distorted and decayed rapidly whenever the sphere itself was charged.

To solve this problem, the nylon suspension rope was changed to a polyethylene rope
typically used in marine applications, and a series of insulator configurations was used in
the harness to reduce the conduction to ground. With polyethylene rope and the insulators
shown in Figure 30(e), all undesirable electrifying and field distorting effects wereI eliminated.

:5.3 Charge Decay

Other preliminary tests conducted on the sphere involved determining the charge decay

characteristics and time constants for different test configurations and instrumentation

fiedson hemodel are related to the capacitance of the sphere, it is possible to determine
tecapacitance of the sphere by using on-board electric field sensors in a measurement

mehdta does not require metallic connection to the model. This test method eliminates
measuementerrors inherent in the previously described technique employing a vertical

wieadcapacitance meter. In order to use a noncontacting measurement method with the
eletri fildsensors, the charge decay time constant of the sphere must be very long so that

tetotal charge on the sphere is conserved.

Two test configurations were used in the experiments for measuring the time

constants. In the first configuration, the sphere was suspended above the ground plane and
an electric field sensor was mounted in the floor directly below the south pole. No fiber
optic cables or other connections were made to the sphere. The second test configuration
utilized the same field sensor but included fiber optic cables, a pneumatic purging air

supyhose for the Monroe field sensors, and the charge density meter sampling hose to be

The first test configuration represents an ideal case where there are no connections

other than the suspension system to discharge the sphere. Any charge lost would be through
dissipation in the air or from losses in the suspension harness. For this test configuration,
the sphere was charged at a fixed height above the floor sensor while the output of the flioor
sensor was recorded and observed on a strip chart recorder. The time constant under this

¶ ideal condition was greater than two hours.

In the second test configuration, nothing was changed in the setup except for the
instrumentation cable and hose hookups that would normally be used on the sphere with
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the on-board electrostatic instr =mentation. Electric field data were recorded from the floor
sensor with the sphere charged and located at a fixed height with several dif ferent cable and
hose connections. In the first test, one fiber optic cable was attached to the sphere. No
appreciable loss of charge or shortening of the time constant was observed. With six fiber
otpic cables attached to the sphere, the time constant was decreased to 1.27 hours. The time
constant was further diminished to 0.55 hour when the polyethylene purging air hose was
connected to the sphere together with the six fiber optic cables. In the final test, six fiber
optic cables, the purging air hose, and the charge density sampling hose were connected to
the model which resulted in a time constant of 0.45 hour, which is relatively long but not
long enough to make accurate constant charge electric field measurements as the model
height is varied.

Accumulation of dirt on the fiber optic cables and pneumatic hoses greatly affects the
charge decay time constant of the sphere. As a matter of good testing procedure, the
pneumatic hoses and fiber optic cables were periodically cleaned with alcohol to prevent
loss of charge and distortion of electric fields during the tests. Since the test configuration
with no connections to the sphere resulted in long time constants suitable for making
constant charge tests on the sphere for different heights, the test procedures were revised to

I utilize only the floor-mounted sensor arrangement.

1 5.4 Calibration

Calibration tests of the on-board instrumentation package and the charge density
meter were necessary before experiments on the fully instrumented spherical model couldf b.- conducted. These tests involved: (1) determining the DC transmission characteristics of

Y the fiber optic system; (2) calibrating the electric field sensors initially in a parallel plate test
fixture before the sensors were installed on board the model, and then again in a secondL ~calibration test with a specic.l field test plate designed to mount on the sphere; (3) deriving a
charge density vs voltage output transfer function for the hose-connected charge density
meter; and (4) calibrating the charge density measurements made through each part of the
sampling turret valve.I

1 5.4.1 Fiber Optic System

The fiber optic system was calibrated with the instrumentation package installed inI the sphere and all cables connected between the transmitters and the receivers. A precision
power supply provided a ± 1 0-volt full scale input to each of the transmitters. Voltages at
the output of the receivers were recorded which showed the DC transmission accuracy to be
within ± 1 percent according to the manufacturer's specifications.

5.4.2 Electric Field Sensors

* The electric field sensors were calibrated in a two-step process. In the first step, each
sensor was tested at the center of a parallel-plate test fixture consisting of aluminum plates
measuring 0.61 meter (2 feet) square, spaced 7.0 cm (2.75 inches) apart. A known voltage
was applied to the plates and sensitivity adjustments made to the Morirof! electric fieldmeter
until each sensor was calibrated for the proper 10-volt, full-scale deflecti- -I. For the large
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aperture Model 1019B-2 sensor, full-scale output occurred at a calibrating voltage of 700
applied to the test fixture. A calibrating voltage of 7,000 was required to produce a full-
scale output from the Model 10 l9B-3 sensor, which has a smaller aperture.

With the electric field sensors mounted in the model with their apertures flush with
the surface, a second calibration test was conducted using a special flat plate test fixture
temporarily held over each sensor. This external field calibrator consisted of a square metal
plate measuring 0.3 meter (1.0 foot) on the sides, having a mounting designed to match the
curvature of the sphere at a distance of 3.81 cm (1.5 inches) between the plate and the
sensor. A 10 kV/m electric field was produced at the sensors by applying 393 volts between
the sphere and this special calibrator. This calibrator was used to periodically check the
accuracy of the sensors throughout the various testing activities.

5.4.3 Charge Density Meter Transfer Function

The space charge density antechamber described previously was instrumented withI! the Monroe electric fieldmeter to calibrate the charge density meter and its companion
input sampling hose. The detailed calibrating procedures and the manner in which an
output voltage vs charge density transfer function is derived for the charge density
measuring system are described in Appendix A. For these tests, an electric field sensor and
a companion space charge density sampling fixture similar to those on the model were
mounted at the center of one side of the cubical antechamber. By calibrating the electric
field sensor with a known voltage standard and using the electric field space .;harge density
relationship derived for a cubical enclosure, measurements were made with to~e electric
fieldmeter whereby the space charge density was inferred through mathematical
calculations. As the space charge density in the entechamber was varied via the water mist
spray controls, direct measurements were also made using the charge density meter for
calibration purposes. With this method, the charge density meter voltage readings and the

K electric fieldmeter data were analyzed graphically and by computer to derive the voltage
output of the charge density meter as a function of the charge density. The resultant
transfer function is unique for a given hose type, hose length, and flowrate through the
instrument.

5.4.4 Sampling Turret Valve

The charge density sampling turret valve is a functonal part of the input sampling
hose, and is therefore a factor in the charge density measurements. Several comparative
tests were conducted to determine what effects, if any, would occur when the sampling
turret valve was attached to the input sampling hose. The first concern was for variations in
charge density measurements via the various valves and sl,-h tly different hose lengths

L required in the sampling system design. For these tests, the instrumentation package
containing the ball valves was installed next to the charge antechamber so that each input to
the sampling system could be connected in sequence to the charge density source in the
antechamber for comparative measurements. Since the hose lengths in the system were

'.1 short in comparison to the 30.5 meters (100 Ifeet) of the input sampling hose used for the

charge density meter, no significant variations could be measured between any of the ball
valve sampling paths.
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5.5 Evaluation of Test Chamber Electrostatic Conditions

Three electrostatic conditions were evaluated in the test chamber prior to conducting
the fully instrumented model tests to determine: (1) the nature of electric fields when the
ground planes were eh.-ctrified, (2) space charge density buildup and equilibrium levels, and
(3) uniformity of the space charge density. For these tests, electrostatic measurements were
made with electric field sensors mounted in the floor and walls of the test chamber together
with the charge density meter arranged to sample the space charge density via tubes
penetrating into the test chamber. Although the charge density measurements showed that
complete charge buildup and equilibrium conditions could be established within 10 minutes
after the charge circulation system was turned on, instrumentation limitations were found
in the electric field sensors mounted on the walls that resulted in inconclusive data on the
electric fields within the test chamber.

5.5.1 Internal Electric Fields

The test chamber was built with conducting floor and roof ground planes that could
be used to generate known electric fields inside the test chamber by applying a voltage
between the two planes to simulate the earth's natural electric fields. Before any tests could
be conducted on the fully instrumented model, some preliminary tests were performed
within the test chamber in the absence of any space charge to measure residual electric field

V effects or normal components at the walls. For these tests, an electric field sensor was
mounted in the center of the floor ground plane in much the same manner as the parallel-
plate calibrating test fixture, and other electric field sensors were flush mounted in the walls
of the test chamber to measure any normal electric field components.

K ~Typically, the earth's natural electric fields are in the range of 100 V/in, which is one
one-hundredth of the full-scale output of the 1019B-2 sensor. This low electric field value is

[ difficult to measure accurately, since the instrument sensitivity noise becomes a factor.
With the ground planes spaced 6.17 meters (20.25 feet) apart, 617 volts was applied to
produce an electric field of 100 V/rn. The electric field measured at the center of the test
chamber floor under this condition was very close to the expected value. However, when
the voltage between the roof and floor ground planes was increased substantially, higher
electric fields above about 500 V/m were not accurately simulated, indicating some fringing
causng thistliittion ifcs thocatedwt the grudpaest cambre notexcl posralie since thet roof was
causnd dhistorittion efecs asocatedwt the trudpaest camber notexcl possiblel fance that mofaysb
built with a slight slope for water drainage. Another factor affecting the higher fields is
related to the chamber walls, whi1ch provid a finite conduction path between the roof and

j floor planes for charge accumulation since the ground planes are not well insulated from

Since these measurements indicated evidence of some charge accumulation on the
test chambter walls and discrepancies between the measured and applied electric fields

'I t~henee groun pla enes ials limit ppled to only 617 rolts, rpraesenin tyeapical e oletric fieldswfe10
thegondehg potnentials wereappled to ol61vltse groudplaesnin theicapliedvletagfeld between
V/rn in the chamber.
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5.5.2 Space Charge Buildup arid Equilibrium Conditions

The first experiments using water mist space charge in the test chamber involved
monitoring the charge buildup process and equilibrium conditions. This was accomplished
by using the charge density meter to sample space charge at fixed points in the test chamber
and by mounting an electric fl'ld sensor in the center of the test chamber floor. Various
piping and nozzle configurations for generating space charge were tested in designing an
efficient charge transfer and circulation system. The final chamber configuration consisted
of an open charge circulation system that provided the most efficient system. Electrostatic
monitoring tests showed that the test chamber could be filled with space charge to reach
equilibrium conditions within about 10 minutes after the charge circulation system was
turned on. Typically, the charge buildup follows a rising exponential function. The
application of positive or negative 100 V/in electric fields in the test chamber appeared to

have little effect on the equilibrium charge density magnitudes.

Generation of the space charge occurs in the antechamber where water aerosols are
electrified by discharge from a corona needle operating at potentials between 30-50 kV
Since corona discharge is a nonlinear process, the resultant space charge equilibrium levels

typically would rise and decay around some mean charge density level. The obtainable'*1 charge density values were found to range from 7 to 12 nC/rn 3, although levels as high as
20 nC/rn 3 were occasionally observed during buildup. Other factors that affect the final
space charge equilibrium level include the contaminants in the water and the f lowrate
through the pumping system.

With an electric field sensor mounted in the center of the floor ground plane and the
two ground planes shorted together, a unique relationship between the space charge density
in the test chamber and the electric fields measured by the sensor exists by virtue of the
geometry of the test chamber. From data collected in the charge buildup and equilibrium
tests, this relationship was empirically derived to be

E pa 26 volts/meter (83)1.6
whereILE electric field measured by the floor ground plane sensor

p =the charge density (coulombs/m 3) in the test chamber (assumed to be
uniformly distributed)

a =the length of the sides of the ground planes and the spacing between the
ground planes

F ( E =permittivity of the space charge medium.
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For the cubical test chamber with a 6.1 meters (20 f( !t) and the free space permittivity of
8.854 x l012 farads/meter, charge densities ranging fr )m 7 to 12 nC/m 3 produce electric
fields from 1.85 to 3.18 kV/m at the floor.

5.5.3 Charge Density Uniformity Distributions

Charge density distributions within the test cht'mber were measured using a PVC
sampling tube inserted through the walls to sample th, space charge density at various
distances from the walls. The test fixtures on one wall can be seen in Figure 25(b). A key
factor related to the uniformity of the charge distribudion was the manner in which air
currents flowed throughout the test chamber. With thj open-loop charge circulation
system, outside air is first drawn in through the charg antechamber and transferred into
the test chamber by the blowers pressurizing the inter fr of the test chamber. This slight
positive pressure is vented through cracks in the struc lure. The large chamber volume
causes air stream velocities entering the chamber to reduce significantly, resulting in a space
charge which is diffused uniformly throughout the chamber.

Charged mist from the antechamber is transferred into the test chamber through two

304.8-mm (12-inch) diameter PVC pipes at the top of the chamber. One pipe is directed
horizontally and the other pipe is directed downward. A circular disk deflector in front of
the downward pipe outlet and the cross-flow from the horizontal pipe are important factors
in achieving uniform space charge density throughout the test chamber.

5.6 Instrumented Model Experiments

Testing efforts on the project consisted of experiments involving the sphere model
arranged in four different configurations in the test chamber. The first series of
experiments required no on-board electrostatic sensors in the sphere, but instead utilized a
single electric field sensor mounted in the floor of the test chamber directly below the south
pole of the sphere, together with space charge density measurements at a wall test point.
This approach was taken because no fiber optic or pneumatic hose collnections were
required on the model that would affect the electric fields in any manner. Also, the
electrostatic field equations that describe the problem of a sphere suspended between two
conducting planes are equally valid for electric fields measured below the south pole at the
floor or other points on the sphere itself. Since the charge density distributions within the
chamber were determined from earlier tests to be uniform, charge density measurements
made at any point around the sphere in the test chamber are as valid as those measurements
made from the model.

In the second test configuration, three electric field sensors were installed in the model
at the north pole, the equator, and the south pole. In this case, charge density
measurements were made at the same general location of the chamber monitored in the first
series of experiments. The third series of experiments utilized all of the on-board sensors
installed in the model. Electric field measurements were made at the same three positions
on the model as in the second series of experiments, and space charge density sampling
measurements were made at the equator. The fourth series of experiments involved a
simulated cargo cable and hook below the sphere to represent tests conducted by past
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investigators where the cargo hook was considered to be the best location to sense the
helicopter potentials.

In each series of experiments, the tests were first conducted with the roof and floor
ground planes shorted together. Each experiment was then repeated with positive and
negative external electric fields of 100 V/rn within the test chamber. In addition to these test
parameter variations, additional tests were also performed when space charge was not
present and when space charge filled the test chamber. In each case, on-board electric fields
were measured for specific potentials on the sphere.

Test results presented later will clearly show that space charge surrounding the model
produces significant effects in the electric fields measured on-board the model and that
future sensor techniques employed on helicopters must include provisions for measuring
both electric fields and the surrounding space charge conditions in order to derive the
correct potential of the helicopter. In describing the test results that follow, the electric fieldIi parameter is defined and displayed in graphical form using the conventional notation
whereby the positive electric field vector is the negative of the maximum space rate of
change of voltage rise.

5.6.1 Electric Field Sensor in Floor

The experiments conducted with the spherical model and one electric field sensor
mounted in the floor ground plane are important because the test results can be correlated
with the mathematical analysis of a spherical body between two parallel conducting planes.
Therefore, if the charge density surrounding the spherical model is uniform, then the
electrostatic conditions within the test chamber and the potential difference of the model
can be determined by a single charge density measurement and by knowing the electric field
intensity at the floor below the south pole. This test configuration requires no fiber optic or
pneumatic hose connections to the sphere and is the simplest of all the tests to perform.

5.61.1 Constant Charge

With the electric field sensor mounted in the floor below the south pole of the
spherical model, the time constant of the model in the absence of space charge was found to
be more than two hours. For time constants greater than two hours, a potential could beii applied to the sphere so that charge bound on the sphere is conserved as the height of the
sphere is varied. The electric field intensity observed Li the floor sensor vs sphere height

~ i above the floor is shown in Figure 35.

From simplified calculations,'10 the capacitance of a sphere with radius r located
midway between two ii-iinite parallel planes spaced a distance D apart is

2rC =4 w~r [1 + - 1n2] farads. (84)

10Smythe. W.R,. Stalk and Dynamic Electrkiciy, McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc.. N.Y. and London, 1968.
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For the dimensions of the spherical model and test chamber, the capacitance of the sphere
midwvay between the parallel planes is approximately 83 pF, which is in close agreement
with measured capacitance data previously described even though the parallel planes are
finite in size. With 83 pF and a charging voltage of 1.5 kV, the sphere was electrified with
+ 125 nC of charge at the midpoint between the roof and. floor ground planes. After this
initial charge was applied to the surface of the sphere, the height of the model was varied as
the output of the electric field sensor in the floor was recorded on a strip chart.

Since the electric field vs height function for constant charge can be related to the
capacitance function of the sphere, this test can be used to infer the capacitance of the
sphere without making any connections to the sphere for measurement purposes and also to
correlate the mathematical analysis with experimental data.

5.6.1.2 Shorted Ground Planes

The second sequence of tests in the experiments utilizing the electric field sensor in
the test chamber floor involved charging the sphere to known -potentials and observing the
resultant electric fields as the sphere height was varied (as shown in Figure 36) for the case
where both ground planes were shorted.
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FIGURE 36. TEST CHAMBER CONFIGURATION FOR SHORTED GROUND PLANE
EXPERIMENTS WITH FLOOR SENSOR
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These tests were accomplished by charging the sphere to voltages set by the high
voltage power supply V. or shorting the sphere to the ground reference plane when the test
chamber was either filled with or free of space charge. A special high voltage contact probe
was used for charging the sphere, and data from the floor electric field sensor were
recorded on a strip chart after the charging probe was removed but before the potential of
the sphere could change either by leakage of charge from the sphere or by effects from the
surrounding space charge. This method of measuring the electric fields eliminated Pny
distortion effects that could be caused by the probe in the vicinity of the sphere.

Two tests were conducted when the test chamber was free of space charge. The
results of these tests are shown below in Tables I and 2. The primary differences between j
these two tests were the charging voltages at which the two tests were conducted.

Table 1
Test #1 - Charging Potentials and Floor Electric Fields in Charge-Free Test Chamber for Shorted

Ground Planes

for V.= Vo; 0

Sphere Charging Electric Field 7
Height Potential at Floor Sensor Ef/V.
H (m) V, (kV) Ef (kV/m) ,
0.91 ,- 2.5 -8.77 -3.51
1.07 + 2.5 -5.18 -2.07
1.22 + 5.0 -6.72 -1.34
1.52 + 10.0 -7.35 -0.74
1.83 +20.0 -9.17 -0.46
2.13 +20.0 -6.35 -0.32
2.44 + 20.0 -4.54 -0.23
2.74 +20.0 -3.38 __-0.17
3.'05 +20.0 -2.56 -0.13

Table 2
Test #2 - Charging Potentials and Floor Electric Fields in Charge-Free Test Chamber for Shorted

Ground Planes

for V.- Vo; p0 M _

Sphere Charging Electric Field
Height Potential at Floor Sensor E;/V
H(m) V, WkV) Ef (kV/m)
0.91 + 2.5 - 9.15 -3.66
1.07 + 5.0 -10.50 -2.10
1.22 + 5.0 - 7.05 -1.41
1.52 + 5.0 - 3.92 -0.78
1.83 + 10.0 - 4.84 -0.48
2.13 + 10.0 - 3.38 -0.34
2.44 + 10,0 - 2.36 -0.24
2.74 + 10.0 ..- 1.77 -0.18
3.05 + 10.0 - 1.30 -0.13
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in 'Table 1, high charging voltages were used to obtain higher outputs from the
electric field sensor for the greater heights above the floor as compared to levels achieved in
the constant charge tests. The lower charging voltages generally used for the tests shown in
Table 2 became the standards used throughout the remaining tests conducted with the floor
sensor. In both tests, the 1019B-2 sensor was operated with the Monroe electric fieldmeter
to provide a full-scale output of 10 kV/m. Electric fields of 10 kV/m produced an output
from the Monroe electric fieldmeter of 10 volts, which is the input limit to the fiber optic
system; therefore, the charging voltages for the sphere were adjusted to maintain input
voltage levels within the limits of the fiber optic transmission system under all space charge
conditions. The Ef /N. conversion factors in Tables 1 and 2 are comparable and within the
expectations of repeatable test results and instrumentation errors.

The third te,. conducted with the shorted ground planes was aimed at determinip-
the effects of space utlarge upon the electric field sensor mounted in the floor. Negative
space charge was circulated in the test chamber and the sphere was charged to the potentials
used in Test #2 for various heights above the floor. The output of the electric field sensor
was recorded on a strip chart. This tent also included electric field measurements for the
condition when the sphere was discharged to zero potential by shorting the sphere to
ground. The overall results of this third test are shown in Table 3.

Table 3
Test #3 -Charging Potentials and Floor Electric Fields in Charge-Filled Test Chamber for Shorted

Ground Planes

for V.fV; pO #0

Sphere Space Charge Charging Electric Field
Height Density Potential at Floor Sensor
H (m) p (nC/M 3) V (kV) Ef (kV/m)
0.91 -6.69 + 2.5 - 8.88
1.07 -7.48 + 5.0 - 9.50
1.22 -6.80 + 5.0 -6.19
1.52 -7.06 + 5.0 -2.56
1.83 -7.45 + 10.0 - 3.10
2.13 -7.25 + 10.0 - 1.50
2.44 -7.17 + 10.3 - 0.10
2.74 -7.30 + 10.0 +0.75
3.05 -7.60 +10.0 +1.30

for V, 0; p O 0

Sphere Space Charge Electric Field
Height Density at Floor Sensor
H (m) p (nC/m 3) Ef (kV/m)
0.91 -6.69 + 0.08
1.07 -7.48 +0.21
1.22 -6.80 +O.3_ _
1.52 -7.05 +0.88

1.83 -746 +1.50
2.13 -7.35 + 1.63
2.44 -7.17 +1.73
2.74 -7,30 + 2.05
3.05 -7.60 + 1.95
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The results of these tests show that when the sphere -s charged to a potential of
+ 10 kV and suspended at a height of about 2.5 meters (8.1 feet), the electric field at the
sensor is zero. At this point, the space charge ef fects exa'ntly counterbalance the electricI
fields from the sphere. Nýormally, when the test chamber contains negative space charge
and the model is not a factor, the floor sensor will measure positive electric fields defined
by the relationship given earlier in Equation 83. From the data taken at the 2.44 meter (8.0
foot) point and Equation 83, a charge density of -7.3 nC/in 3 would result in an electric field
intensity of + 1.93 kV/m, which is within 6 percent of the measured field intensity wvhen the
sphere is grounded. This indicates that when the sphere 's grounded and there are no
electric field lines emanating from the model to the floor sensor, the presence of the sphere
is completely masked by the space charge for heights greater than 2.44 meters (8.0 feet).

The true nature of the space charge ef fects can be further seen by comparing the
electric field te~st data given in Tables 2 and 3. As the sphere is lowered close to the floor
sensor, fields f romn the charged sphere predominate over the space charge ef fects and
conversely, when the sphere is raised above 2.5 meters (8. 1 feet), the space charge effects
predominate. These data dramatically illustrate that the potential difference of the model is
a function of both the space charge surrounding the sphere and the measured electric fields.

5.6.1.3 External Electric Fields

Experiments were conducted in the test chamber to investigate the effects of
external electric fields which are typically found in nature. For these studies, a DC power
supply which could be reversed ir. polarity wvas connected between the roof and floorJ
ground planes to produce either a positive or negative electric field in the test chamber as
required by the test conditions. The simulated electric fields were limited to 100 V/it. hich
is reasonably representative of the earth's natural field and could be established within the
test chamber without excessive charge collection on the walls. A test sequence was firstI
conducted when the test chamber was free of any space charge and then repeated again with
space charge in the chamber. In each test, the sphere was charged to the same voltages used
in the tests previously described and the electric field at the floor sensor was monitored.
Overall, the test results with external electr ic field variations on the model did not change
significantly from the test results described for the shorted ground planes test

configuration, since electric fields at 100 V/rn are insignificant to the electric fields
produced in the test chamber due to the space charge.I

5.6.1.3.1 Negative Electric Field

The tc~st configuration used to generate negative electric fields in the test
chamber is illustrated in Figure 37. A negative electric field condition with a magnitude of
100 V/rn requires the roof ground plane to be positive with respect to the floor at a DC
voltage of + 617.
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The results of the first test conducted where the test chamber was free of space charge are
shown in Table 4.

Table 4
Test #4 -Charging Potentials and Floor Electric Fields in Charge-Free Test Chamber for Negative 100

V/rn External Electric Field

for V,.,,, V.; P _, 0

Sphere Charging Elevtric Field A

Height Potential at Floor Sensor Ef/V,
H (m) V, (kV) y (kV/m)
0.91 + 2.5 - 9.40 -3.76
1.07 + 5.0 -10.45 -2.09
1.22 + 5.0 - 7.12 -1.42
1.52 + 5.0 - 3.96 -0.79
1.83 + 10.0 - 4.90 -0.49

2.13 +_10.0 - 3.34 -0.33
2.44 +_10.0 - 2.33 -0.23
2.74 +10.0 - 1.68 -0.17
3.05 + 10.0 - 1.27 -0.13

The electric field data and the Ef/Vs conversion factors shown above are very
close to the measured and calculated data contained in Table 2 for the tests conducted with
shorted ground planes. A comparison of these results indicates that the charge on the
sphere predominates over any effects related to an external electric field in the test chamber
even at the highest elevation of the sphere above the floor.
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With space charge in the test chlamber, data were collected from the floor sensor
as tabulated in Table 5. Charging of the sphere was repeated in the same manner performed
for the charge-free conditions.

Table 5
Tert 05 - Charging Potentials and Floor Electric Fields in Charge-Filled Test Chamber for Negative 100

V/rn External Electric Field

forV, - V; p u0 0

Sphere Space Charge Charging Electric Field
Height Density Potential at Floor Sensor
H (IM) p (nC/m 3 ) V8 (kV) M (kV/r)

0.91 -6.86 + 2.5 -8.38
1.07 -7.36 + 5.0 - 9.38
1.22 -7.;8 + 5.0 -5.88
1.52 -7.36 + 5.0 -2.21
1.83 -8.36 +10.0 -2.30
2.13 -6.95 + 10.0 - 0.88
2.44 -7.51 + 10.0 + 0.55
2.74 -6.93 +10.0 + 0.80
3.06 -6.73 + 10.0 + 1.58

for V, -0;,p # 0

.Sphere Space Charge Electric Field
Height Density at Floor Sensor
H (m) p (nC/m 3) Fy (kV/m)
0.91 -6.86 + 0.38
1.07 -7.36 +0.81
1.22 -7.18 +1.33
1.52 -7.36 +1.54
1.83 -8.36 +2.14
2.13 -6.95 +2.16
2.44 -7.51 + 2.49
2.74 -6.93 +2.20
3.05 -6.73 +2.15

Comparing the data for the charge-filled test chamber and applied external field
with that in Table 3 for the charged-filled chamber and shorted ground planes indicates that
some effects occur from the negative external electric fields. Even though there are slight
differences between the two tests at comparable data points, no definite trend can be
identified as a result of the external electric field. The applied external electric field utilized
in the test is small in comparison with the electric field produced by the space charge and,
hence, is not observed as a systematic effect because of fluctuations in space charge density.
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I
5.6.1.3.2 Positive Electric Field

In the final tests conducted using the floor-mounted electric field sensor, the
power supply polarity between the roof and floor ground planes was changed to a negative i
potential of -617 volts (as shown in Figure 38) to produce an electric field of + 100 V/rn in
the chamber. Electric field measurements were made first at the floor when the test
chamber was free of space charge and were then repeated for a charge-filled test chamber I
with the sphere charged at various heights about the floor.
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FIGURE 38. EXPERIMENTS IN TEST CHAMBER WITH ELECTRIC FIELD OF + 100 V/m
AND FLOOR SENSOR

The test results for the first case when the test chamber was free of space charge are listed in
Table 6.

Comparison of the test data in Table 6 with that in Table 2 shows that the
electric fielos produced by ,' charged sphere have dominant effects much greater than the
influence of the external positive electric field.

With space charge in the test chamber, the electric fields at the floor sensor were
altered as shown in Table 7. The charge density conditions produced in the test chamber for
this test were somewhat higher than the levels occurring in the previous tests as listed in
Tables 3 and 5. Like the other tests, however, the electric field data at the floor sensor
showed the masking effects of the space charge, reinforcing the conclusion that the space
charge density and electric fields f rom the model must be known before the sphere potential
can be correctly inferred.
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Table 6
Teso #6 - Charging Potentials and Floor Eiectric Fields in Charge-Free Test Chamber for Positive 100

V/m External Electric Field

for V, - V"; p " 0

Sphere Charging Electric Fkid
Height Potential At Floor Sensor
_H IV (kV EI(kV/m) Ef/Vf
0.91 + 2.6 9.28 -3.71
1.07 + 5.0 -10.62 -2.10
1.22 + b.0 - 7.13 -1.43
1.52 + 6.0 - 3.87 -0.77
1.83 ...... + 10.0 - 4.82 .... -0.48
2.13 + 10.0 - 3.41 -0.34
2.44 f +10.0 - 2.31 -0.23
2.74 + 10.0 - 1.68 -0.17
3.06 +,10.0 - 1.20 -0.12

Table 7
Test #7 - Charging Potentials and Floor Electi Ic Fields In Charge-Fellkd Test Chamber for Positive 100

V/m External Electric Field

for Vs V.; p 0 0
Sphere Space Charge Charging Electric Field
Height Density Potential at Floor Sensor
H (M) p (nCim3 ) Ve (kV) 1 (kV/m)
0.91 -8.16 + 2.5 -.8.63
1.07 -8.78 + 5.0 -9.44
1.22 -8.47 + 5.0 -__5.80
1.52 -8.39 + 5.0 -5.95
1.83 -8.37 + 10.0 -_2.66
2.13 -8.29 + 10.0 - 0.83
2.44 -8.09 +10.0 + 0.28
2.74 -0.00 +100 +1.06
3.06 -7.55 +1C.0 +1.47

for V, 0; p # 0

Sphere Space Charge Ekictric Field
Height Density at Floor Sensor
H (m) p (nC/m 3 ) Ef (kV/m)
0.91 -8.16 +0.36
1.07 -8.78 +0.81
1.22 -8.47 +1.13
1.52 -8.39 +1.66
1.83 -.-1.37 + 1.97
2.13 -8.29 .-2.12
2.44 -8.09 + 2.27
2.74 -8.00 +2.14
3.06 -7.55 + 2.16
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5.6.2 On-Board Electric Field Measurements -

In the series of tests conducted with the spherical model described in this section,
three electric field sensors were installed in the model at the north pole, at the equator and
at the south pole. Since the space charge density was uniform throughout the test chamber,
space charge surrounding the model was measured via a sampling tube mounted through a
wall fixture. In this test configuration, the instrumentation connections to the sphere
consisted of only three fiber optic cables and one pneumatic hose required for the electric j
field sensors. This arrangement minimized any charge leakage from the sphere which would
tend to shorten the charge decay time constant of the sphere.

Electric field measurements on board the model were made with the test chamber I
ground planes shorted together to provide baseline data for comparison with other tests
conducted with external electric fields of ± 100 V/rn. Two sequences of tests were conducted
utilizing charge-free and charge-filled test chamber conditions as the sphere was charged
and discharged at various heights. Higher electric fields were measured on board the model
than observed in the floor sensor experiment and, as a result, lower model charging
voltages were required to produce output levels from the sensors of less than 10 kV/m. The I
t.st results using on-board electric field sensors clearly show the effects of space charge in I
altering the electric fields arotind the model.

5.6.2.1 Shorted Ground Planes

The test chamber and model configuration used in the tests where the ground
planes were shorted are shown in Figure 39. With the charging arrangement shown, positive
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FIGURE 39. TEST CHAMBER CONFIGURATION FOR SHORTED GROUND PLANE I
EXPERIMENTS WITH ELECTRIC FIELD SENSORS IN MODEL
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charge is transferred to the sphere by the power supply. With the sensors flush-mounted in
the sphere, negative charge conditions on the ground planes and from the negative space
charge used in the tests will give rise to positive electric fields at the sensors.

After determining the model potentials which could be used throughout the series
of experiments for all space charge conditions, the first test conducted pertained to the
electric fields on the model in a charge-free test chamber. The test results shown in Table 8
present the electric field intensities measured at the three specified measurement locations
when the sphere was charged to a potential V. in the range of zero to + 2.3 kV. The electric
field intensities listed under the data columns identified as En, E,, anci E., refer to the north
pole, equator, and south pole locations on the sphere.

Table 8
Test 81 - Charging Potentials and Model Electric Fields In Charge-Free Test Chamber for

Shorted Ground Plame

icr V4 - V0; pm _____

Sphere Charging Electric Fields at Model
Height Potential Sensor__•__ /,_ __

H (mvS (k) .
0,91 +_1.0 1.90 1. ,90 ... .04,0 _
1.07 +_1.0 1.90 1.90 3,.301.22 +1.0 2.00 ... .1.80 _ 2800
1.52 + 1.5 2.70 2.00 3.20
1.83 +2.0 3.30 3.30 3.8_
2.13 ... +2.0 3_40. 3.30 3.70
2.44 + 2.5 4.00 4.10 4.80
2.74 + 2.5 3.90 4.420 4.WO

_ 3.05 + 2.5 3,89_ 4.20 4.00

SVG-O P- 0

Sphere Electric Fkelch at Model
SHeight Sensor (kV/m)

H W(EmE0.9104502004
1.0o7 0.45 0.20 0.40
1.22 0.45 0.2D 0.30
1.52 0.50 0.30 0.40
1 .83 0.40 0.30 0.20
2.13 0.40. 0.40 0.10

_ 2.44 0.40 0.40 0.10
2,74 1 0.40 .0.40 . -
3.05 0, 1 0.40 -

Under ideal test conditions, the electric field sensor outputs should have been zero
for the charge-free condition represented when V. -0. The residual electric fields observed
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in this case are therefore correction factors subtracted from the data to obtain the actual
fields on the model. Existence of the residual fields is related primarily to temperature drift
coefficients in the Monroe electric fieldmeter in the model and, to a lesser extent, to charge
accumulation on the plastic sheets on the test chamber walls. Since the Monroe electric
fieldmeter was mounted inside the model, its adjustment controls were not accessible to
manually compensate for instrument drift errors. In a typical test, it was not possible to
adjust these controls; therefore, the residual errors in each channel were recorded.

The charging voltages in Table 8 were selected so that reasonable levels from the
electric field sensors would always result under all space charge conditions without
exceeding the output ratings of the Monroe electric fieldmeter or the fiber optic transmitter.
Thus, these charging voltages were standardized for the various comparative tests utilizing
the on-board electric field sensors. However, prior to this selection and standardization of
charging voltages, an excess charge test for the sphere was conducted for a constant voltage
of + 1.5 kV.

The results of this test are presented in Table 9, including calculated ratios for the
electric fields and charging potentials. In comparing these ratios, the data from the south
pole sensor are the most important, since significant changes occur with height. In
comparison, data from the north pole and the equator sensors are relatively insignificant in
inferring the potential of the model. The same data trends shown in Table 9 also appear in
Table 8 by properly accounting for the residual offset errors and adjusting the data in direct
proportion to the applied potentials.

Table 9
Test #2 - Charging Potentials and Model Electric Fields In Charge-Free Teat Chamber for

Shorted Ground Planes

for V,,- 1.5 kV; pinO

Sphere Charging Electric Fields at Model Electric Field/Charging
Height Potential Sensors (kV/m) Potential Ratios
H (m) v 4kV) -[- FE Z!, I..Yv, Z.2v, E2/V
0.91 + 1.503 2.36 2.78 5.62 1.57 1.85 3.74
1.07 +1.492 2.28 2.69 4.02 1.53 1.80 2.69
1.22 + +1.498 2.27 2.57 3.41 1.52 1.72 2.28
1.52 +1.500 2.25 2.50 2.82 1.50 1.67 1.88
1.83 +1.496 2.21 2.40 2.61 1.48 1.60 1.74
2.13 + 1.520 2.25 2.39 2.51 1.48 1.57 1.66
2.44 + 1.514 2.29 2.34 2.53 1.51 1.56 1.67
2.74 + 1.513 2.28 2.33 2.51 1.51 1.54 1.56
3.06 + 1.513 2.31 2.32 2.56 1.53 1.53 1.69

The data presented in Table 10 show the electric fields measured on the model when the test
chamber was filled with space charge. In this test the sphere was charged in the same

manner as in Test #1 (summarized in Table 8). Like the floor sensor experiments, the
electric fields on the model were altered considerably by the presence of the surrounding
space charge.
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Table 10
Test #3 - Charging Potentials and Model Electric Fields in Charge-Filled Test Chamber for Shorted

Ground Planes

forV. V;_-_Vo; p _ 0

Sphere Space Chtrrge Charging Electric Fields at Model
Height Density Potential Sensors #kV/m)
_H (m) p(nC/m3) V (kV) E• ._" E_ _ _ E_
0.91 -7.33 + 1.0 6.60 4.50 4.20
1.07 -7.29 + 1.0 6.95 4.85 3.40
1.22 -8.45 + 1.0 7.60 5.80 3.25
1.52 -8.18 +1.5 8.80 7.40 4.80
1.83 -7.08 +2.0 8.65 7.85 5.60
2.13 -7.14 +2.0 8.75 7.9C, 6.00
2.44 -7.81 +2.5 9.50 8.6J 7.20
2.74 -7.63 +2.5 9.00 9.00 7.50

__.05_ -7.49 +2.5 8.95 9.05 7.80

Several trends were observed in the electric field data as a result of the test
chamber being filled with space charge and the sphere being charged to a positive potential.
As the sphere height is lowered from the midpoint in the test chamber, the distance between
the north pole and the roof increases, resulting in a volumetric increase in the amount of
space charge affecting the electric field sensor at the north pole; therefore, the electric fields
at the north pole increase as the sphere is lowered. The electric fields measured at the
equator increase only slightly as the sphere is lowered. Large increases in the electric fields
at the equator would not be expected from the space charge alone since the distance
between the equator sensor and the wall does not change with height; therefore, any
increase in the electric field at the equator would be due almost entirely to excess charge on
the sphere. After proportional adjustments of the charging potentials to reflect a constant
voltage on the sphere, the electric field data at the south pole increase only slightly as the
sphere is lowered in height. lit this case, there is less space charge available in the distance

between the sensor and the floor, since the volume of space charge seer by the sensor
decreases. The electric fields resulting from the space charge will therefore decrease, but
thi- '.Xrease is offset by the increase in electric field caused by the e'xcess charge on the
sphere. The combined effect of the decrease of electric fields fro:- one source and the
increase in the electric fields by another source is that there is only a slight increase in the
electric fields at the south pole as the sphere is lowered from the midpoint in the test
chamber. At the midpoint in the test chamber, the electric fields on all the sensors can bo.
considered to be essentially the same even though the north pole and equator measurements
are slightly higher than the south pole measurement.

Another relevant observation is that if a positive space charge had been used
together with a positive potential on the sphere, the electric field measured by the south
pole sensor would have indicated a zero field condition at the sphere height where the space
charge effects and electric field from the positively charged sphere were equal and opposite.

5.6.2.2 External Electric Fields

Two experiments were conducted on the model to show the effects of external I
electric fields at the on-board electric field sensors. In the first experiment, a negative
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electric field of -100 V/m was established within the test chamber by applying + 617 volts to
the roof ground plane. The polarity. of this field was reversed in the second experiment. No
"appreciable effects could be observed as a result of the external electric fields in comparison
with the baseline data collected for the shorted~ground plane condition since the external
electric fields were small in comparison with the electric fields produced by the space charge

* ,, in the chamber.

.2.1 Negative Eloctric Field

4he configuration used for the negative external electric field tests is shown in
Figure .tO.

ROOF GROUND PLANE

p 0 r 6.17m

J ,<r ....O.65m •v• =

SPACE CHARGE 0 VS 6V

SAMPLINd~ PT. - 1p1, NORTH WALL' E

I1.22m H _J

1.52m

FLOOR GROUND PLANE

FIGURE 40. EXPERIMENTS IN TEST CHAMBER WITH ELECTRIC FIELD OF -100 V/m
AND ELECTRIC FIELD SENSORS IN MODEL

Tests were first conducted in the charge-free test chamber with the sphere initially charged
by the high voltage power supply and later with it discharged to ground. The results of these
tests are listed in Table 11.

When appropriate adjustments are made ýo rvrnresent a constant potential
applied to the sphere, the test results in Table I are very nedrly the same as those obtained
with the shorted ground plane configuration listed in Table 8. %.s the sphere is lowered from
the midpoint in the test chamber, the electric field intensities at the north and south poles
increase. The electric field intensity at the equator increases only slightly as the sphere is
lowered. In the absence of space charge, the electric fields at the south pole are more
significant in determining the potential of the sphere as a function of height. For the trivial
case when the sphere is discharged to VS = 0, the DC drift in the sensors, the charge
accumulation on the walls, and the external electric field in the test chamber appear to
cause minimal errors in the sensor readings.
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Table 11
Test #4 - Charging Potentials and Model Electric Fields in Charge-Free Test Chamber for -100 Vim 'I

External Field

for V, = Vo; p 0
Sphere Charging Electric Fields at Model
Height Potential Sensors (kV/m) -
H (m) V (kV) - E__-----__

0.91 +11.0 2.00 2.00 4.00
1.07 +1.0 2.00 2.00 2.80,
1.22 +1.0 2.00 _ 2.00 2.30
1.52 +11.5 2.45 2.70 2.90
1.82 +2.0 3.20 3.60 3.60
2.13 q 2.0 3.00 3.40 1 3.40
2.44 +2.5 3.60 4.00r 4.30

3.05 + 2.5 3.50 r 4 .20 -T .. •470 *..

for V 0; p= 0

Sphere Electric Fields at Model.
H',4ight Sensors (kV/m)
H (m) En Ea0.91 0.60 0.20

1.07 0.45 0.40.
1.22 0.60 0.60 _ __

1.52 0.45 0.40
1.83 0.40 0.60
2.13 - 0.20 0.40 -

2.44 0.20 0.40 0.20
2.74 0.20 0.60 0.40
3.05 --__ _...._ 0.60 0.40

With space charge in the test chamber, the electric fields increased as shown by
the data listed in Table 12.

Table 12
Test #5 - Charging Potentials and Model Electric Fields in Charge-Filled Test Chamber for -100 V/m

External Field

Vs Vo; P _ _ 0 0

Sphere Space Charge Charging Electric Fields at Model
Height Density Potential Sensors (kV/m)
H (m) p (nC/m 3 ) V, (kV) En E, Es
0.91 -10.12 +1.0 8.10 6.75 4.05
1.07 - 9.18 + 1.0 7.15 5.95 3.20
1.22 - 8.78 +1.0 6.75 5.60 3.00
1.52 - 9.60 + 1.5 8.35 7.30 3.40
1.83 -10.14 +2.0 9.50 9.80 5.95
2.13 - 7.51 +2.0 8.55 8.85 5.80
2.44 - 9.18 +2.5 9.20) 10.13 6.95
2.74 - 8.53 +2.5 8.40 9.85 7.10

3.05 - 8.21 +2.5 7.75 9.20 7.20 -
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In this test, t 'he space charge density was somewhat greater than that used in the comparable
test listed in Table 10 for the shorted ground plane condition. Even though there &er
differences in the space charge density, the same trends occur in both sets of data. The
south pole sensor reading changes the most with height, while only slight increases are I
observed in the electric fields at the equator and the north pole.

5. 6.2.2.2 Positive Electric Field 1
The test configuration using a positive external electric field in the test chamber

is illustrated in Figure 41. This test was performed in the same manner described for the
previous tests utilizing the three on-board electric field sensors. Overall, the application of i
the positive electric field resulted in only minor differences in the test data in comparison to
the baseline data collected forthe shorted ground plane test configuration.

ROOF GROUND PLANE

EI

p=.0 r 6.17m

E
r0.65m VS = V0

SPACE CHARGE Vs 067V~i
SAMPLING PT.

4,NORTH WA LL +-

1,52m F
FLOOR GROUND PLANE

FIGURE 41. EXPERIMENTS IN TEST CHAMBER WITH ELECTRIC FIELD Of+ +100 V/rn
ADELECTRIC FIELD SENSORS IN MOD3EL

Two est wee cndutedwhich included electric field measurements in the charge-freechamber td N adiachrefldchame with the charged sphere located at various heights.
Theresltsof hefirt tst orthe charge-free condition are listed in Table 13.
WhencompredwithTabl 8,the data in Table 13 is very similar if adjustments are made
forthefixd eror shwn orthe case where Vs =0. No significant trends in the data can be

idenifid tat oul beattributed to the presence of the external electric field about
the model.

In the second test, which was conducted with space charge in the chamber,
higher charge density was measured than for any other tests conducted in the experiments.
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Table 13
Test #6 - Charging Potentials and Model Electric Fields in Charge-Free

Test Chamber for, + 100 V/m External Field

forV =Vo p 0

Sphere Charging Electric Fields at Model
Height Potential Sensors (kV/m)
H(m) V (kV) E E* Es
0.91 +1.0 2.30 2.30 4.40
1.07 +1.0 2.30 2.20 3.20
1.22 +1.0 2.20 2.10 2.60
1.52 +1.5 3.20 3.10 3.20
1.83 +2.0 3.90 4.00 4.00
2.13 +2.0 4.00 4.20 4.00
2.44 +2.5 4.80 5.00 4.80
2.74 +2.5 4.80 5.00 4.80
3.05 + 2.5 4.60 4.80 4.70

for Ve = Vo; p =0
Sphere Electric Fields at Model
Height Sensors (kV/m)
H (m) En E. E.
0.91 0.80 0.50 0.10
1.07 0,70 0.40 -
1.22 0.70 0.40 0.20
1.52 0.90 0.70 0.20
1.83 0.90 0.90 0.40
2.13 0.90 1.00 0.40
2.44 0.90 1.00 0.40
2.74 0.84 1.10 0.45
3.05 1 0.80 0.90 0.30

This resulted in higher electric fields as shown by the data in Table 14. However, in
comparison with the shorted ground plane test listed in Table 10, no significant trends in
the data occur from the positive external electric field.

Table 14
Test #7 - Charging Potentials and Model Electric Fields in Charge-Filled Test Chamber for + 100 V/m

External Field

for V. = V'; P _ _ 0

Sphere Space Charge Charging Electric Fields at Model
Height Density Potential Sensors (kV/m)
H (m) p (nC/m 3 ) V& (kV) En E_ E_

0.91 - 9.58 + 1.0 8.05 4.60 4.00
1.07 -11.77 + 1.0 9.20 4.70 3.40
1.22 -10.06 +1.0 8.00 4.95 3.20
1.52 - 9.78 +1.5 8.60 5.75 4.40
1.83 -10.28 +2.0 9.75 7.50 6.20
2.13 - 9.18 +2.0 8.65 6.58 5.95
2.44 -10.44 +2.5 9.80 8.05 7.50
2.74 -10.37 +2.5 9.90 8.10 7.75
3.05 -12.67 +2.5 10.00 9.10 8.70
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5.6.3 On-Board Space Charge and Electric Field Measurements

The design of the spherical model included provisions for sampling the space charge
at every point on the surface where an electric field sensor was mounted. This capability for
on-board measurement of space charge was combined with measurements from the three
on-board electric field sensors in a series of experiments that utilized the full instru-
mentation of the model tests. The experiments described in this section essentially repeatedI
the test procedures and duplicated the objectives of the tests described with the three on-
board electric field sensors, since the space charge density throughout the test chamber was
found to be uniform. Since the two test configurations differed only in the measurement
point of the space charge, the test data exhibit the same general trends. Tests in this series
included electric field measurements with shorted ground planes and with external electricI

The tests were not repeated for the charge-free conditions or when the sphere was
completely discharged (as shown previously in Tables 8, 11 and 13), since these data are
directly applicable to the experiments described in this section. Prior to conducting the on-
board experiments with !he fully instrumented sphere, comparative measurements were
made by sampling the space charge at the north pole, equator, and south pole to fully
characterize the space charge density distribution around the model.

5.6.3.1 Multiple- -lint Space Charge Sampling

Comparative charge density tests were conducted to determine any variatio~is that
might exist in the space charge density distribution around the sphere. For these tests, the
sphere was suspended at various heights in the test chamber in the presence of space charge
and the sampling valves were operated to measure the space charge at each sensor location
on the model surface. The results of these comparative sampling tests showed essentially no
differences in the space charge densities at the three measurement points. Since these tests
indicated a fairly uniform space charge distribution around the sphere on the surface, the

-charge density data only at the equator position.

5.6.3.2 Shorted Ground Planes

Figure 42 shows the configuration used in the first test conducted with the fully
instrumented sphere for the case where the ground planes were shorted. For this test, the
sphere was suspended in the charge-filled test chamber as excess charge was applied by
charging the sphere to the same potentials used in previous tests. The results showing
the charge densities measured at the equator and the resultant electric fields are listed in

Table 15.

The data listed in Table 15 are comparable to data listed in Table 10 for the same test
condcte usng pac chage easremntsmade from a wall test point. The electric fields

in Tabjle 8 show the electrostatic conditions at the model in a charge-free test chamber for
the con~figuration shown in Figure 42.
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FIGURE 42. TEST CHAMBER CONFIGURATION FOR SHORTED GROUND PLANE
EXPERIMENTS WITH FULLY INSTRUMENTED MODEL -.

Table 15
Test #1 - Measured Electric Fields on Sphere in Charge-Filled Test Chamber for Shorted Ground

Planes Using Fully Instrumented Model
Vs Vo; p 0 _ _

Sphere Space Charge Charging Electric Fields at Model
Height Density Potential Sensors (kV/m)
H(m) p, (nC/m 3 ) Vs (kV) En E. Es i
0.91 -10.04 + 1.0 8.20 4.90 4.40
1.07 -10.49 +1.0 8.70 4.95 3.30
1.22 - 9.38 +1.0 7.05 4.75 3.10
1.52 - 8.76 +1.5 8.10 5.80 4.30
1.83 - 9.64 +2.0 9.45 7.30 5.80
2.13 - 9.24 +2.0 8.80 7.00 6.00
2.44 - 8.69 + 2.5 8.85 7.55 6.70
2.74 - 9.68 +2.5 9.00 7.80 7.10
3.05 -10.61 +2.5 8.80 8.20 7.40

5.6.3.3 External Electric Fields

The series of experiments conducted with the fully instrumented sphere included
tests with positive and negative external electric fields in the test chamber. The results of
these tests correlated closely with the data trends found in the previous tests.

5.6.3.3.1 Negative Electric Field

The negative electric field test configuration for the test chamber and model is
shown in Figure 43. In the absen4;e of space charge, the electric fields on the model for
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various heights and charging potentials are characterized by the data in Table 11. These
electric fields were modified by the presence of space charge as shown in Table 16 and may
be compared with similar test data contained in Table 12. Even though the charge densities
in the two tests differ slightly, both tests reveal the same data trends and demonstrate the
repeatability which can be achieved from one test to another.

ROOF GROUND PLANE

En 6.17m

p*O

Ee ~+-- V/P.K E*/p.
r 0.15M 617V V .--

s vs =vo"

' '

FLOOR GROUND PLANE

FIGURE 43. EXPERIMENTS IN TEST CHAMBER WITH ELECTRIC FIELD OF -100 V/m
AND FULLY INSTRUMENTED MODEL

Table 16
Test #2 - Charging Potentials and Model Electric Fields in Charge-Filled Test Chamber for -100 V/m

Using Fully Instrumented Model

V,- V'; p _ 0

Sphere Space Charge Charging Electric Fields at Model
Height Density Potential Sensors (kV/m)
H (m) p, (nC/m 3 ) V, (kV) En E* E_

0.91 -8.05 +1.0 6.80 4.05 4.20
1.17 -9.62 +1.0 7.40 4.55 3.30
1.22 -9.28 +1.0 7.30 4.75 3.10
1.52 -8.21 +1.5 7.70 5.55 4.35
1.83 -7.75 + 2.0 7.30 6.00 5.30
2.13 -7.51 +2.0 7.15 5.90 5.35
2.44 7.61 +2.5 8.65 7.45 7.00
2.74 -8.33 +2.5 7.80 7.00 6.90
3.00 -7.55 +2.5 7.20 7.05 7.00
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5.6.3.3.2 Positive Electric Field

in the test chamber. For reference purposes, the data in Table 13 indicate the electric field

conditions present in the test chamber in the absence of space charge as the sphere was
varied in height and charged to the specified potentials. With space charge surrounding the
model, the electric fields changed as shown in Table 17. Data for the same test conducted
by sampling the space ciiargt at the wall are shown in Table 14. Although direct point-by-
point comparisons in the data are different because of space charge variations, both tables
show the same trends, and Comparisons with the shorted ground plane configuration reveal

that no significant trends occur as a result of the externally applied electric field.

ROOF GROUND PLANE

En
p*O

r 6.17m

r=O0.65m V V 617 V

E + --

FLOOR GROUND PLANE

FIGURE 44. EXPERIMENTS IN TEST CHAMBER WITH ELECTRIC FIELD OF + 100 V/rn
AND FULLY INSTRUMENTED MODEL

5.6.4 Simulated Cargo Hook

In tactical situations involving hovering helicopters, the cargo hook is a significant
factor since the hook and attached cable first come in contact with ground personnel and
provide a means for discharging the aircraft under possibly hazardous conditions. The
cargo hook has therefore been considered important in past studies, since it might provide
an advantageous position for mounting an electric field sensor for determining the
helicopter potential. The series of experiments described in this section involved simulating
a cargo hook attached to the spherical model as shown in Figure 32(j) to study the
feasibility of this potential sensin'g concept.j
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Table 17
Test #3 - Charging Potentials and Model Electric Fields In Charge-Filled Test Chamber for + 100 V/m

Using Fully Instrumented Model

v, = V.; p , 0o
Sphere Space Charge Charging Electric Fields at Model
Height Density Potential Sensors (kV/m)
H (m. P, (nC/M 3) VL(kV) EW

0.91 -10.87 + 1.0 7.90 4.56 3.80
1.07 -11.77 +1.0 8.75 5.20 3.10
1.7., - 9.92 +1.0 8.0 ,_ 5.06 2.80
1.52 - 8.98 +".58.40 5.80 4.1b1.83 - 8.51 +2.0 9.00 6.8o 5.50
2.13 - 9.08 +2.0 8.90 7.00 5.95
2.44 - 7.99 + 2.5 9.25 7.60 6.95
2.74 - 7.63 +2.5 9.0 7.85 7.403.05 - 7.45 +2.5 4 .. 40 7.46 7.10

For these experiments, the soth pole electric field sensor was lowered from its
mounting on a shielded control cable suspended 0.91 meter (3.0 feet) below the model. The
test procedures and methods used in the simr ated cargo hook expf.-imeimts were very
similar to the tests condu:ted for the model expei imeitts previoisly describe, Electric field
measurements were performed for three different test chamber configurations that
included shorted ground planes and Lhe application of extirnal positive and negative
electric fields. In each test configuration, electric field mesurexents were first made in the
absence of space charge while excess charge was ipplied tc th.e model. After initial
evaluation of the electric fields around the simulated cargo h.ook sensor, the same -.st
procedures were repeated using a charge-filled chamber. The test results clea, jy indicate the
effects produced by the space charge, showing that both electwic ,ield and space charge
density measurements are necessary before the potential of the model with respect to
ground can be correctly inferred.

5.6.4.1 Model Geometry and Instrumentation

One of the first considerations of the simulated cargo hook experiments involved
a test of the combined sphere and suspended cable geometry and validation of the
operation of the sensor at the end of the cable. As described earlier ia connection with tests
involving electric field measurements at the test chamber walls without an adequate
reference ground plane, the output from the Monroe electric field sensors appeared to be
ambiguous and unreliable. Since an unshielded sensor suspended from the model would
operate under a similar condition, it was necessary to provide a shield for the cable. In
order to establish a proper geometric and electrical reference ground plane, a shield in the
form of a metal tube rod was attached to the sphere. This cable shield arrangement for the
suspended sensor was adequate for the reference ground system, since all the electric field
measurements were stable and repeatable.

Another factor associated with the sphere and simulated cable hook geometry of
the model was the higher electric fields measured by the sensor. As a result of the electric
field concentrations around the end of the suspended cable and sensor, the necessary
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charging voltages applied to the model were lower than those used in the other experiments;
further, the Model 1019B-3 sensor with a small aperture opening was used which has a full-
scale output of 100 kV/m. These steps were nece~sary to keep the measured electric fields in
a usable range of the Monroe electric fieldmeter.

With the electri. field sensor suspended 0.91 meter (3.0 feet) below the sphere, the
heignt over which the model could be raised or lowered was limited. Overall, the model was
typically lowered from 3.05 to 1.83 meters (10.0 to 6.0 feet). For these height variations, the
actual distance between the cargo hook sensor aperture and the floor varied from 1.48 to

0.26 meters (4.86 to 0.86 feet).

Because of the unique geometry associated with the simulated cargo hook tests,
only one electric field sensor was used in the model, since no attempt was made to
analytically study this special case. This arrangement required only one fiber optic
connection to the sphere. All space charge de:nsity sampling required for the tests was
accomplished at the wall tesi point as used in the previous experiments.

S.6.4.2 Shorted Ground Planes

Figure 45 shows the test chamber model geometry and the instrumentation used in
conducting the simulatd cargo hook experiments for the simplest case when the ground
planes are shorted. The first test in this configuration pertained to electric field
measurements at the end of the cable when the sphere was charged to known potentials in
the absence of any space charge. Table 18 lists the test results. .

ROOF GROUND PLANE

p 0 SHORTED.•

P=0 GROUND
VS = V PLANES

SPACE CHARGE 0 v =0

SAMPLING PT. -- 1 6.17m
-3, NORTH WALL T.

0 5
0.91 M

1.52m 1.22m 0 . r
ES

FLOOR GROUND PLANE

FIGURE 45. SIMULATED CARGO HOOK TEST CHAMBER CONFIGURATION FOR

SHORTED GROUND PLANES
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Table 1S
TeOt #1- Charging Potentias and Simulated Cargo Hook Electric

Filids it, Charge-Fret Test Chamber for Shorted Ground Planoe

__V___-_V, _ VIV) __-___ 0____

Sphere Charging Eetric
Height Potential Field 6 iV,
H mI) V,_(W) FllkV/m) _1.83 +2.0 5.10 ,.!
2.13 +2.0 46.76 23.36
244 + 2.0 43.33.. 21.6a
2.74 +3.0 61.18 - 20.39
3.06 +3.0 62.75 20.92

From data collected in this test, the electric fields for any charging voltage can be j
calculated from the E,/V, conversion factors since the excess charge on the sphere is the
only factor producing the electric fields around the model. When the model was discharged
to V, 0, the output of the sensor was also noted to be zero for all sphere heights.

As a practical testing procedure, the charging voltages were lowered so that the
combined effects of excess charge on the model and surrounding space charge would not
result in electric fields exceeding the full-scale capability of the sensor. The lower charging
voltages and space charge effects are shown in Table 19.

Table 19 I
Test #2 - Charging Potentials and Simulated Cargo Hook Electric

Fields In Charge-Filled Test Chamber for Shorted Ground Plane s

for V, - VM; P• 00
Sphere Space Charge Charging Electric

Height Density Potential Field
H (m) P(nC/mr) Va (kV) Ea 1kV/m)
1.83 -6.64 +1.0 32.27
2.13 -6.80 +1.0 30.94
2.44 -6.62 +1.0 34.56
2.74 -6.74 + 1.5 50.64
3.06 -7.08 +1.5 50.06

for V, 0; p 0 0
S Sphere Space Charge Electric

Height Density Field
H (m) p(nC/m 3 ) (kVW/m)
1.83 -6.04 5,59

2.13 1 -6.80 9.86
2.44 -6.62 14.23
2.74 -6.74 18.93
3.05 -7.08 22.49
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From the data contained in Tables 18 and 19, it is possible to separately determine
the magnitudes of the electric fields resulting from both the space charge and the excess
surface charge on the model. For instance, consider the measurements made for a height of
3.0S meters (10.0 feet). From the EI/V, factor in Table 18, a charging voltage of 1.5 kV
would result in an ele,:tric field of 31.38 kV/m. From Table 19, for the condition where
V8 - Vo and p 0 0, the combined composite electric field due to the excess surface charge
and the space charge density is 50.06 kV/m. Therefore, the electric field due to the space
charge density alone is 50.06 - 31.38 - 18.68 kV/m, which compares favorably with the
experimentally measured value of 22.49 kV/m also shown in Table 19. This analysis
approach, together with extrapolation of the test data, can be used to predict the electric
field at the sensor for other electrostatic conditions. For example, for a space charge
density of -10 nC/m 3 and a charging potential of 5 kY, the cargo hook sensor would
measure an electric field of 131 kY/m.

5.6.4.3 Externel Electric Fields

The tests described for the shorted ground plane test chamber configuration were
repeated with a power supply connected across the roof and floor to study the effects of
external electric fields on the cargo hook sensor. Electric fields of + 100 V/m were used in
these tests in which the effects of the external positive field slightly decreased the electric
fields measured by the cargo hook sensor in comparison with the earlier tests conducted
with the ground planes shorted. With a negative external electric field in the test chamber,
no significant changes were identified in the data that could be attributed to the presence of
the field.

5.6.4.3.1 Negative Electric Fid

The negative electric field test configuration is shown in Figure 46. For these
tests, a positive potential of 617 volts was applied to the roof. In the first test, the sphere

ROOF GROUND PLANE

P*O
P 0

V -V
r~ ~ V 0. V6 -

SPACE CHmRGE Vr =5rr I
SAMPLING PT. T 617V+ 617m
#3. NORTH WALL H ".

I 0.0lm V0

1.52m .

FLOOR GROUND PLANE

FIGURE 46. TEST CHAMBER CONFIGURATION FOR SIMULATED CARGO HOOK
SENSOR TESTS IN PRESENCE OF -100 V/rn EXTERNAL FIELD
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was charged at various heights in accordance with the data in Table 20 and the electric field
at the uensor was monitored. At two of the test points, the E,/V, factors were higher than
the reference data shown in Table IS. Overall, however, the existence of the external field in
the test chamber hed very little zffr.t upon the electric fields observed on the cargo hook
model, since the resulting fields from the e,:ess surrAce charge were much higher in
magnitude.

With space charge in the test chamber, the electric fields me& sured by the
simulated cargo hook sensor with the model charged and discharged are shown in Table 21.
Higher electric fields were measured in this test as compared with the shorted ground plane
tests, since the overall space charge densities were somewhat higher. The data show that the

Table 20
Test #3 - Charging Potentials and Simulated Cargo Hook Electric

Fields in Charge-Free Test Chamber for -100 V/m External Field
for V - V'; P 0

Sphere Charging Electric
Height Potential Field Es NV,
H im) V _ kV_ Es.tkV/m) _

1.63 +2.0 53.25 2.5.63
2.13 +2.0 45.50 22.75
2.44 1 + 2.0 43.63 21.81
2.74 + 3.0 63.00 21.00
3.06 + 3.0 60.00 20.00

Table 21
Test #4 -Charging Potentials and Simulated Cargo Hook Electric

Fields In Charge-Filled Test Chamber for -100 V/m External Field
for V, , Va; P 0' 0

Sphere Space Charge Charging Electric

Height Density Potential Fld
H (m) p(nC/m 3) V.(kV) Ea(kV/m)
1.83 -7.21 +1.0 . .25
2.13 7.48 +1.0 22.00
2.44 -7.16 - +1.0 .30.75
2.74 -9.96 +1.5 56.50
30.5 -11.35 +1.5 62.50

for Vs - Vo; p , 0
Sphere Space Charge Electric
Height Density Field
H(m) p(nC/M 3) idkV,'m)
1.83 -7.21
2.13 -7.48 8.38
2.44 -7.16 12.26
2.74 -9.96 23.00
3.05 .. -11.36 3.00'
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individual electric field components resulting from excess surface charge on the model and
from space charge effects follow the data trends for the reference shorted ground plane test
configuration.

5.6.4.3.2 Positive Electric Field
The final configuration for the cargo hook sensor tests is shown in Figure 47.

These tests involved electric field measurements at the simulated cargo hook when a
positive 100 V/m external field was applied to the model by electrifying the ground planes
with a negative potential of 617 volts connected to the roof.

ROOF GROUND PLANE

P0=1
rSV Vo

SPACE CHARGE T 0.5 0

SAMPLING PT. + 617 6.17m
#3, NORTH WALL T + =p • I T Vo

H 0

1.52m

FLOOR GROUND PLANE

FIGURE 47. TEST CHAMBER CONFIGURATION FOR SIMULATED CARGO HOOK
SENSOR TESTS IN PRESENCE OF + 100 V/m EXTERNAL FIELD

The excess charge test data collected under charge-free conditions are shown in
Table 22. With the presence of the positive external field about the model, the measured
electric fields and the E,/Vs conversion factors were slighdy lower than the comparable
values shown in Table 18 for the reference shorted ground plane test configuration.

Table 22
Test #5 -Test Chamber Configuration for Simulated Ca -:o Hook

Sensor Tests in Presence of + 100 V/rn External Field

for V. - Vo; p= 0

Sphere Charging Electric
Height Potential Field E. /V,
H (m) Ve (kV) E, (kV/m)
1_.83 +-2.0 46.51 23.25
2.13 +2.0 42.44 21.22
2.44 + 2.0 40.66 20.33
2.74 +3.0 59.34 19.78
3.05 + 3.0 54.83 18.28
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The combined effects of the space charge, excess surface charge, and positive
external field on the model for different charging voltages and heights are shown by the
electric field measurements from the cargo hook sensor listed in Table 23. These data
confirm the separate electric field components due to space charge and excess bound chargel
as evidenced by the closely correlated Es/Vs factors given in Table 22. Using the data
collected for,3.05 meters (10.0 feet) as an example, the electric field to be expected for the
case when Vs = 0 and p # 0 can be calculated from the E,/V. factor and the composite,
electric field measurement shown in the upper portion of Table 23. For a charging voltage
of 1.5 kV, the electric field component due to the excess surface charge would be 27.42
kV/m. When this value is subtracted from the 53.30 kV/m composite reading, the expected .1
electric field due to space charge alone should be in the range' of 25.88 kV/m, which is
within about 9 percent of the measured value of 28.53 kV/m shown in the lower part of
Table 23.

Table 23
Test #6 - Charging Potentials and Simulated Cargo Hook Electric
Fields in Charge-Filled Test Chamber for + 100 V/rn External Field

for V, - VO; p #0

Sphere Space Charge Charging Electric 3
Height Density Potential Field
H (m) p(nC/m3) V.(kV) E,(kV/m) 4

1.83 -7.57 + 1.0 25.56
, ,.2.13 -6.50 +11.0 28.59

2.44 -6.36 1 +1.0 31.77
2.74 -6.28 r +1.5 45.43
3.05 -7.81 + 15 53.30

for V, V,; p O 0
Sphere Space Charge Electric
Height Density Field
H 1,n) p(,nC/m 3) Eg IkV/m)
1.83 7.57 "0
2.13 -6.50 A45

- 2.44 -6.38 12.33
2.74 -6.28 17.92 H
3.05 -7.81 28.53
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6. EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS AND COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL
AND THEORETICAL RESULTS

The tests described in the previous section resulted in discrete data consisting of
electrostatic measurements taken at specific heights above the ground plane under varying
reference voltages and charge densities. In each case, the charging potentials were varied so
that the magnitudes of the rneasti.red electric fields on the model surface and at the ground
plane were within the measurement range capability of the electric fieldmeter "and other
companion sensors. Also, during the experiments, there were always fluctuations in the
space charge density in the test chamber, since variable processes are involved in generating
the space charge. In spite of variations in the electrostatic parameters during the tests, the
test data reflect certain trends which can be normalized for general comparison purposes.
Also, since linear processes are involved in the interaction of the electrostatic parameters
that determine the model potential, the laws of superposition may be applied to the
laboratory test data so that the effects of the electrostatic parameters can be separated and
independently analyzed. The empirical analysis and the separation of the electrostatic
parameters represent a significant approach to interpreting similar data in future full-scale
helicopter measurements. In addition to the empirical analysis of the test data, a correlationI of the experimental test data with the mathematical and computer studies is presentet'
which supports the laboratory measurements.

6.1 Empirical AnalysisJ

In applying the laws of superposition to the laboratory test data, any reference point
selected on the sphere or in the te.st chamber will have a composite electric field intensity 2
that is the sumn of three components: (1) the external electric field, (2) the excess charge on

the model, and (3) the space charge density in the surrounding medium. Each of these
electric field components has a geometric coefficient that varies as a function of the modelI
height. The geometric coefficients may be determined for the cases where the electric field
sensor is mounted: (1) in the floor ground plane below the south pole of the model, (2) at
the south pole of the model, and (3) on an extended cable below the south pole to simulate a
cargo hook. In each case, as indicated from the laboratory data, the field component due to
external fields of 100 V/m established within the test chamber may be ignored since theI
field components due to excess charge on the model surface and the space cha.rge are much
greater in magnitude.. The empirical analysis is therefore based upon the parameters of
excess charge on the sphiere and the surrounding space charge density. Under full-scale
helicopter flight and hover conditions, the external field may not be negligible. Therefore, .

as discussed later in Section 7, determination of the geometric coefficients for a full-scale
aircraft will include consideration of the external field parameter.

Since the nature of the laboratory tests resulted in discrete data at specified heights
above the ground, the separated electrostatic parameter data for the geometric coefficients
were analyzed by computer techniques to obtain approximate interpolation formulas that
could be used to produce graphical displays. The end result of this analysis is a family of
curves that show electric fields for constant space charge density and sphere potential
conditions as functions of model height. With the graphical curves and the empirically
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derived geometric coefficients, the potential of the model can be calculated for any given
space charge density and measured composite electric field at the point of reference.

6.1.1 Ground Plane Sensor Configuration

Measured data from tihe electric field sensor mounted below the south pole of the
modelat the ground plane were analyzed for the case where the roof and floor ground.
planes were shorted. Data collected in these tests are contained in Tables 1, 2, and 3. Of all
the tests empirically analyzed, the ground plane sensor configuration resulted in unique 1~

'data because no instrumentation cable or hose connections were required for the model I
during the testing. Thus, in this configuration, the sphere could be suspended in the test
chamber and the resultant electrostatic conditions measured completely free of any factors
that might modify the electric field or charge distributions on the model surface. This

ground plane sensor configuration is shown in Figure 48.

ROOF GROUND PLANE

VSSHORT BETWEENH
GROUND PLANEST SPHEREt

H

____ ___ ____ ___ ___ ____ ___ _ i
FLOOR GROUND PLANEH

FIGRE 8.SENSOR AT GROUND PLANE

The three independent electrostatic parameters involved for analysis that af fect the electric
fields at the sensor include: (1) the surrounding space charge density, p ; (2) the potential
voltage of the model, V., which ig an indication of the excess surface charge; and (3) the
external field, E0. With the ground planes shorted, the external field component, E09 is
zero. Because the electric fields produced by the space charge around the model and the
excess charge on the model surf ace produce much larger fields at the sensor than anj
external field of 100 V/m, the E. field component for the empirical analysis was neglected,
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6.1.1.1 Electrostatic Equations

Since the space charge density, the model potential, and the external electric field
all produce linear independent effects at the floor sensor, the electric field at the ground
plane sensor can be expressed in a general form as

Ef- E1 + E2 + E3 volts/meter (85)

where

E= g0E is the electric field component of the externally applied field (86)

E2= -g1 Vs is the electric field component caused by the potential on
the model surface (87)

E3 = -g2p is the electric field component caused by the space charge
density surrounding the model (88)

go= dimensionlesgs geometric coefficient

g, = geometric coefficient with units of I/meter

2= geometric coefficient with units of volt-meter2 per coulomb
(Vm 2/C)

E0 =the positive external electric field in volts/meter

VS = the model potential voltage

p = the space charge density of the surrounding medium in
coulombs/m 3.

The geometric coefficients are functions of height above the ground plane. The sign
designator given to the electric field component E, is assigned by conventional field polarity
definitions and can be visualized for the case where the electric field sensor is flush mounted
in one plane of a parallel plate calibrating fixture with a positive potential applied to the
sensor plate. By the same convention, an electric field sensor mounted at the wall surface of
a conducting sphere filled with positive space charge density will indicate negative values.

The electric field components given by Equation (85) are vector quantities;
however, the electric field sensor can only measure the field component normal to the
sensor aperture. Since the sensors are always flush mounted at the measurement surfaces,
the equations in this analysis are given in scalar notation.

From Equations (85)-(88) the electric field at the ground plane can be expressed as

Ef = goEo -g1V$ -g 2P' (89)
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The form of this relat',)nship suggests a method in which each of the geometric coefficients 1can be evaluated. By letting two of the independent parameters go to zero simultaneously,
each of the geometric coefficients can be evaluated as given below:

go= VS (90)

(91)FOw-

g 2 =- 1E =0(92)
92 vO -0

In practical tests, to evaluate the coefficient go, the sphere is first maintained at
zero potential in a charge-free test chamber. With a fixed external electric field E., applied
in the test chamber, the magnitude of the electric field at the ground plane sensor is
measured as the sphere height is varied. Under these conditions, the ratio of the electric I
field reading at the ground plane to the applied external electric field determines the
coefficient go, which is a function of height, H.

To evaluate the coef ficient g 1, the external electric field is removed and tests are
conducted in a charge-free chamber with the sphere charged to a potential, Vs. From
Equation (9 1) the coef ficient g , as a function of height, is the ratio of the electric field
sensor reading to the charging potential voltage.

The coefficient g2 is evaluated from space charge density effects alone. To
determniie 92, the external electric field is removed and the sphere is maintained at zero
potential. With a constant space charge in the test chan'ber, the electric fields at the ground
plane are measured as the sphere height is varied and the coefficient g2 is calculated from
Equation (92).

Even though the procedures for evaluating the geometric coefficients are simple to
define, there are practical limitations in maintaining V5 at zero potential as required for
evaluating go and 92. Any method used for shorting the sphere to zero potential long
enough for practical measurements can affect the geometry of the electrostatic problem and
the final calculated values of the coefficients.

The simplest geometric coefficient to evaluate is g , which requires the external

electric field and space charge to he zero. T his coefficient can be easily determined since itH
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involves charging the sphere and then measuring the electric field induced at the ground
plane sensor. With the long time-constant sphere, it is possible to charge the sphere with a
momentary-contacting voltage probe and then remove the probe from the vicinity. Thus,
electric field measurements can be made without affecting the geometry of the problem.
After the coefficient g, is determined, the coefficients go and 92 may be determined from
Equation (89) using the relationships

go [Ef + SV. (93)

92 - [Ef + gjV5 ] (94)=

To evaluate go from Equation (93) in practical tests after g, has been found,
expei-iments must be performed in the charge-free test chamber with the sphere charged to ~
known voltages at various heights in the presence of a known external electric field. The
electric field is measured at the ground plane for the various heights of the sphere.

A similar procedure is followed in evaluating 92 from Equation (94). In this case,

the electric field at the ground plane is measured for one or more known space charge
density conditions and charging potentials on the sphere when the external field is zero.

If the external field effects of E0 can be neglected, as the data from the various
tests in the previous section show, then the potential of the sphere relative to the ground
plane may be inferred from the expression~

Ef + [E P volts ;for El <<E2 ()
L 1  E1 « 3

By combining the geometric coefficients in this case, the sphere potential may be

expressed as

VS -G1 Ef -G 2 P (96)
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where

G, l/g,, a geometric coefficient with units of meters

G2 9g2/V a geometric coefficient with units of volt-meter3 per

coulomb (Vm 3/C).

Thus, from Equation (96), the sphere potential can be calculated by knowing the geometric
coefficients G0 and G2, the electric field intensity at the ground plane and the space cnarge
density surrounding the model. With the form given by Equaticn (96), the geometric
coefficients can be found by the defining relationships given below.

r=1

-- (97)
1Pf[ =0

G 2 =~Xh'L (98)

In determining the geometric coefficients given by Equations (97) and (98), tests
are first conducted in a charge-free test chamber. Under this condition the sphere is charged
to a known potential and the resultant electric fields at the ground plane are measured.
Once G1 has been determined, then the test chamber is filled with a known space charge
density and tests are repeated by charging the sphere to a known potential as the electric
field intensity is measured at the ground plane. The Vs, Ef, and p quantities, together with
G, can then be used to calculate the G2 geometric coefficient.

Once G, and G2 have been derivel for various sphere heights, H, then it is
possible to calculate the sphere potential for any given electric field and space charge
density using Equation (96). This defining relationship represents a significant achievement
in understanding helicopter electrostatic phenomena that has been made possible through
the laboratory testing phase of this project. Similar procedures and analysis results apply to
the on-board instrumentation tests, including the simulated cargo hook tests described
later.

6.1.1.2 Data and Geometric Coefficients-Ground Plane Sensor

Three tests were conducted for the case wheie the roof and floor ground planes
were shorted together in order to determine empirical functions for the geometrical
coefficients G1 and G2 defined by Equations (97) and (98). Computer techniques for best
curve fits were used in the analysis of the data so that approximate polynomial functions
could be obtained for the geometric coefficients as a continuous function of the height, H,
above the floor ground plane. Since the actual data points are subject to certain
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experimental and measurement errors, each data point is compared with the empirically
derived functions to indicate the mean, standard deviation, and overall accuracy of the

6.1.12.10 1 Geometric Coefficient

Tests 1 and 2, represented by the data in Tables I and 2, were conducted in the
charge-free test chamber. These tests varied primarily in the magnitudes of the potentials
used in charging the sphere. These data were averaged together at each specified height
above the ground plane. From a computer analysis of the best curve fit, it was found that
G1 could be best described by an approximate polynomial series expansion of five terms of
the form

4

GI(H) = C(mn) [AH - Bltm meters (99)

where

H = height above ground plane in metersj

(A, B, C) = polynomial coefficients.

For 0.91 4 H 4 3.05 meters,

A = 1.6694

B =3.0884

C(0) - 2.1712

C(l) - 1.7234

C(2) = 0.3747

C(3) -0.0528

C(4) = 0.0128.

This expression and the average of the data points from each test are shown by the plot in
Figure 49.

A comparison of the actual experimental data with data calculated using the
empirical function is presented in Table 24.
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Table 24
Statistical G1 Data For Ground Plane Sensor

Actual Calculated
Height GI Data G, Data Diff. Diff./Col.

(m) (m) (ml (m) _ l
0.91 0.2791 0.2084 0.0107 3.9M
1.07 0.4794 1 0.4778 0.0016 0.3349
1.22 0.7206 0.725 0.0007 0.0964
1,52 1.3180 1.3369 -0.0189 -1.4137
1.83 2.1236 2.1107 0.0129 0.6112
2.13 3.062n 3.0774 -0.0145 -0.4712
2.44 4.3213 4.2876 0.0337 0.7860
2.74 5.7834 5.8126 -0.0292 -0.5024
3.05 7.7524 7.7442 0.0062 0,1059

From these results, the computer derived function for 01 fits the actual G, data
very closely with the exception of the point at 0.91 meter (3.0 feet). The mean of the
difference values is 0.3926 percent, and the standard deviation is 1.5043 percent. These
statistical curve fit factors, together with the shape of the curve shown in Figure 49, indicate
an excellent curve fit for the 01 function over the height interval measured.

6.1.1.2.2 02 Geometric Coefficient

The G2 geometric coefficient for the ground plane configuration was
determined from data contained in Table 3. This analysis involved calculations using
Equation (98) and values of G0. For this calculation, the G0 coefficient was determined
from the empirical function given by Equation (99). A computer analysis of calculated data
points for the raw G 2 data showed that a four-term polynomial curve was the best fit. This
function is

G2(H) = C(m)[AH - B] m x 1012 volt-meters3 per coulomb (100)
M-0

where H height above ground plane in meters

(A, B, C) polynomial coefficients.
R

For 0.91 4 H 4 3.05 meters,

A = 1.6694

B = 3.0884
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C(O) 0.4837

C(I) - 0.5992

C(2) - 0.2157

C(3) - 0.0162.

The above function, along with the calculated G2 data points, is plotted in
Figure 50. The empirically derived function and the initial G. data points are compared in
Table 25. From the comparison of the G2 data in Table 25 and the graphical plot, the first,
second, and sixth data points in the raw data are shown in Figure 50. These datri points
should be discarded because of measurement or data quality errors. In determining the first
two raw data points, the calculations as defined by Equation 98 involve division by a small
number which can produce a significant error if small measurement errors exist in the test
data. The error in the sixth data point at 2.13 meters (7.0 feet) is probably due to an
experimental measurement error. If these three data points are excluded from
consideration, then the mean of the error is 1.5414 percent and the standard deviation of
the six data points is 1.7046 percent, which is reasonable for the experimental results
involved.

Table 25
Statistical G2 Data For Ground Plene Sensor

Height Actual Ga Date Cal. G2 Date Dfferne ( Diff./Cal.
(m) (Vm3/C x 1012) (Vm 3/C X 1012) tVm3/C X 10C:)
0.91 0.0174 0.0122 0.00M2 ' 42.6229
1,07 0.0617 0.0327 0.0290 8__66"
1.22 0.0745 0.0730 0.0015 2.O84S1.52 0.2236 0.21819 0.0049 2.2385__

1.83 0.4640 0.41M 0.0012 0.2593
2.13 0.7325 0.8175 -0.0850 -10.3976
2.44 1.3349 1.298, 0.0391 3.0174
2.74 1.9671 1.9106 0.0565 2.9.72
3.06 216.. 2.6747 -0.0342 -1.2786

6.1.1.3 Empirical Resolution

From the statistical calculations made on the G, and G0 geometric coefficients and
the resulting mean and standard deviation values, the ultimate accuracy of the inferred
sphere potential, V., will depend upon the relative magnitudes of the space charge density
and the electric fields measured, and the weighting effects each of these components has on
the final potential. One method of assessing the accuracy of the empirically derived voltage
function is to calculate the sphere potential that results for the space charge density and
electric fields measured in Test 3 as represented by the data in Table 3. The calculated
sphere potentials are listed in Table 26 together with the percent errors with respect to the
actual charging potential used in the test.
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Calclate andActul Spere Table 26

Calculated and Actual Sphere Pntian for Ground Plae Sensor Configuration

Teat Date from Teat 3. Table 3 V. Col. _

"W4elm Density Potenti at Floor Sensor Potential Crror

IrniL 1 InC/mg) V, 1kV) Ef 1kVm.. V kV) %)
0.91 4,e0 +2.5 -8.86 +2.40 1.4000
1.07 -7. _ +5.0 -9.50 +4.737 -4.3260
1.22 4.00 +5.0 -6.19 + 4.9M7 -I0.2060
1.62 -7.06 + 6.0 -2.56 + 4.M'7 :%Ono60
1.83 -7.45 +10.0 -3.10 + 9,010 -0.060
2.13 -7.36 + 10.0 -1.50 +10.6247 +6.2470
444 -7.17 + 10.0 -10.0 +.91196 -2..040
2.74 -7.30 + 10.0 +0.75 + 9.5179 -4.1210
3.06 -7.60 1 +10.0 +1.30 +10.2601 I .6

From Table 26, the mean value of error is -0.5314 percent. Also, the standard
deviation of these errors is 3.3410 percent. It can be concluded from these results that the
empirical function for the sphere potential accurately predicts the phenomena observed in
the laboratory model tests.

6.1.1.4 Parametric Graphical Results

With the validity of Equatiwn (96) established as a means of predicting the
potential of the sphere, parametric curves can be derived to illustrate the general trends in
sensor readings for various electrostatic conditions and heights. For example, the electric
field sensor mounted in the ground plane will have an output given by

Ef - - (Vs + G1p) volts/meter (101)

With continuous analytical functions for G, and G., E, versus height can be
calculated for several values cf V, and space charge density. For plotting, V. was held
constant at 0, + 1, + 5, and + 10 kV and the space charge density was varied in step values
of + 50, + 30, + 10, 0, -10, -30, and -50 nC/M3 . The graphical representation of Equation
(101) with the constant voltage and space charge density parameters indicated resulted in
families of electrostatic curves that clearly illustrate the influence of the space charge in
affecting the fields measured by the electric field sensor.

Figure 5 1 shows the first set of electrostatic curves plotted for the sphere at
zero potential. This is a trivial case with the curves being symmetrical about the origin.
These curves represent the ratio of Ef to the space charge density for a grounded sphere.
This ratio could have been accurately determined from direct laboratory measurements if a
practical means had been possible for shorting the sphere to ground without affecting the
geometry of the sphere. From the empirical electrostatic curves, it is not possible to
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accurately determine the nature of the electric fields as the sphere is lowered very close to
the ground plane. For this case, as H approaches 0.052 meter (2.139 feet), the radius of the
sphere, the ratio of 02 to G I becomes an indeterminate form.

With space charge 'Present and a sphere potential of + 1 kV, the electrostatic
.curves are shifted and skewed to the left as shown in Figure 5 2. This trend becomes more
predominant as the potential of the sphere is increased to + 5 kV and + 10 kV as shown by
the curves in Figures 53 and 54.

Another family of curves could have been plotted for negative sphere
potentials. However, as can be seen by Equation 101, negative sphere potentials would haveI
resulted in curves of the same general shape, but skewed into the positive right half of the

6.1.2 South Pole Sensor Configuration

For the on-board instrumentation tests, electric field sensors were mounted at the
north pole, the equator, and the south pole. As the sphere was electrified under various
space charge conditions, data from the field sensors were monitored on strip chart
recordings. Preliminary tests showed that, for the distances traversed by the model from
the center of the test chamber to the floor, the measured field strength at the south pole
sensor was more sensitive to height above the ground plane than data from the sensors at
the equator or north pole. For this reason, the south pole of the sphere was selected as the
best point for performing an empirical analysis of the data collected in the on-board
instrumentation tests.

Two series of experiments were conducted which resulted in data that could be
empirically analyzed. In the first series of experiments, described earlier in Section 5.6.2. 1,

r the electric field sensors were the only on-board instrumentation used in the model. In this
case, the space charge density was measured at a sampling point near one of the test
chamber walls. In the second series of experiments, the full on-board instrumentation
capability of the sphere was utilized as described in Section 5.6.3.2.

The south pole sensor configuration is shown in Figure 55.

As in the previous analysis of the ground plane sensor configuration, the
electrostatic parameters that af fect the electric fields at the south pole include: (I) the
surrounding space charge density, p; (2) the potential of the model, V,; and (3) the external
electric field, 20. Since the influence of the external electric field was small compared to the
effects that resulted from the other parameters, the analysis of the south pole sensor data
will incluce o nly the case where the roof and floor ground planes are shorted together.

In the empirical analysis that follows, the forms of the equations are very similar to
those for the ground plane sensor configuration. The nomenclature for defining the
geometric coefficients that appear in the analytical expressions is the same as used
previously and should not be confused or related to the terms in the analysis for the ground
plane sensor conf iguration. Even though the analysis of th e south pole sensor configuration
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ROOF GROUND PLANE

V SHORT CIRCUIT
BETWEEN

CiROUND PLANES

SPHERE E. 0

H

TE1 E

FLOOR GROUND PLANE

FIGURE 55. SENSOR MOUNTED AT SOUTH POLE

is equivalent to that of the ground plane configuration, the characteristics of the derived

geometric coefficients are completely different.

6.1.2.1 Electrostatic Equations

Since the interactions of the electrostatic parameters are independent and linear,
the laws of superposition apply and the south pole electric field can be expressed in a
general form as the sum of three field components:

Es-=E, + E 2 4- E3 volts/meter (102)

where

El = -goEo is the electric field component produced by the externally
applied field (103)

E2= g1 VS is the electric field component produced by surface charge
on the model surface (104)

E3= g2P is the electric field component produced by the space charge
surrounding the model (105)

go= dimensionless geometric coefficient

g, = geometric coefficient with units of 1/meters

= geometric coefficient with units of volt-meters2 per coulomb
(Vm 2/C)
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TIE.= positive external electric field in volts/meter

Vs = the model potential in volts

p = the space charge density of the surrounding medium in
coulombs/M3.

Each of the geometric coefficients defined above is a function of height above the J
ground plane. As Equations (103)-(105) show, there is a sign factor associated with the field ,
components. For the external field, a sphere in free space will have a negative surface
electric field at the south pole. This same condition exists in the case of the sphere in the test
chamber. As indicated in the experimental tests, positive electric fields will be measured at
the south pole whenever the sphere is charged to a positive potential; therefore, the field
component associated with the excess surface charge carries a positive sign. The sign
associated with the space charge component is negative as it was for the case where the
sensor was mounted in the ground plane. This polarity can be derived from the solution of
the electrostatic field equations for the case of two concentric spheres. Thus, in the general
use, the electric field at the south pole can be expressed as

Es = -g0Eo + giVs -g 2P volts/meter (106)

In this relationship, each of the geometric coefficients can be defined as

g0 = [ e o] (107)

0 =0

SE 0 =0 (108)

=1JE 0 (109)

In practical tests, each of the geometric coefficients may be determined by
measuring the electric fields at the south pole as the sphere height is varied. However, there
are practical limitations in initially determining the g. and g2 coefficients as defined above,
since the sphere potential must be zero long enough for practical measurements to be made.
By determining the g, coefficient first, however, the other two coefficients can be easily
determined by the defining relationships given below.
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g, V-E, 1
go= (110)

P Eo -0

To completely define the observable conditions at the south pole, tests are first
conducted on the sphere in the charge-free test chamber and in the absence of an external
electric field by which the ratio of the electric field to the charging potential yields g, as a
function of height. Following this step, a fixed external field is established in the chamber
and the sphere is charged and varied in height as the field at the sensor is measured. With
this additional data, go can be calculated from Equation (1 .... To determine g2, the
external field is removed and the test chamber filled with space charge as the sphere is
charged and varied in height. From the electric fields measured under this condition, g2
may be calculated from Equation (I 11).

In the case where the roof and floor ground planes are shorted and the external
electric field component can be neglected, the sphere potential can be found from Equation
(106) as

VS (ES + g volts; for E, << E2  (112)
iEl << E3

Or, in a simpler form, the sphere potential may be expressed as

V. = GjEs + G2p volts (113)

where

G1 = l/gI, a geometric coefficient with units of meters

G2 = g2/gI, a geometric coefficient with units of volt-meters 3 per
coulomb (Vm 3/C).

From this relationship, the sphere potential can be inferred by measuring the
electric fields at the south pole and the surrounding space charge density once the geometric
coefficients G1 and G2 have been determined.
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Although the required test procedures have been outlined for determining g, and
r 2 by the defining relationships of Equations (108) and (109), it is more practical to
determine the G, and G2 geometric coefficients more directly as defined below.

G,~ ~ (114)

0-0

Thus, to determine G, and G2, charging tests are first conducted in a charge-free
test chamber in the manner already described and G, is calculated from Equation (114).
With the function G0 determined, charging tests are again performed in the presence of a
space charge in which VS, ES, and p are known for the calculation defined by
Equation (115).

6.1.2.2 Data and Geometric Coefficients-South Pole Sensor

Data from four tests conducted with the roof and floor ground planes shorted
were used for determining G, and 02 from Equations (114) and (115). These data were
analyzed by computer to determine the best curve fits to describe the functions
mathematically. In the case of the G, function, a five-term polynomial was found by the
least squares method to best fit the data points. For the G2 function, the least squares
method did not result in a usable polynomial because of the complexity of the function
being approximated and limited data points. However, a usable function consisting of a
thirteen-term polynomial was finally derived when interpolated data points were used to
augment the original data. The final empirical functions derived by this analysis are
presented later in point-by-point comparisons with the experimental data to show the
mean, standard deviations, and overall accuracy of the final results.

6.1.2.2.1 0, Geometric Coefficient

Two charging tests were conducted on the sphere in a charge-free test chamber
to obtain data required for the C', calculations. The results of these tests are listed in Tables
8 and 9. In the first test, the charging potential was varied while in the second test the
voltage was held constresults of these two tests were averaged together and analyzed for a
best curve fit. This empirical data analysis is resulted in the polynomial relationship

Gj(H) = C(m)[AH-B]m meters (116)
rn 0
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where

H - height above ground plane in meters

(A,B,C) - polynomial coefficients.

For 0.91 < H 4 3.05 meters,

A - 1.16694

B - 3.0884

C(o) = 0.5694

C(l) - 0.0420

C(2) - -0.0545

C(3) - 0.0249

C(4) - -0.0042.

This expression and the average of the two sets of data points from each test are plotted in
Figure 56. The experimental data and the calculated data using the empirical function
above are compared in Table 27.

Table 27
Statistical G1 Data For South Pole Sensor

Actual Calculated
Height G1 Data G1 Data DIff. Diff./Cal.

(m) (m) (m) (m) M%)
0.91 0.2527 0.2509 0.0018 0.7174
1.07 0.3580 0.3533 0.0047 1.3303
1.22 0.4196 0.4305 -0.0109 -2.5319
1.52 0.5338 0.5260 0.0078 0.4829
1.83 0.5644 0.5678 -0.0034 -0.5988
2.13 0.5806 0.5795 0.0011 0.1898
2.44 0.5770 0.5778 -0.0008 -0.1385
2.74 0.5731 0.5726 0.0005 0.0873
3.05 0.5672 0.5674 -0.0002 -0.0352

From Figure 56 and the above data, the empirically derived G, function is noted
to be a very good approximation of the actual data. From the above data, the mean
difference is 0.0559 percent and the standard deviation is 1.1879 percent, indicating a good
curve fit achieved in the analysis.

6.1.2.2.2 G2 Geometric Coefficient

The G 2 geometric coefficient was derived from the data listed in Tables 10 and
15. For Test 3, shown by Table 10, space charge measurements were made by sampling H
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from a wall fixture. In Test 1, shown by Table 15, space charge sampling was carried out by
using the on-board instrumentation. With the 0, values from the results above, 02 valuaes
were computed for each test using Equation (114) and were then averaged to obtain the raw
data used in the empirical analysis. The fit st attempts to derive a polynomial function to fit
the raw data points were not successful because of the complexity of the curve, some
irregularities in the data, and a lack of sufficient data to fully approximate the function. I~ --

overcome these problems, interpolated data points were generated by careful manual curve
fitting. With these added points augmenting the raw data, a thirteen-term polynomial was
derived which gave a good approximation of the raw data given by

G2H t C(m)(AH - B]m x 10' volt-meters' per coulomb (117)1

where

H = height above ground plane in meters

(A, B,C) = polynomial coefficients.

For 0.91 4 H 4 3.05 meters,

A = 1.5949

B = 3.03991

C(0) = 0. 15841

C(l) = 0.0480

C(4) - -0.0355

C(5) = -0.0470

C(6) = 0.0493

C(7) =0.0175

C(8) =-0,0228

C(9) =-0.0031

C(l0) =0.0047

C(1 1) =0.0002

C(12) -- 0.0004.
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This function, together with the experimental data, is plotted in Figure 57. The
empirically derived and experimental 02 data are further compared in Table 28 below.

Table 28
Statistical 0, Date For South Pole Sensor

Height Actual G2 Data Cal. G2 Data Differnce Diff./Cal.
Wm (Vm3/C X 1012) IVm3lC X 1012) ..... Vin3/C X 1012) (%)

0.91 0.0098 0.0095 0.0003 3.1679

1.07 0.0235 0.0218 0.017 " 7.7982
1.22 0.0376 0.0414 -0.00o8 -9.1787
1.52 0,1103 0.1067 0,0046 4.3519
1.83 0.1480 0l.151 -0.00,39 -2.6675
2.13 0.1841 0.1734 0.0107 6.1707
2.44 0.18. 0.1878 -0.o033 -1.7572
2.74 0V1989 0.1996 0.0003 0.1511
3.06 0.2084 0.2090 -0,0006 -0.2871

From these results, the average data points are all within 10 percent or better of
the points along the empirical curve. Statistically, the differences between the actual data
and the empirical points have a mean value of 0.8710 percent and a standard deviation of
5.1842 percent. Although less experimental variance would be desirable, the curve fit
achieved is quite satisfactory for purposes of determining the electrostatic characteristics
existing at the south pole of the sphere.

6.1.2.3 Empirical Analysis Accuracyj

The accuracy of the inferred potential on the sphere is not in direct proportion to
the statistical mean and standard deviation values of the individual G, and G2 coefficients,
since by Equation (113) the experimentally observed electric fields and space charge density
are weighted by the geometric coefficients. Typical resolution accuracies can be obtained by
calculating the sphere potential [Equation (113)] using the empirically derived geometric
coefficients and comparing these results with the actual electric fields and space charge
densities measured in the tests. These calculations are listed in Table 29, together with the
parameters from Test 3 (Table 10) and Test I (Table 15).

Since the G0 and G2 coefficients were derived from averaged data, it was necessary
to first calculate the potentials from the data used during each test and then average the
results. In comparing the percent errors of the calculated sphere potentials and the actual
charging voltages shown in the table above, the accuracy of the empirical functions had a
mean value of -0.7350 percent and a standard deviation of 1.6350 percent, both of which
are within good experimental tolerances.

6.1.2.4 Graphical Results

Measurements of the south pole electric field and the surrounding space charge
density can be used to inier the model potential by the relationship given in Equation (113).
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Table 29
Calculated and Actual Sphere Potentials for South Pole Sensor

Data from Test 3, Data from Teat 1, Empirical Cal.
Table 10 Table 15 V=1 ~Gp..

Sphere South Pole Space Charge South Pole Space Charge Charging A verage of
Height Electric Field Density Electric Field Density Potential Test 3 Test 1 Test 3 and 1 Error
(m) E.(kV/m) p(nC/m 3 ) E.(kV/m) P(nC/m3 ) V,(kV) V,(kV) V.(lV) Vy(kV) 1%)0.91 +4.20 -7.33 +4.40--10.04 _ I+1.0 +0.9841 +1.0086 +0.9984 -0.3600

1.07 +3.40 -7.29 +3. -- 10.49 - +--.- +1. 0422 +-0.9372 --+.0.9897 -1.0300
1.22 + 3.25 -8.45 +3.10 -9.38 . +1.0 +1.0493 +-0.942 0 .9978 -0.2200.
1.52 + 4.80 -8.18 1 4.30 -8.76 +-1.5 . + +1.6602-+1.3359 + 1,4981 -0.1267
1.83 +5.60 -7.08 i 5.80 -. 64 +2.0 I +2.102 +1.828 + 1 966 -1.6700-9.6
2.13 +6.00 -7.14 .+6.00 -9.24 +2.0 j +2.2389 +1.8748 +2.0568 +2.8400

-2..4 +7,20 -7,81- +6.70 --8.69 +2.5 L+2.6934 + 2M293. +2.4664 -1.3440
2.74 . +7.50 -7.63 + 7.10 -9.68 + +2.7792 . 2-143 +2.611 -15860
3.05 +7.80 -7.49 +7.40 -10.61 +2.5 +2.8603 +1.9823 +2.4213 -3.1480 14

Equation (113) assumes that the voltage on the model is an unknown and is thereby inferred
by measurements of the electric field at the south pole and the surrounding space charge
density. In the laboratory tests, however, the sphere was always charged to a known
potential in the presence of a known space charge. These effects then induced electric fields
which were measured as the unknown. From Equation (113), the terms'can be rearranged
as shown below to reflect the electric field expected at the south pole as a function of the
sphere potential and the snace charge density.

E ( G•p) volts/meter (118)

This expression is useful in graphically illustrating the electrostatic phenomepa
existing at the south pole of the model. By holding the sphere potential, Vs, constant and
adjusting the, space charge density, p, varying in discrete steps, a fNmily of curves for the
electric field can be derived whereby the effects of space charge can be clear.y illustrated.
As a part of the empiriral analysis, Equation (118) was plotted as a family of curves where
the sphere potential was held congSt .,t at 0, + 1,1+ 5, and + 10 kV. Each family of
electrostatic curves included values of the space charge density ranging in steps from + 50,
+ 30, + 10, 0, -10, -30, and -50 nC/mi.

For the trivial-case where the sphere voltage is zero, a family of symmetrical
curves results as shown in Figure 58. For this case, the electric field is directly proportional
to the space charge density by tne ratio of -G2/G,. When the sphere approaches the floor
ground plane so that the gap between the, south pole sensor and the ground plane
approaches zero, the ratio of G2/G1 assumes an indeterminate form which could not be
accounted for in the empirical analysis.

When voltage is applied to the sphere, the electric field curves that result near the
ground plane lhcome asymmetrical in shape. This trend is shown in Figure 39 for a + I kV
applied potential. Fizrres'6Q and 61 show similar curves for potentials of + 5 and + 10 kV.
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With the exception of the trivial case where VS -0, the fields predicted at the
south pole resemble a mirror ima&,c of the fields plotted earlier in Figures 52-54 for the
ground plane sensor configuration, although the magnitudes vary since the G, and G,
coefficients are considerably different for th,: two cases.

Another family of curves would have resulted for negative sphere potentials
although this condition was not incorporated in the analysis. For negative potentials the
electrostatic curves shown would be rotated about the origin in a mirroi imnage as indicated
by Equation (118).

6.1.3 Simulated Cargo Hook Configuration

For a helicopter hovering above ground with a cargo hook deployed, there is special
interest in the electrostatic phenomena that occur at the end of the cargo hook, since this is
the point where ground personnel can experience electrical shock from the charged aircraft.
This condition was simulated in laboratory experiments by lowering the south pole electric
field sensor on a shielded cable as shown in Figure 62.

ROOF GROUND PLANE

VS SHORT BETWEEN
GROUND PLANEST SPHERE

~EsF

FLOOR GROUND PLANE

FIGURE 62. SENSOR AT CARGO HOOK

In the analysis of the simulated cargo hook configuration, the cable length, L, was
0.91 meter (3.0 feet) for the experiments conducted in the test chamber and the external
field component was made zero by a short circuit between the roof and floor ground
planes.

As a result of the extended cargo hook cable, the electric fields at the end of the
cable were anticipated to be much higher than those observed at the south pole. Also, the
test results were expected to show data trends similar to those found with the south pole
configuration. The final test results did show high electric fields at the end of the cargo
hook cable and the electrostatic field curves showed similarities to the south pole sensor
results.
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6.1.3.1 Electrostatic Equations

The electrostatic equations that describe the simulatcd cargo hook configurationj
are of the same form as the equations described in Section 6.1.2.1 for the south pole sensor
configuration. The sphere potential is given by Equation (113), which requires the use of

the G I and G2 coefficients given by auxiliary Equations (114) and (115).

6.1.3.2 Data and Geometric Coefficients - Cargo Hook SensorI

Since the tests conducted showed that external fields of ± 100 V/rn have very little
effect on the overall test results, only the test condition where the external electric field was
zero in the test chamber was considered in the inipirical analysis. The earlier tests described
in Section 5.6.4.2 were conducted with shorted ground planes and provided the data
necessary for determining the G1 and G2 geometric coefficients.

With a model cable 0.91 meter (3.0 feet) in length suspended from the sphere, the
distance above the ground plane over which the sphere could be raised or lowercd was
limited. As a result, data were taken only at sphere heights of 1.83, 2.13, 2.44, 2.74, and
3.05 meters (6.0, 7.0, 8.0, 9.0, and 10.0 feet). The five data points per test were not
sufficient to synthesize usable geometric functions; hence, manual curve fitting data points
feeuncdtion.Ma aumnd staeorgndard devataion calultinwereiin used tona eompaethc cempirical
weeuntosedMeto aumnt stheorgndald devataion delulterionin thre final geompaetric ceffiicin
results and the actual data.

6.1.3.2.) G, Geometric Coefficient

Tabl 18)The G , geometric coefficient was determined from the data of Test 1 (listed in
Tabe 8)where measurements were made in a charge-free test chamber. By extrapolating

trends observed in the south pole geometric data, it was presupposed that the G , coefficient
would be zero for a height of 1.566 meters (5.139 feet) where the sensor is shorted to the
ground plane. With this assumption, a terminal data point can be added to the set of
original data to more accurately define the characteristics of the Gi function. With this
terminal data point, manually interpolated data points, and the original raw data, the G,
function was found to be approximated by the polynomial of Equation (119) below.

GI(H) = C~m)[AH-B]'m meters (119)

where

H =height above ground plane in meters.

(A,B,C) polynomial coefficients.

For 1.83 4 H .4 3.05 meters,

* A =2.5745
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B - 6.0324

C(O) - 0.0451

C(l) = 0.0030

C(2) = -0.0014

C(3) - 0.0006

C(4) = 0.0010

C(5) = -0.0008

C(6) = -0.0006 I
C(7) = 0.0008

C(8) = -0.0001

C(9) = -0.0001.

This GI function and the original data are plotted in Figure 63.

The experimental data and the calculated data using the empirical function are
compared in Table 30.

Table 30
Statistical G, Data for Cargo Hook Sensor

Actual Calculated
Height G1 Data G1 Data Diff. Diff./Cal.

(M) (M) (M_) () M)
1.83 0.0364 0.0363 0.0001 0.2755
2.13 0.0428 0.0431 -0.0003 -0.6960
2.44 0.0462 0.0458 0 0004 -0.8734
2.74 0.0490 0.0475 -0.0015 3.1579
3.05 0.0478 0.0492 -0.0014 -2.8455

The synthesized G1 function fits the first three data points within about
I percent. Overall, the empirically derived G, functioxi had a mean difference of 0. 153
percent and a standard deviation of 2.2 percent, which reflect practical experimental
results.

6.1.3.2.2 G2 Geometric Coefficient

The data contained in Table 19 for Test 2 were treated in such a manner that
values for G2 were calculated by two different methods. Data for the two values of G2 were
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averaged for deriving an overall composite G2 function. Both methods require the previous
values of the G( function described above. The first method for calculating G2 utilized
Equation (115), as previously described. In the second method for the trivial case where
VS= 0, G 2 becomes

G2 GIE, (120)

I vs =0

In the experiments using the ground plane and south pole sensor
configurations, G2 was not derived in, this manner (using trivial-case data) since the
laboratory test procedures for grounding the sphere resulted in undesirable geometric and
proximity effects at the sensor. In the simulated cargo hook experiments, however, the
sphere could be grounded without affecting the sensor measurements.

Using the average of the two sets of G2 values, manually interpolated data
points, and an added terminal data point at zero cargo hook height, the G2 function was
found to be approximated by a four-term polynomial given by

Gwr 0(H) = C(m) [AH - B m x 10 volt-meters 3 per coulomb (121) 4

where

H -height above ground plane in meters.

(A,B,C) - polynomial coefficients.

For 1.83 4 H 4 3.05 meters,

A = 2.6997

B = 6.2288

C(o) = 0.0802

C(1) = 0.0468

C(2) = -0.0013

C(3) - --0.0026.
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This function, together with the average calculated G2 data points, is plotted in
Figure 64. The empirically derived and averaged G2 data are further compared in Table 31.

Table 31
Statistical G2 Data for Cargo Hook Sensor

Height Actual G2 Data Cal. G2 Data Difference Diff./Cal.
(M) (Vm 3/C X 1012) (Vm 3 /C x 1012) (Vm 3/C x 1012) (%)

1V83. 0.0282 0.023.1 ,_, 0.0061 22.0779
2.13 0.0552 0.0583 _ -0.0031 , -5.3173
2.44 0.0932 0.0965 -0.0033 -3,4197

_ 0.1340 0.1293 __0.0047 3.6350
3.05 0.1463 0.1479 -0.0016 -1.0818

The greatest error between the empirical function and the experimental data

occurred at 1.83 meters (6.0 feet), as is evident in the table and the graph shown in Figure
64. Even with this departure at the lower end of the curve, the mean difference and
standard deviation of the differences between the actual data from the empirical curve are
3.18 and 11.08 percent, respectively. If the data point at 1.83 meters (6.0 feet) is excluded
from the statistical sample, the curve fit factors for the mean and standard deviation
become -1.55 and 3.86 percent, respectively, representing very acceptable measurement
errors.

6.1.3.3 Empirical Analysis Accuracy

A final check on the empirical accuracy was made by calculating the voltage that
should result on the sphere in the presence of the actual space charge densities and electric
ficlds measured for Test 2 and listed in Table 19. From these calculations, the voltage at
each data point was compared to the actual charging voltage on the sphere. The original
electrostatic data from Test 2, together with the empirical voltage calculations and the
resultant percent errors, are tabulated in Table 32.

Table 32
Calculated and Actual Sphere Potentials for Cargo Hook Sensor

Empirical Cal,
Test Data from Test 2, Table 19 V. GIE, + G20

Sphere Space Charge Charging Cargo Hook Sphere

Height Density Potential Elec. Field Potential Error

,_(M) p(nC/m 3 ) V (kV) E. (kV/m) Vs (kV) (%)
1.83 -6.64 +1.0 +32.27 +1.0180 +1.8000
2.13 -6.80 +1.0 +30.94 +0.9371 -6.2900
2.44 -6.62 +1.0 + 34.56 + 0.9440 -5.6000
2.74 -6.74 +1.5 +50.64 +1.5339 +2.2600
3.05 -7.08 +1.5 +50.06 + 1.4158 -5.6133
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Statistical error calculations show a mean difference of -2.69 percent and a standard
deviation of 4.32 percent, which are acceptable tolerances on the accuracy of the final
empirical results.

6.1.3.4 Graphical Results

The voltage equation for the sphere potential was rearranged as shown in
Equation (1 18) so that calculations could be made for the expected electric fields that would
result for a given space charge density and sphere potential. Plots of the electric fields at the
cargo hook sensor were made for the sphere potentials of 0, + 1, + 5, and + 10 kV and for
space charge density values of + 50, + 30, + 10, 0, -10, -30, and -50 nC/rn 3.

The first of these plots is shown in Figure 65 for the case where the sphere
potential is zero. For this case, a symmetrical family of curves results that has shapes
similar to those shown previously for the ground plane sensor and the south pole sensor.
However, the scale factor of the electric fields for the cargo hook sensor is an order of
magnitude greater than for the other sensor configurations.

With + 1 kV on the sphere, a distortion in the electric field at the cargo hook
appears above the ground plane as the electrostatic curves begin to skew to the right in
Figure 66. This trend continues as the sphere potential is further raised to + 5 kV and then
to + 10 kV as shown in Figures 67 and 68.

6.1.4 Capacitance Measurements

An important phase of the laboratory experiments involved capacitance
measurements of the sphere. The results of these experiments can be used in deriving an
empirical expression for the capacitance as a function of height for comparison with the
capacitance derived from the mathematical studies. Capacitance measurements were made
on the sphere by two methods. In the first method, a digital capacitance meter was
connected to the sphere by a wire as described in Section 5. 1. The second method was an
extension of the constant charge experiments described in Section 5.6. 1.1 and utilized the
empirical field expressions already derived.

With the wire-connection method, the presence of the wire modifies the geometry
and electric fields around the sphere, although a smooth capacitance vs height curve is
shown in Figure 44. By using the constant charge method, no connection of any kind is
required on the sphere. In this case, the sp-here is located at a reference height above the
ground plane and charged to a known potential. The electric fields are then measured at the
ground plane below the south pole with the sphere located at different heights. Although
the procedures for the constant charge method are simple, the sphere must have a very long
time CLi. stant so that charge will be conserved. With no instrumentation connections to the
sphere, time constants in the order of two hours were obtainable. The reference height used
in these experiments was 3.05 meters (10.0 feet). At this height, the sphere potential was
+ 1.5 kV, corresponding to a surface charge of + 125 nC.
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6.1.4.1 Electrostatic Equations

The charge on the sphere can be expressed in teirms of the voltage and capacitance
of the sphere by A

Qs CV. (122).

In this expression, the sphere capacitance, C, and the voltage, V, are both functions of the
height. If the charge is held constant, then the CV product at a reference height will be
equal to the CV product at other heights. If CO and V. are taken as the reference paramcters
measured at 3.05 meters (10.0 feet), then the CV pioduct in general is

CV = CoVo = constant. (123)

From this relationship, the normalized capacitance is

C/Co =Vo/7, (124)

which is a function of height. This normalized capacitance function req,'res a
measurement of the potential voltage on the sphere which c•_-. ",e inferred from'Equation
(96). In a charge-free test chamber, the potential on the sphere for the ground plane sensor

configuration is given by
--- G E . 0 .. .( 25)

Substituting this electrostatic relationship in Equation (124) results in the xiormalizeri
capacitance . 1

c/co 0- E (126)
G1Ef

where

G10 the geometric coefficient in Equation (96) at the reference height
of 3.05 meters (10.0 feet)

Efo the electric field intensity at the ground plane sensor ir' volts per
meter at the reference height of 3,05 meters (I0.0f•eet)

G = the geometric coefficient in Equation (96) for any height, H

Ef = the electric field intensity at the ground plane sensor in volts per
meter for any height, H

CO capacitance of the sphere in farads at the reference height of 3.05

meters (10.0 feet)

C = capacitance of the sphere in farads for any height, H.
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For the ground plane sensor configuration, the G1 geometric coefficient function

has already been determined as given by Equation (99) and Table 24. The electric field data
for the constant charge experiments are plotted in Figure 35. Using empirical curve fitting
techniques, the electric ficid function was found to be approximated by42

Ef - -AHb kV/mete, (127)

where

A, b= power law function parameters.

For 0.91 K, H K, 3.05 meters,

A = 3.1454

b = -2.4881. I

The actual electric field data collected from the constant chargE experiments described in
Section 5.6. 1. 1 and calculations of the electric fields from Equation (127) are listed in Table
33 blow. Overall, the mean difference and standard deviation between the actual data and
the calculated data are 0.219 percent and 7.05 percent, respectively.

1*

Table 33
Electric Field Data at Ground Plane for Constant Charge Sphere

Sphere Ground Plane Calculated
Height Elec. Field Elec. Field Difference Diff./Cal.

(M) ElEf (kV/m) Ef (kVG/um) (kV/m) o

0.91 -3.98 -3.9298 -0.0502 1.2774
1.07 -2.50 -2.6779 -0.1779 -6.6433
1.22 -1.80 -1.9209 -0.1209 -6.2939
1.52 -1.16 -1.1025 0.0575 5.2154
1.83 -0.79 -0.7005 0.0895 12.7766
2.13 -0.51 -0.4773 0.0327 6.8510
2.44 -0.34 -0.3424 -0.0024 -0.7009
2.74 -0.25 -0.2554 -0.0054 -2.1143
3.05 -0.18 -0.1965 -0.0165 -8.3969

Using electric field values calculated from Equation (127) and the G, values in
Table 24 computed by Equation (99), the voltage on the sphere at various heights for
constant charge were calculated and normalized by the reference 3.05 meters (10.0 feet)
result to define the normalized capacitance function given by Equation (126). The
normalized capacitance vs height is tabulated in Table 34.
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Table 34

Normalized Capacitance Data for Sphere

Sphere Calculated Calculated Normalized
Height Elec. Field -G, Ccef. Sphere Pot. Capacitance

(m) Ef (kV/m) (m) -G1 Ef (kV) (C/CO)
0.91 -3.9298 0.2684 1.0548 1.4429
1.07 -2.6779 0.4778 1.2794 1.1895
1.22 -1.9209 0.7259 1.3944 1.0914
1.52 -1.1025 1.3369 1.4729 1.0325

1.83 -0.7005 2.1107 1.4784 1.0294
2.'13 -0.4773 3.0774 1.4689 1.0461
2.44 -0.3424 4.2876 1.4681 1.0367
2.74 -0.2554 5.8126 1.4847 1.0251
3.05 -0.1965 7.7442 1.5219 1.0000

Curve fitting techniques were used to derive a mathematical function for the
normalized capacitance function from the above data. The resulting polynomial function is
approximated by the seven-term series

C!/Co K(m)[AH-B]" (128)
M=

where

(A, B, K) = polynomial coefficients.

For 0.91 < H K, 3.05 meters,

A = 1.8748

B = 3.7143

K(0) = 1.0307

K(l) = 0.0041

K(2) = 0.0135

K(3) = 0.0040

K(4) = -0.0104

K(5) = -0.0081

K(6) = 0.0047.
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6.1.4.2 Graphical ResultsJ

A plot of Equation (128) and the discrete normalized data points from Table 34
are shown in Figure 69. Although the G, function given by Equation (99) and the electric
field function given by Equation (127) are well-behaved polynomials, th'ý combined factors
result in a function that behaves differently from the type of experimentally measured
capacitance curve shown in Figure 34.

6.2 Comparison of Experimental and Theoretical Resufts

The experimental data analysis presented in the preceding section reduced the observed
electrostatic test data to empirical analytical form. These results may be compared with
theoretical predictions based upon the analysis presented earlier in Section 2. The objective
of this combined experimental and theoretical approach is two-fold. First, a demonstrated
correlation between the experimental and theoretical results will provide a good confidence
in the model studies and general testing techniques developed on the project. Second, on
the basis of an accurate mathematical model, analytical solutions can be computed for a
wide range of parameters without the time consuming and expensive procedure of
experimental measurement. Likewise, once the experimental test procedures are validated,
other laboratory tests can be conducted with confidence on geometrical configurations,
such as the cargo hook, which are not readily amenable to analytical solution.

The comparison of experimental and theoretical results.-shows good general
agreement. On the other hand, the differences which are observed provide useful guidance
for developing future improvements in both the experimental tests and in the theoretical
analysis.

6.2.1 Ground Plane Electric Field

The empirical and analytical results for the electric field intensity at the ground
plane directly beneath the sphere are shown in Figures 70 through 73. The most noticeable
feature of these curves is that in all cases the measured field is larger than the theoretically
predicted field. However, the curves for zero space charge density are in agreement, and
therefore the differences relate to the influences produced by the space charge. The
theoretical prediction is based upon a model of a cylindrical region of uniform charge
density between infinite conducting plates.

One explanation for the comparative differences is the finite size roof and floor
planes of the test chamber. The earlier analysis of a conducting sphere between infinite and
finite plates showed no significanit differences for the case of zero space charge. With a
space charge present, however, the size of the plates may have significant ef fect. Future
analytical solutions for finite plates with space charge will therefore be of considerable
interest.

Another possible explanation of the differences is the assumption in the
mathematical model of a uniform space charge. Other evidence indicates at least some
variation of space charge density within the test chamber during the experiment. In
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addition, surface charge was observed to collec-t on the walls of the chamber. These effects
have not been includec. in the mathematical model. It is of interest to note that the
measured field in the finite test chamber approaches the theoretical value for an infinite
slab of space charge as defined by Equation (5 1). The charged wall effect may thus act to
increase the effective size of the space charge region. Figures 74 and 75 show examples of
the agreement obtained from arbitrarily increasing the space charge density by a factor of
1 .75 in the analytical solution.

Another feature which is observed in all of the curves is a divergence of the analytic
solution for small heights of the sphere. The electric field must approach zero as the sphere
is low,:red to the point of contact with the ground plane (H -O.65m). The divergence of the
analytic solution at low heights is caused by a failure of the numerical computation to
converge. The analytical solution is formulated by matching the potential and derivatives
of potential at the center of the sphere. A reformulation of the numerical solution in terms
of point matching of the potential on the surface of the spheie, while requiring evaluation
of elliptic integrals, should provide much better convergence at small heights.

6.2.2 South Pole Data

The empirical and analytical results for the electric field at the south pole of the
sphere are shown in Figures 76 through 79. The analytic solutions for this case also diverge
for small sphere heights. The explanation of this behavior is the same as for the electric
field at the floor ground plane. The difference between the empirical and analytic solutions
for larger heights of the sphere is more difficult to explain and is not fully understood at
this time. The analytic solution predicts a larger south pole electric field than that observed
experimentally, in contrast to the smailer electric field predicted in the analytic solution of
the ground plane case. This apparent contradiction is not surprising, however, since the
south pole field is far more sensitive to the distribution of charge induced on the sphere
than is the ground plane field. Nonuniform distribution of space charge density within the
chamber, the effect of the finite size of roof and floor planes, and instrumentation cables
and hoses connected to the sphere during the experiment may also contribute to the
observed differences.

6.2.3 Capacitance

A comparison of the analytic solution and the directly measured values of
capacitance as a function of sphere height is shown in Figure 80. The analysis of Section 2
showed that capacitance values computed from infinite plane and finite plane models are in

* agreement. The lower experimentally measured values of capacitance therefore appear to
be caused by the wire connection onto the sphere rather than the geometry of the test

4 chamber. Th.- comparison of measured and theoretical values of capacitance is observed to
be consistent with the observed difference between measured and predicted values of south
pole electric -field intensity. The measured south pole electric field may therefore also be

*influenced by inistr umen tation connections.
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6.2.4 External Electric Field

The effect of an external electric field, Eo, has not been shown in the computed
curves; however, its inclusion in the analytic solution is straightforward. An analysis of the
effect of Eo can be obtained from Equation (82), which gives the electric field at any point
as

MIEm 1
E(x,y,z)= - VoQo +E. 17[z- QoH-QQ I +pV Qm 8mM(0,OH) + M(x,y,z) (129)

m=O az m

where

Qm = 1; KnmK and

M(x,y,z) = the potential produced by unit space charge.

The similarity of this equation to Equation (89) used in the empirical analysis is apparent.
The three terms in the coefficient of Eo contribute in a manner identical to either Vo or
some portions of the space charge effect. The first term, Eo 7 z, simply adds the external
field to the field produced by other effects and is of zhe same general nature as
p V M(x,y,z). The second term, -EH V Q., produces an effect identical to that of an
applied voltage, V0 = EoH. It should also be noted that a similar effect is produced by the
first term of the space charge fa,ýtor, p 7 [QoM(0,O,H)]. All of these terms express the
effect of a potential on the charge distribution on a conducting sphere. The last term,
-ED V Q 1, expresses the effect of the external field itself on the charge distribution on the
sphere. This term is similar to the second term of the space charge factor,

aM (0101H)
az

In the absence of space charge this last term might lead to a means for measuring Eo;
however, in the presence of space charge, it is doubtful that the effects of space charge and
external field can be separately distinguished.

For a typical value of 0. 1 kV/m external field it is seen that the effect at a height of
10 meters is similar to an applied voltage of I kV. From Figure 76 it is seen that the effect of
a 0.1 kV/rm external field is small compared to the south pole field produced by a
10 nC/m 3 space charge except at small heights above the ground plane. These observations
are entirely consistent with the observed behavior in the test chamber.



7. SENSOR DESIGN AND APPLICATION

The primary objectiv'e of the analytical study and laboratory phases of the project
was to investigate the feasibility of a noncontacting electrostatic voltage sensor for
helicopters. In the laboratory, under controlled electrostatic conditions, the potential of
a spherical test model relative to the ground was quantitatively sensed by measuring the
composite electric field and surrounding space charge and applying the rm1evant
mathematical calculations. The developed sensor technique depends upon determining
the appropriate electrostatic coefficients used in the voltage sensing equations. For this
purpose, the analytical relationships required for the correct interpretation of the
measurements must take into account the electrostatic space charge density and the

earth's natural electric field surrounding the test model body.

Even though actual helicopter flight conditions present new problems of scale and
complex geometry, in comparison with the laboratory model tests, the techniques
developed fur the simplified models can be extended and applied directly to the designj
of an on-board helicopter sensor and automatic discharger system. This methodology
may be used for determining the helicopter electrostatic coefficients when space charge
is present around the aircraft, when resolving Ltle earth's natural electric field, when
specifying the electrostatic equilibrium conditions necessary for a neutralized aircraft,
and when specifying the major system components.

7.! Helicopter Electrostatic Coefficients

Although the geometric coefficients are defined mathematically in Equations (80)-
(98) and (107)-(1 15) for both the ground and on-board sensing systems, the physical
constraints imposed upon the test conditions for determining the coefficients have
practical limitations when applied to hovering he:'-opters where there is very little
control on the electrostatic parameter variations and the charging conditions around the
aircraft. Therefore, the geometric coefficients must be determined by means other than
letting two independent variables go to zero simultaneously. Each geometric coefficient
can be de1tned in various ways from the basic mathematical relationships given by
Equations (89), (96), (106) and (113).

In general, from the empirical and theoretical analyses, the helicopter voltageII sensing equation is

V, =GOE 0-s-GIE, G2P Volts (130)

where

V, voltage on the helicopter



E, = the electric field at a reference measurement point in volts/meter

p = space charge around the helicopter in coulombs/m 3

Go =the geometric coefficient of the helicopter related to the external electric
field in meters

G, the geometric coefficient of the helicopter related to the composite
electric field measurement at the reference point in meters

G 2  the geometric coefficient of the helicopter related to the space charge
density in volts-meter3 per coulomb (Vm 3/C).

From the above expression, the geometric coefficients can be defined
mathematically and determined experimentally from practical tests on a helicopter
hovering above the ground in the presence of space charge under the influence uf the
earth's natural electric field. For helicopter testing,

E, constant

1AE l p= constant (131)

G G AEr IV,= constant (132)
2 1LAP F, = constant

V,- GAE- G2p
0Go (133)Eo

To drtermine the G, coefficient, the space charge around the helicopter due to
triboeleatrification and the ionized engine exhaust gases will generally be constant for
conditions that can be established for test purposes. With constant space charge
conditions and a constant external electric field component around the aircraft, the
hovering helicopter will be intentionally charged to a fixed potential. This potential will
result in related electric field measurements at any test point on the aircraft. Following

this test, the helicopter will be charged a second time to a different voltage which will
result in different electric field measurements at the test points. Differences between the
first alid second sequences of measurements provide the difference quantities required in
Equation (131). By repeating these charging tests over the range of heights typically used
in hovering maneuvers, the G, coefficient may be completely determined by using curve-
fitting techniques to derive practical empirical relationships.

As noted from Eauation (1•21 the C, rnPffirik. nt ;c ,p ,i,-,rp ,iv A ,, f•- •



may be accomplished by implementing a space charge generator on board the aircraft or
through some other means. Variations in space charge will cause associated variations to
occurý in ele'ýtric field observations at the measurement test points on the aircraft.
Differences in these parameters are the factors required in Equation (132) for calculating
the G2 coefficient when the helicopter is maintained at a constant voltage; for example,

r by means of a high voltage power supply on the ground, connected to the aircraft by a
wire.

Once the G, and G2 geometric coefficients are determined by best curve-fitI
empirical analytical relationships, the G. coefficient can be found from Equation (133).
For these tests, the external electric field component, E0 1 would be measured on the
ground by an electric field sensor some distance away from the helicopter. By knowing
the earth's electric field and the G, and G2 coefficients, the helicopter is charged to aI
known voltage, V,, and measurements are made to determine the composite electric

field and space charge at the measurement points on the aircraft.

7.2 Full-Scale Helicopter Factors

The description of the test procedures for determining the geometric coefficients
that fully define the electrostatic voltage sensor expression in Equation (130) has been
very simplistic and general in nature. However, there are two factors related to
helicopter flight that must be considered in the test procedures before the final voltage
expression can be used for making calculations in an active discharger system. These
include the effects on the geometric coefficients due to: (1) the length of the cargo
hook, and (2) variations in the space charge region around the aircraft.

When the cargo hook is reeled out toward the ground, the electrostatic geometry ofJ
the aircraft is modified, resulting in changes in the geometric coefficients. Thus, when
the tests are conducted to determine the geometric coefficients, thc cargo cable must be
extended over the full range of intended operation. In reality, the geometric coefficients
are functions of height above ground and the length of the cargo cable.I The space charge distribution around the aircraft is nonuniform because of the
downwash from the rotor blades and wind around thie aircraft; therefor-~, a single space
charge measurement at one location on the aircraft will provide insufficient data to*1 completely characterize the space charge region around the aircraft. Multiple-point space
charge sampling and measurements on the surface of the aircraft are necessary to
statistically characterize the surrounding space charge density. Thus, the G2 function
will vary depending on the shape of the space charge region around the aircraft and can
only be described statistically within certain limits. An uncertaint. in the G. coefficient
will affect the outcome of the final computed voltage on the aircraft. In spite of this
uncertainty, an automatic active discharger system capable of correcting for wind
factors is also capable of discharging the aircraft to within safe energy levels.

7.3 External Electric Field Component



magnitude of the earth's natural electric field must be measured on the ground in the
process of determining the Go coefficient, an airborne system must have the capability
of measuring and resolving the magnitude of this field component for computational
purposes. This may be achieved by weighting factors and statistical analysis of the
electric field readings from the multiple-point arrangement cf sensors on the surface of
the aircraft.

7.4 Electrostatic Equilibrium Conditions

The electrostatic equilibrium conditions on the helicopter are obtainable from
Equation (130). If the voltage on the aircraft is forced to be zero by action of an active
discharger system, then the electric field at a reference measurement point must be

S [G°E° +G2P]E G____+ G-2 volts/meter. (134)

In operation, if the discharger system detects an inequality or departure from the
conditions required by Equation (134), there will be excess surface charge on the
aircraft. This condition will represent an error signal in the control system and will drive
the off-flowing current from the discharger to reestablish a minimum error condition

7.5 Active Discharger System

An active helicopter discharger system will consist of: (1) the necessary electric field
and space charge sensors, (2) an electrosiatic discharger system capable of generating
off-flowing countercurrent from the aircraft to !he surrounding atmosphere at a

magnitude at least as great as the on-flowing currents which charge the aircraft, (3) a
microprocessor system control unit, and (4) an appiopriate readout indicator. These
system components must be integrated into a closed-loop control system that senses the
electrostatic conditions on the aircraft and determines the necessary discharger operation
to control excess charge buildup on the aircraft. The electrostatic conditions on the
aircraft must necessarily be measured by multiple-point electric field se~asors and space
charge samplers. Multiple-point electric field sensors are required for resolving the
magnitude of the earth's natural electric field component and for ac-11rately

characteiizing the conditions aijund a large aircraft. The use of multiple-point sensors
will also give the discharger system a useful degree of redundancy. Multiple-point space
charge sampling and charge density measurements will be averaged and weighted to
minimize variations in the inferred aircraft potential caused by nonuniform regions of
space charge around the aircraft.

7.5.1 Sensors



instrumentation for both kinds of serisors is unsuitable for full-scale on-board helicopter
applications because of size, mechanical deficiencies and electronic design limitations.
Since suitable electrostatic sensors are not commercially available, a considerable
technical development effort to build instrumentation capable of surviving the adverseI
environmental conditions encountered on helicopters is required,

7.5.1.1 Electric Field Sensors

The two most common types of electric field sensors are the axial rotary vane
design, which is widely described in the technical literature; and an equivalent version of
this instrument that uses a mechanical vibrating chopper in a closed feedback path.
Both types of instruments can have drift problems due to mechanical hysteresis and
electronic circuitry. Under high vibration conditions, the mechanical chopper sensor
would be rendered inoperative; however, with proper design, a vane axial electric field

ri sensor can be suitable for helicopter instrumentation purposes. In the design of a
suitable electric field sensor, provisions must be made whereby the instrument car, be
tested automatically and can be electronically calibrated to account for any mechanical
hysteresis or electronic circuit drift.A

A critical factor in the operation of the electric field sensor involves the stator
plate, which must be free of any contamination that can cause erroneous measurements.
Under normal flight conditions, wvhen the electrostatic field conditions are not being
measured, the sensors must be protected by an appropriate shield. Rain also will affect
the operation of the electric field sensors. Water on the face of the sensor will tend to
short circuit the field sensing stator. To keep the stator free of moisture and other
contamination it is necessary to use a purging air supply to provide a protective air
curtain over the face of the sensing elements.

It h~ anticipated that an electric field sensor will encounter a wide range of
electric fields.; therefore, the sensors must be able to operate over at least three decades
of signal levels without saturation. This will require special amplitude sensing circuitry
to controll the gain of the sensor for linear operation at all times. Previous experienceII suggests that an air motor be used to drive the rotor in order to eliminate aný electric
motor noise that may interfere with the sen~or operation under high gain operating

¶ conditions.

With the complex geometry of a helicopter body, weighted multiple-point
sensor data will be re4uired to account for variations in the field around the aircraft. As
demonstrated in the !aboratory studies using a spherical test body, two sensors are
required for this purpose. For helicopter body shapes, a minimum of five sensors should
be used for the composite electric field measurements or the aircraft. For example, two
of these sensors could be mounted on the underside of the aircraft at locatinns in the
forward ai1d aft scctions, :-o on the sides of the fuselage, and one on the top of the
aircraft.



compared with sensors located on the aircraft body. First, there is rthe practical
consideration of implementing a sensor of the nature described above th~at could be
made small and rugged enough to survive the typical physical conditions which occur atI
the end of the cargo3 hook. Second, to determine the actual voltage measurement at the
end of the cargo hook, companion space charge measurements must also be made at
that point. A space charge sampling hose for this purpose connected to a charge density

unacceptable in practical maneuvers. The electric field sensor alone requires electrical

and air supply connections for its opteration and these might also cavuse operational
problems with the cargo cable and hook in practical maneuvers. Third, the geometry
effects of the lowered cargo cable would greatly increase the electric field at the hook

location, resulting in a much wider measurement ran~ge requirement h.,r this sensor.

7.5.1.2 Space Charge Sensor

Although the charge density -instrument used in the laboratory experiments was
adequate for achieving the project objectives, the present design is not practical as

aircraft instrumentation. The reason for this is the effects of vibration on the charge
implmenatio onhelicopters, the charge collection cylinder must be immune to any

vibatin. hiscanbeachieved by designing the instrument with a ceramic cylinder,

silver plated on both the inner and outer surfaces. This would also reduce the size of the
present design for more practical installation in the aircraft. An appropriate charge
total number of on-board electrostatic sensors to tenl.

A, In a fast-response discharger system, data must be collected continuously at

each measuring point during hovering maneuvers like the electric feature for correcting
long-term circuit drift that can occur in continuous modes of operation. Also, the
practical range of space charge will vary widely; hence, automatic gain switching

circuitry will be reciuired to keep the sensor operating within its linear range.

7.5.2 Discharger

The design of the on-board discharger may be based in part upon previous
work that has demonstrated the feasibility of corona discharge processes operating in
the exhaust streams of aircraft jet engines. This system must be capable of producing
off-flowing charg ed- particle currents of either negative or positive polarities of varying

6_1 magnitude as determined by control signals from the microprocessor.

7.5.3 Microprocessor

The microprocessor is the critical component in the active discharger system.
Its basic function is to process the electrostatic sensor data from multiple-point sensors,
calculate the voltage on the aircraft, and control the space charge generation from the



III on the aircraft, the microprocessor will utilize stored data on the geometric coefficient
functions. As a part of the necessary calculations, the electrostatic sensor data must be
analyzed to yield the earth's external electric field component. TC, accomplish this and
to determine the statistical space charge distribution around the aircraft, the
microprocessor will require a program to perform statistical analyses to assign the
proper weighting factors to the sensor data being processed.

The microprocessor will also be connected to a visual display and an over-ride
control in the cockpit. The pilot will be able to see the status of the aircraft voltage and4 to override the automatic discharger system if required.

P



8. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

8.1I Conclusions

(I) The electric field measured at any reference point in the test charaiber is the
sum of three field components related to (a) the applied external field, (b) the surface
charge on the model, and (c) the surrounding spacc charge. Each of these can be
separated by linear superposition laws.

(2) Separation of the electrostatic parameters in the empirical and analytical
analyses of the model showed that the geometric coefficients are functions of the test
model height.

(3) The potential on the model (helicopter) can be inferred by measuring the
model height, H, the surrounding space charge density, p, the external electric field
component, E0 9 and the electric field, E,, at a reference location on the model once the
companion geometric coefficients for each parameter have been empirically derived
from experimental tests.

(4) The potential of the spherical model can be determined from electrostatic
measurements at the ground plane below the model, at the south pole of the sphere, or
at the end of a simulated cargo hook suspended from the south pole.

(5) From the analysis of the parallel plate problem, the effects of electric fields
within the test chamber in the range of _+ 100 V/in can be neglected without
significantly affecting the voltage on the model. With helicopters hovering in flight, the
external electric field from the earth can significantly affect the voltage on the
helicopter, since the altitudes are generally greater than the test heights used in the
model tests.

(6) If the external electric field component is neglected, the spherical model
rptential at a given height can be inferred from a single electric field sensor on board
the model and a spaCe charge density measur.ement.

(7) In general, since the external electric field from the earth cannot be neglected
for helicopters hovering in flight, the magnitude of this field component must he
measured for voltage computational purposes by the electric field instrumentation on
board the aircraft.

(8) The methodology used for determining the geometric coefficients for the
model can be extended and applied directly to full-scale helicopters.

(9) The empirical relationships developed for inferring the potential on the model
were demonstrated to be accurate in representing the data trends of the controlled
experimental tests performed in the electrostatic chamber.
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(10) Data from the on-board electric field sensors indicate that the south pole
measurements contained more useful information related to height, surface charge, and

voltage variations on the spherical model than data from the equator and north poleI

(11) The presence of surrounding space charge, even for relatively small
magnitudes of charge density, will have significant effects upon on-board electric fieldI
readings used for voltage sensing instrumentation purposes.

(12) Under some electrostatic conditions, the electric fields resulting from space
charge surrounding the aircraft can cause apparent zero electric field measurements,
even though the voltage on the model (aircraft) may be very high. Hence, the space
charge density must be measured and used in the potential analysis.

(13) From the voltage sensor expression derived in the empirical and theoretical
analyses, the model (helicopter) voltage will be zero whenever the electric field condition

E, - G0E0 + G2p I /G, is satisfied at a given reference measurement point.

(1)An automatic feedback control noncontacting electrostatic sensor for
helicopters can be developed that would maintain the zero electrostatic field condition

on the aircraft as defined below.

(15) Additional design and development work will be required to produce
instrumentation suitable for use with an active electrostatic discharger system in order to
operate reliably in the helicopter flight environment and to provide faster response
times.

(16) In the model tests, the G2 coefficient related to space charge density is well
defined because of the physical constraints of the chamber facility. In full-scale
helicopter flight co~nditions, however, the space charge envelope around the helicopter
will be dynamic and difficult to define. These variations will affect the value of the G2
coefficient in a statistical manner. In contrast to this, the G. and G, coefficients
associated with the external field and the on-board electric field measured at the sensor
reference point may be readily determined under full-scale helicopter flight conditions,
since these coefficients are not dependent upon surrounding space charge effects, Ever,
with some variations and uncertainty in the G2 coefficient, the helicopter can be
discharged by an active discharger system to energy leve's that are quite safe to giound
personnel if practical measuremtnts of average space charge density can be made and
updated in a timely manner.

(17) The length of the cargo hook is an imporiant parameter that must be
considered in future model or full-scale helicopter tests. The suspended cable length will

affect the values of the derived geometric cocfficien~s.I (18) Comparatively high electric fields were measured at the end ef" the simulat-.d
cargo hook. Because of these highly localized electric field concentrations and the:1 geometry -dependent factors that influence the magnitude of the electric fields at the end
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of a cable, the cargo hook may not necessarily be the best electrostatic sensor location
to use for measuring the helicopter voltage.

(19) Model testing has been an effective means for conducting controlled
laboratory experiments for studying the requirements for on-board helicopter voltage
sensing techniques.

(20) The theoretical solution obtained for Poisson's equation for a sphere between
two parallel plates can be modified to derive first-order approximations of the
electrostatic geometric coefficients for actual helicopters by formulatia~g and solving the
problem as a sphere above a single image plane representing the earth. In the same
manner, the solution techniques can be extended further to include a more complex
geometry configuration, such as a prolate spheroid, which more closely resembles the
helicopter shape of interest. For complex helicopter geometries, a closed solution of
Poisson's equation becomes impractical. In these cases, the electrostatic voltage and
field distributions can be found indirectly by computer numerical modeling using
integral equation formulations.

8.2 Recommendations

The test results of this project clearly indicate that the excess charge and associated
electrostatic potential on a spherical model can be correctly sensed using the proper on-
board electrostatic instrumentation. Also, the methodology used in the model studies
can be applied to full-scale helicopters hovering above grou~nd. On the basis of the
technical nmerits o' this project, it is recommended that a future program be pursued to .
design and develop a fully airborne electrostatic sensor and discharger system capable of
eliminating the buildup of hazardous potentials on hovering aircraft.

4.1
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APPENDIX A

MOMENTARY-SAMPLING ELECTROSTATIC CHARGE DENSITY METER

A.1 Introduction

Investigations of electrostatic explosion hazards in crude oil
tanker ships, in oil- and bulk-ore carrier ships, and in scale model
versions of such shiptank enclosures require direct measurement of
electrostatic charge density of charged aerosol liquid mist particles

suspendci within the tanks. The suspended charged mist is the result
of pressure jet spray washiaig processes using either seawater or
possibly the crude oil product transported in the tank as the cleaning
agent. Hydrocarbon gases released from the contaminating crude oil
materials in the tank will produce a flammable atmosphere which can
be ignited by certain electric arcing phenomena caused by the charged
mist contained within the tank.

As a neans of observing the electrostatic conditions within
a tank to study the development of electroutatic hazard conditions,
an instrument capable of directly sensing and measuring the electrostatic
space charge density is required. This instrument must be capable
of safely and reliab'.y sampling the charged particles contained in
potentially explosive atmospheres, must operate accurately whilc
also withdrawing a minimum amount of charged aerosol mist from the
tank volume under test, and must withstand rugged handling and use.

This appendix describes a momentary-sampling charge density
meter designed and built for conducting electrostatic tests by sampling
and measuring the space charge density of charged water and hydrocarbon
aerosols in scale-model tanks and in full-size ship tanks. Included ]
are the theoretical basis of the design, description of sampling
methods, calibration procedures, instrument and circuit operation,
specification of vacuum sources, safety requirements for hazardous
environments typical of tanker ships, and the construction features
of the overall design.

A.2 Theory of Operation

A.7.1 Theoretical Analysis

The electrostatic charge density of a suspended aerosol
mist may be measured by transporting a sample of the mist through
a metallic wool filter at a known volumetric flowrate. The trapped
charge can be measured from the current conducted away from the metal
filter. Figure A.I illustrates the basic instrument configuration.
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1 (AMP)

FIGURE 1 1 BASIC CHARGE ]M-NSITY METER

The current measured between the metallic wool and the shield is

determined from J

A. A
i = k Pt (A.1)

where q - electric charge ent,,ring the instrument (coulombs) 4
k - charge collection et,.ectiveness of the metallic wool filter.

The total charge can be expressed in terms of the charge density
and volume flow of the mist as

q - pV (A.2)

where p - charge density of the mist (coulombs/m 3 )

3
V - mist volume (m ).
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For a constant charge density, the current flow produced by the charge
on the filter can be expressed as

I - kpdv (A.3)

where d Q mist flowrate (m

Thus, the charge density is related to the measured current by the
expression given below.

=I (A.4)

In the implementation of the electronic circuitry for the charge
density meter, a current-to-voltage converter is used to measure
the current flowing between the metallic wool and outer metal shield.
For the circuit used, the relationship between input current and
output voltage is given by

I = E o/RG (A.5)

where G - gain of the current-to-voltage converter
R - feedback resistor in current-to-voltage converter (ohms).

The complete expression for the charge density can then be rewritten as

E
P QR (A.6)

From the above expression, the parameters required in determining
the electrostatic charge density include: (1) the voltage output
Eo of the current-to-voltage converter, (2) the flowrate Q through
the instrument, (3) the value of the feedback resistor R in the current-
to-voltage converter, (4) the gain G of the current-to-voltage converter,
and (5) the efficiency k of the charge collector fil er. In making
practical charge density measurements, a value of 10 ohms was used
for rhe feedback resistor, Q was expressed in units of cfm, and k
was given as percent efficiency. With these fixed system parameters,
the above expression becomes

(2.1186441 x 10-4 )E 0 oP GQk cOu'Lombs/m 3 (A.7)
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The charge collection efficiency factor k it determined empirically • i
through a calibration process. To calibrate and operate the instrument,
it is necessary to first transport the acrosol rdist bsing measured
to the charge collection cylinder. This is accomplished by contecting
a nonconducting hose to the input of the Instrument. Charged aerosol
particles flowing through a h• a will be affected by the laws of
dynamic flow and interact with the hose. The net effect of these
factors is a modification of the basic analytical expression given
by Equation (A.7). With a short input sampling hose, the efficiency
factor k has been found to be approximately 35 percent. With thls 3

vilue of charge collettion efficiency and a flowrate of 4.72 x 10

m /a (10 cfm), the instrument was designed to achifTe chjrge density
meacuremants on aerosol mists ranging from 3 x 10 C/mr to 6 x
10 C/m . This wide range of charge densities was realizable by
using a special-purpose low-noise parametric operational amplifier
in the current-to-voltage converter and a gain switch that varies
the system gain in steps of X1,000 XSO0, X100, XlO, and X1.

A.2.2 Aerosol Sampling

Continuous sampling and ingestion of charged mist through
the charge collection cylinder can deplete and alter the charge in
localized regions around the end of a nonmetallic sampling hose used
for transporting the mist to the metallic wool charge collector.
This tank is a low-volume enclosure as typically used in scale-model
studies. A momentary method of aerosnl sampling, there2ore, must

be used to prevent localized charge depletion whereby charged mist
is itgested only during the period r¢quired for the mesurements.

Two sampling methods are described below for conducting this opera-
tional function with special valves that can be opened either to
ingest charged mist for measurements or to accept external air during
nonmeasurement periods. The first method is ideally suited for low-
volume scale-model studies and requires special fabrication. The
second method utilizes a 3-way PVC ball valve and can be conveniently
used in large test vessels where excessive vented tank effluents
are undesirable.

A.2.2.1 Thrust Valve

A thrust valve concept is illustrated in Figure A.2
for momentary closed and open modes of operation. The valve piece
is made of nonconducting plastic materials and is normally closed
by spring action. This valve is attached to the end of a plastic
hcie connected to the input of the charge collection cylinder, In -A

the closed mode, outside ambient atmosphere air is drawn in through
the annulus section to pass through the instrument during the nonmeasurement
period of operation. To make a measurement, the sampling valve apparatus
is inserted through a wall port of the test chamber and opened by
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thrusting the center tube past the end of the outer tube, exposing
the Intake holes so that the chamber atmosphere is Ingested. By
the forward thrusting action, the outside ambient air is shut off
and charged mist from the chamber is transported through the center
tube to the charge collection cylinder. In the arrangement shown
for this vaive, provisions are made to equalize the mist and ambient
atmosphere airflow through the Instrument to minimize any disturbance
In flowrate an the valve transitions from one mode to the other.
This requires the areas of the two sets of holes in the center tube
to be equalized. Practical implementation of the thrust valve concept
is shown in Figures A.3 and A.4.

- ft

-40• VALVE CLOSED

MIST - \ -7, -7, 7'K 7 TRANSPORT GAS
INLET MIS

VALVE F1S1 FMLOW
OPEN L " --

j'"O".RING
SEAL NONME•TALLIC

SAMPLING TUBES

FIGURE A.2. MOMENTARY MIST SAIPLING VALVE

A.2.2.2 Ball Valve Samplings

The PVC ball valve sampling arrangement shown
In Figure A.5 is particularly useful in making charge density atudies
In large tanks where a long hose is used to sample aerosol mist in
interior regions. With the PVC ball valve arrangement, a test fixture
Is nece3sary for mounting a 3-way valve for manual operation together
with a pinch-off valve used to equalize the'airflow throu3h the instrument
during nonmeasurement periods. For flow equalization, the 3-way
ball valve is first opened oo that charged aerosol mist can flow
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through the charge collection cylinder. Under this condition, the
flow is set to the desired rate by adjusting the vacuum source.
With the pinch-off valve fully opened, the 3-way ball valve is opened
to draw in ambient air. In the ambient air position, the flowrate
through the charge collection cylinder will increase because of less
pressure drop in the hose system. Equalization is achieved by closing
the pinch-off valve until the flowrate is the same as for the condition
when charge was being ingested. When equalization is achieved, the
pinch-off valve produces a pressure drop in the ambient airflow path
that equals the pressure drop of the hose used for sampling the charged
mist, resulting in constant flowrates through the charge collection
cylinder regardless of the position of the 3-way ball valve. When
changing flow positions of the 3-way ball valve, there will be a
transient disturbance in the flow stream through the instrument when
transitions are made.

Generally, the 3-way ball valve sampling arrangement
is more flexible than the thrusting valve and is the preferred method
of mist sampling. The only disadvantage in the use of this method
is that residual charge is retained in the input sampling hose following
a measurement. In making measurements, this residual charge must
be swept through the hose before new charge samples from the test
tank can be measured.

NONCONDUCTINC

HOSE A

PVC EQUALIZER
BALL VALVE

3I• Y PVCBALL VALVE

TEST VESSEL T

CYLINDER SOURCE

ONDUCT ING
HIOSE

FIGURE A.5. BALL VALVE SAMPLER
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A.2.3 Instrument Calibration

Instrument calibration involves a process for directly
determining or inferring the charge collection efficiency factor I
k given in Equation (A.7). This factor depends upon the combined
charge collection efficiency of the stainless steel wool filter and
the flow dynamic characteristics of the input sampling hoses and
companion sampling mechanism. The charge collection efficiency is
a complex function that is uniquely related to the flowrate through
the instrument and to the nature of the aerosol mist being measured.

The instrument calibration process requires that a known
space charge density of the aerosol mist be generated. This can
be done either in a conducting spherical or cubical enclosure of
about 4 cubic meters volume by spraying a liquid jet into the chamber
which then breaks up into a fine suspended charged aerosol mist upon
impact against the tank wall. Due to the simple geometry of the
spherical and cubical shapes, the relationships between charge density
and the electric fields at the tank walls are

For the spherical enclosure:

3EO 3 (A.8)
p coulombs/m

R

For the cubical enclosure:

3 . 6 €oEc 3

P a coulombs/m (A.9)a

where co - permittivity of medium (farads/m)

Es = electric field intensity at spherical tank wall (volts/r)

Ec = electric field intensity at center of cubical walls (volts/m)

R - radius of spherical shell (meters)

a length of sides (meters).

The electric field intensities at the tank walls are measured by
means of a calibrated electric field intensity sensor mounted flush
with the inside surface and pointing toward the center of the tank.
By measuring the electric field intensity, the charge density can
be inferred very accurately from the relationships in Equations (A.8)
and (A.9). Calibration of the field intensity meter is traceable
to a voltage standard connected between two parallel plates.
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Once a known charge density is generated in the calibration

chamber, the next step in the calibration process is to derive the
overall transfer function of the charge density meter for a given
flowrate, hose, and sampling valve to be used for measurements.
This is done by varying the charge magnitude in the calibration chamber
in controlled increments and sampling the charge density. With this
procedure, calibration data is taken to characterize the response
of the charge density meter in terms of voltage output versus samplid
charge density. With the aid of a simple analysis, the test data
can be analyzed to derive a calibration function that best fits the
data points.

For the saltwager washing tests on board the UST Pacific,
a flowrate of 9.44 x 10- mj/s (20 cfm) was used in the charge density
electrostatic measurements. Also, 100 feet of polyurethane Urebrade
tubing with an I.D. of 25 mm (0.9843 inch), type FNP90, manufactured
by Newage Industries, Inc., was used as the input sampling hose.
For the selected hose and sampling valves used, the salt water transfer

characteristics of the over8ll system were determined from a computer
analysis of over 160 calibration data points. The charge density
calibration relationship for the hose specified is

914.2523Ep 0. o - 2.8577186 nC/mi3

G (A.10)

1OOE

for o > 2.53 volts

[432.58377Eo1 1.2576909 3

L . r(A. II)

100E
for G < 2.53 volts

where E0 = absolute voltage output of charge density meter

G = gain setting of charge density meter.

In si il r calibration tests using freshwater, a flowrate of 4.72
x 0 i m /s (10 cfm) was used together with 30.48 m (100 feet) of
25.4-mm (1-inch) I.D. Nylobrade tubing, type IHNBO90, manufactured
by Newage Industries, Inc., as the input sampling hose. With this
type of hose and flowrate, forty calibration data polits were taken
and analyzed to derive the charge density meter calibration relationship
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939.* 3326E
_P - 2.7578932 nC/m3

G (A.12)

100E

for --- a > 1.58 volts

r664.96392E1 1.05957703
-P .. nC/m3

G (A.13)

1 00E0

for G (1.58 volts

The method described previously for charge density meter calibratio-i

has not involved numerical evaluation of the charge collection efficiency
factor k in Equation (A.7). With Equations (A.7), (&.8), or (A.9),
it is possible to solve directly for the efficiency factor k using
the calibration relationships described previously. Provided that
a fixed operating charge density can be used in the measurements,
numerical derivation of the overall instrument calibration is a more
accurate calibration process which eliminates the explicit determination
of the efficiency factor k.

A.3 Instrument Design

Use and application of the charge density meter aboard ship
required that the instrument be consistent with U.S. Coast Guard
standards for safe operation in hazardous environments. To meet
these stringent requirements, it was necessary to design the instrument
to satisfy the specifications outlined in the National Fire Protection
Association's (NFPA) Standard No. 496 which embodies a purged gas
system. The !nstrument designed under this standard is comprised
of (1) a Sensor Unit, (2) a Control and Readout Unit, and (3) a Power
Supply Unit. Auxiliary equipment required in the operation of the
charge density meter includes a vacr:um source and CO2 or other appropriate
gas source with companion regulatorr. An overall view of the complete
system is shown in Figure A.6.

In operation, the Power Supply Unit is located in a nonhazardous
area and can be powezed either from external batteries or connected
to conventional AC line power. This power siupply contains current- j
limiting energy barrier circuits aqd is captible of delivering DC
riuer through an electricel cable up to 305 meteru (1,000 feet) in h
length to the Control and Readout Unit ard the Srnsor Unit. The
gas purging system ccnsists of .nterliLikng hcses from The CO bottle

to the Sensor Unit &nd frum the Sensor Unit to the Control an• Readout
Un!t 1l1 po•iur circuits are turncd off elect.oaically at the Powe-r
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Supply Unit if the purging pressure fails or any electrical cable
in inadvertently disconnected. The safety features designed Into
this equipment have several degrees of fail-safe redundancy which
together virtually eliminate any possible source of high energy sparking
from the instrument even during worst-case malfunctions.

In addition to the many safety features designed into the equip'nent,
provisions have been made to power the equipment from a battery source.
Although a battery power pack was not designed and implemented under
this project, this feature could be added for greater operational
flexibility in the future. Since the equipment can be operated from
a battery, special considerations were given to the overall current
drain required to operate the instrument. As a result, the two LED
fro~nt panel display mete~rs on the Control and Readout Unit were modified
to reduce the current drain. These modifications also reduced the
amount of energy that could be stored by these units. Provisions
were also included in the electrical design for current conservation
circuits which will prolong the useable time of operation of the
battery pack before recharging is neceasary. Additional current
conservation was achieved by using COS/MOS logic elements throughout
the entire design of the instrument.

A.3.1 Sensor Unit

The Sensor Unit is comprised of the charge collection
cylinder containing a three-section steel wool filter, a picoammeter
and companion logic electronics package, and a turbine flowmeter
which measures the volumetric flowrate through the instrument. Figure

package showing the picoammeter and the logic section is shown in

Figure A.8. In operation, charged aerosol mists to be measured enter
the instrument through an input hose and pass through a water trap
before entering the charge collection filter. The exhaust of the
charge collection cylinder passes through the turbine flowmeter and
exits through the hose connected to the vacuum source.

A purging and pressurizing hose enables the Sensor Unit
to be connected to an appropriate gas bottle through a quick-disconnect
hose fitting. Another quick-disconnect hose fitting on the Sensor
Unit is provided for a purging gas connection to the Control and3
Readout Unit. Power and control signals for the sensor electronics
are obtained from the Control and Readout Unit over a single electrical
cable.

A.3.1.1 Charge Collection Cylinder

The charge collection cylinder is comprised
of two concentric stainless steel seamless tubes. The outer tube
has an 0.D. of 63.5 mm. (2.500 Inches) and a 1.63-mm (0.064-inch)
thick wall. Overall, the outer tube is 58.74 cm (23.125 inches)
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in length. Circular Teflon inserts and O-rings are used to seal,
support, and insulate the inner tube from the outer shield. The
inner tube has an O.D. of 57.15 mm (2.250 inches) and a wall thickness
of 3.05 mm (0.120 inch). Inside the inner tube are three Hyperfill
stainlesi steel 316 filters 50.8 mm (2 inches) in diameter and 15.24 cm
(6 inches) in length manufactured by Chem-Pro Equipment, Inc. Electrical
connection to the inner cylinder is made by a stainless steel pin
that penetrates the outer tube wall and threads into the wall of
the inner tube. This plu Is soldered directly to the picoammeter
printed circuit board.

A.3.1.2 Picoammeter

A simplified block diagram of the picoammeter
is shown in Figure A.9. Discharge current ftom the inner charge
c"llection cylinder is converted to a voltage by a Teledyne Philbrick 1702
operational amplifier circuit designed to produce 1 mV output per
1 pA input. The output of this current-to-voltage converter is amplified
by a selectable gain amplifier in steps of Xl,000 X500, X1O0, XlO
and X1. This amplified output provides the input to a unity gain
buffer amplifier for output strip chart recording purposes and to
furnish a signal to the logic section. ,:

The 1702 operational amplifier is a special-
purp?ge low-noise parametric amplifier that requires only 5 [mtoamperes
(10- ) for biasing. Its DC input impedance is typically 10 ohms.
These parameters, together with a low-temperature drift offset voltage
characteristic, make this operational amplifier ideally suited for
application in the charge density meter.

In a typical current-to-voltage converter circuit as shown Figure A.10,
the voltage output can be written as

E0  I nRf + (DC error) (A.14)

and SRf(Rs + R d)1 IA15

DC error I bRf + Es + (A.15

bb where Ib =biasing current

R - feedback resistance

E0 offset error voltage

R = current source resistance

Rd - input resistance.
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FIGURE A.10. SIMPLE CURRENT-TO-VOLTAGE CONVERTER

Since the voltage amplifier following the current-to-voltage converter
can have a gain as high as X1,O00, the DC error can produce a significant
drift and noise in the amplifier output that is random in nature
and changes slowly with time. This problem required a special design
approach for the instrument. To overcome such DC error effects in
the high-gain output voltage amplifier, an offset correction loop
was designed into the amplifier stage. In operation, this correction
loop generates an offset voltage equal to the input DC error voltage
that will always drive the amplifier output to zero as long as the
loop is tracking the DC error and the amplifier input. To take a
reading, zhe error offset tracking voltage is sampled and held constant
at the initiation of a measurement cycle. Under these conditions,
a short-duration measurement can be made without being affected by
the slowly changing nature of the current-to-voltage converter DC
error.

The DC error offset correction loop is comprised
of integrator U6 and sample-and-hold module U5 shown in the sensor
circuit diagram of Figure A.11. With a proper logic command, the
DC error offset loop is opened by the sample-and-hold module so that
the tracking error voltage is held at a constant level while the
measurement is made. With this design approach, the picoammeter
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with the DC error offset correction loop in the output amplifier
stage can effectively measure currents as low as 0.5 pA. The upper
limit of measurement is restricted by the value selected for the

feedback resistor in the current-to-voltage convgrter and the power
supply voltages. With a feedback resistor of 10 ohms and the supply
voltages used in the design, the ammeter will measure currents as
high as 10 nA. The miniraum and maximum operating limits represent
an operating dynamic range of 86 dB.

For gain settings of Xl and X1O, it is not necessary
to operate the picoammeter using the DC error correction loop. A
switch has been provided on the electronics package whereby the offzet
loop can be shut off. This enables continuous monitoring of charge
densities at the output of the buffer amplifier at a connector on
the electronic package. This output can be used in all modes of
operation to record the analog output voltage of the picoammeter
amplifier on a strip chart.

A calibrating function has also been designed
into the picoammeter circuit. Thir function is controlled by a switch
provided on the electronics package. In the calibrate mode, high
impedance reed relays are used to disconnect the input of the current-
to-voltage converter from the inner cylinder and to change the operational
amplifier configuration to accept a calibrating voltage provided
by the Control and Readout Unit. Discrete calibrating voltage levels4
are provided to check the operation of the complete system for the

low, medium, and high output voltage ranges of each gain setting.

A.3.1.3 Logic Circuits
The purpose of the logic circuits is to automatically

sample and display the output of the picoammeter as a DC voltage.
This is accomplished by sensing the picoammeter waveform during a
measurement cycle and providing the proper logic and input signals
to a digital voltmeter display located in the Control and Readout
Unit. The sensing and display process may be described using Figure A.12.

The process begins by first initiating a READ
command from the Control and Readout Unit. This function opens the
DC error offset loop in the picoammeter so that charged mist can
be ingested in the charge collection cylinder. At this point in
the measurement cycle, the sampling tube can be opened. This is
shown in Figure A.12 and results in a ramp function that degeneratos
Into a step function as the charge collection cylinder is completely
filled. The logic circuit senses the transition in the output waveform
and then samples a portion of the waveform at a time 7 seconds later
using a sample-and-hold module. A digital voltmeter is then used
to read the output of the sample-and-hold module. The logic circuits
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used to accomplish these functions include (1) an event detector,

(2) timers, (3) a latch, and (4) a sample-and-hold module. These
various circuits are described in the following paragraphs and shown I
by the block diagram in Figure A.13 and the schematic in Figure A.14.
A waveform timing diagram for the complete logic section is shown
in Figure A.15.

S 7 SEC •0 so SEC.
READ

t TIME ---

EVENT °

DETECTED ht

SAMPLING TUBE
OPENED

FIGURE A.12. OUTPUT WAVEFORM OF SELECTABLE GAIN AMPLIFIER

A.3.1.3.1 Event Detector

il ~The event detector is comprised of •

a buffer amplifier, a full-wave rectifier, differentiator, peak detector
and comparator. These circuit stages are identified on the schematic
in Figure A.14 as operational elements UI-U8. The analog output
of the picoammeter is connected to a buffer amplifier which provides
the input to a full-wave negative rectifier. Since the analog output
of the picoammeter can either be positive or negative, full-wave
rectification provides a single polarity for the differentiator and
peak detector combination. With this arrangement, the output of
the differentiator always has a positive polarity as required by
the peak detector. The input and output of the peak detector are
connected to the comparator inputs. In operation, the output of
the comparator will switch from a zero state to a high state when

6 the differentiator detects the presence of the initial ramp function
from the picoammeter output. The comparator output will remain high
until the slope of the ramp function approaches zero. When this
occurs, the comparator will switch logic states. The negative transition
of the comparator output is used to trigger the delay timer described
below. The differentiator output (V8), peak detector output (V9),
and the comparator output (VlO) waveforms are shown in Figure A.15.
Waveform (V7) in Figure A.15 shows a typical output for the picoammeter
in relation to cther logic system waveforms.
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TURN-ON

V LATCH RESET

V2 READ COMMAND

READ RELEASEREAD

V3  Is PREMATURE TRIGGER DELAY

V4 LATCH ENABLE SET TRIGGER

V5 I Q LATCH OUTPUT, I

V6  Q LATCH OUTPUT

V7  r ANALOG
PICOAMMETER OUTPUT

V8 DIFFERENTIATOR OUTPUT

V9 PEAK DETECTOR OUTPUT _

i i I

Vo1  COMPARATOR OUTPUT I

VIII
VII 17S READ DELAY TRIGGER

V1 [51 SAMPLE AND HOLD TRIGGERVI

V14_ _ _ _

S LATCH RESET TRIGGER

FIGURE A.15. CHARGE DENSITY METER LOGIC TIMING WAVEFORMS
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A.3.1.3.2 Timers

After the event detector comparator

changes logic states, a series of timers and pulse generators are
activated that provide functions for sampling and reading the picoammeter
output waveform (VIO) after a 7-second delay. This time delay is
sufficient for the output picoammeter waveform to completely stabilize

before a time averaged sample measurement is made. The time delay
pulse (Vii) is produced by one-half of UlO which is a CD4098 dual
monostable multi-vibrator. This timer is connected as a non-retriggerable
one-shot and generates a pulse whenever the input switches from a
high state to a low state and initiates other timing cycles and pulses
within the logic section.

The (Vll) output waveform of UIO
is connected directly to two other one-shot pulse generators. The
first pulse is generated by U18 and results in waveform (V13) to -
operate the sample-and-hold module U14 for sampling the picoammeter
waveform for a period of 0.5 second. The second pulse generator
of U10 produces another pulse 7 seconds in duration shown by waveform
(V12) in Figure A.15. The pulse is buffered by line driver U12 and
operates the output digital voltmeter in the Control and Readout
Unit. During application of the 7-second pulse, the digital voltmeter
reads the output of the sample-and-hold module U14 and then stores
the results for display.

A final timing pulse in the measurement
cycle is generated by a portion of UI8. This is a 50-ms pulse that j
resets the logic system to a premeasurement state ready to repeat
the measurement cycle. The reset function occurs through a latch.

A.3.1.3.3 Latch

The CD4098 dual monostable multivibrators
used for timers aad pulsc± generators in the system logic have reset
lines that require either a zero or one logic level. The reset function
acts as an electronic switch that turns tha device on or off depending
on whether a one or zero logic level is applied. A latch is used
to control the logic state of these input reset lines and eliminate
premature or fals,ý triggering from initial transients or false pulses
that could occur after the picoammeter output waveform transition
event is detected. The output of the latch is used to initiate a
measurement cycle and provide a means of visually displaying the
measurement cycle duration by illuminating the system status LED
located on the front panel of the Control and Readout Unit.

The latch is comprised of a special

quad arrangement of NOR gates in a CD4001A integrated circuit and
uses two OR trigger lines at one of the inputs. The connections
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for the latch and special inputs are provided by U16 in Figure A.14.
At initial turn-on, the latch must assume a state where the Q output
is zero and Q is one for the timers to be disabled prior to a READ
command. The pulse-producing action of the RC network on pin 9 will
assure the proper state of the latch at turn-on. When the instrument
is operated by closing the READ switch on the front panel of the
Control and Readout Unit, U15 produces a 50-ms pulse delayed by one
second. This delayed pulse triggers the latch and changes the Q
output state from a zero to a one logic level, thereby enabling the
logic system timers. This delayed action eliminates any transients
in the system at the instant the READ command occurs.

If for any reason the READ switch
is closed and then released, it is necessary to reset the latch before
proceeding with a measurement. This is done by closing the RESET
switch located on the front panel of the Control and Readout Unit
to produce the proper triggering signal at one of the OR reset inputs.

Once the complete timing and read
cycle has occurred and the picoammeter output is stored by the sample-
and-hold module, a latch trigger iulse is generated by U18 to reset
the latch to its premeasurement tate.

Comparator U17 is connected to the
Q output of the latch and provides a means for visually indicating
the completion of a measurement cycle on the Control and Readout
Unit front panel. This comparator operates an LED indicator that
displays a green light for a premeasurement condition and red light
whenever the logic timers have been enabled for measurement.HA

The Q oufout of the latch is also
used to reset the peak detector -ne a iurement cycle has been
completed. This action occL.1 throug! j, and Q1. When the latch
output is in a low state, Ql is turned on and provides a low impedance
discharge path across the 0.15 mfd charge-holding capacitor. The
channel resistance of the FET becomes essentially an open circuit
when the Q output voltage of the latch Ir f- a high state.

A.3.1.4 Turbine

One of the parameters of the charge density
meter is the volumetric flowrate through the instrument. This is
measured by a turbine flowmeter mounted in the exhaust stream behind
the charge collection cylinder. The device used for this purpose
is a TRW-Globe AC blower motor, Type 19A1938. This motor is unique
in its construction and was modified slightly to fit inside a 50.3-mm
(2-inch) diameter tube for mounting purposes. This motor has enough
residual magnetism to serve as an excellent AC generator and turbine.
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For use in the charge density meter, the turbine was mounted in a

special test fixture for flow calibration. Calibration tests over

typical flowrates used in the instrument resulted in the linear flow

Q-O.lf + 2 cfm
(A.16)

for 5 <Q <50OcfmI

where f -Turbine frequency in Hz.

The electrical output of the turbine
is an AC signal that varies both in amplitude and frequency. This
signal is shaped by limiter U9 shown in Figure A.14 located in the

sensor logic electronics package. This limiter provides a signal
to a frequency meter located in the Control and Readout Unit.

A.3.2 Control and Readout Unkit

The Control and Readout Unit operates as an integral
system with the Sensor Unit and is used to initiate a, measurement
cycle and to display the voltage output from the picoammeter and

the± volumetric flowrate of mist through the charge collection cylinder.
All instrument operating controls are provided on the front panel
of the unit. Primary power is received from the Power Supply Unit;
and distributed internally to the electronic circuitry and also to
the Sensor Unit. An overall view of the Control and Readout Unit
is shown in Figures A.16 and A.17. An Internal view of the electronics
for the Control and Readout Unit is shown in Figure A.18. The overall

block diagram and schematic are shown in Figures A.19 and A.20.

A.3.2.1 0peratingProcedure

After the charge density meter is powered, the
desired volumetric flow established through the instrument, and proper
gain setting determined for the picoammeter, routine measurement
procedures simply involve closure of the READ switch. Two parallel
switches are provided for this purpose. One is a two-way toggle
switch and the other is a normally open push-button switch. Once
either READ switch is closed and the system status LED changes color
from green to red, then the sampling valve can be opened so that
charged mist can be collected in the charge collection cylinder.
Operation of the instrument during this phase of a measurement cycle
is fully automatic and ence the measurement cycle is completed, the
picoammeter voltage output will be displayed as a fixed number between
0.5 and 10 together with the proper polarity sign of the charge being
measured. Th~ voltage read by the DVM can be converted to units
of coulombs/m by an appropriate calibration function determined
from prior calibration of the instrument and sampling hose.
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A.3.2.2 READ Function

Once a measurement has been made in the intended
mode of operation, the value of the output sampled waveform of the
picoammeter will appear in the display LED meter located on the front
panel. This value will remain displayed for 45 seconds. At the
end of the 45-second period, blanking will occur to conserve current.
This period of time is adequate for the picoammeter output to be
viewed and recorded. Special recall provisions have been included
in the instrument design if it is necessary to observe the voltage
again on the display. This is achieved through the DVM Recall switch
which can be operated in one of two modes. In the auto mode, the
DVM output display will be recalled for another 45-second period
followed by blanking. A continuous display will occur in the pulse
mode of operation. A momentary toggle of the DVM Recall switch will
reactivate the DVM display which will remain on continuously until
the switch is toggled again to the pulse mode. A second toggle in
the pulse mode turns the output DVM display off and resets the DVM
for an automatic mode of operation.

The input to the red LED display is controlled
by the 5-position DVM Function switch. In the first position used
for typical charge density measurements, the function switch is connected
to the output of the picoammeter. The next three positions of the
function switch are connected to read the +5, +15, and -15 volt power

2 supply lines to the electronics circuits. The last position of the
function switch is grounded for checking the zero balance adjustment
of the LED display.

There are times in the operation of the instrument
when a read cycle might be initiated and not completed. Should this
occur, the sensor logic section can be retriggered to the premeasurement
state by the front panel Reset switch. Closure of the Reset switch
during a measurement cycle changes the System Status LED indicator

from red to green.

A fail-safe DVM Mode switch is located just

to the right of the voltage readout display. This is a two-way toggle
switch that can be used to disconnect the automatic read functions
if a failure occurs in the triggering circuits. Normally, the DVM
Mode switch would be operated in the Hold position for the DVM to
store data from the picoammeter output. In the Read position, the
automatic hold feature is disabled, resulting in a continuous reading
from the picoammeter sample-and-hold output.

Voltages to the DVM input also appear on the
front panel at the DVM Input connector. A 10 K ohm resistor in series
with this line maintains the intrinsic safety integrity of the overall
system by safely limiting the amount of current and energy that could
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possibly be transferred from the Control and Readout Unit to an external
hazardous environment. With the DVM Input, it is possible to check
the accuracy of the voltage readout with a parallel meter. This
input connection also provides a means of monitoring the DVM output

with a liquid crystal display meter when intense light obscures the

A.3.2.3 Flowmeter

The flowmeter is a digital LED frequency meter
that displays the rotary speed of the turbine in Hertz. This LED
frequency meter is a Type LF 400 precision frequency meter manufactured
by Electro Industries modified to reduce the energy and power required
for operation. A Frequency Read switch located to the left of the
meter can be used to conserve current when necessary. This switch
has an on and off position and a momentary (on) position. In the
on position, the meter displays the turbine flowrate frequency continuously.
For current conservation, the meter is switched to the off position
when not being used or toggled to the momentary (on) position to
briefly check the flowrate frequency before a measurement is taken.

Another current conservation feature used in
the flowmeter can be seen when the turbine output drops below 3 Hz
or when the unit is turned on and there is no flow through the charge
collection cylinder. Under these conditions, the LED display of
the digital flowmeter is electronically turned off and will remain
inactive until the flowrate is greater than 3 Hz. This feature is
accomplished by a one-shot logic element connected to the input of
the frequency meter and coupled to a logic element that switches

the power to the frequency meter on and off depending upon the input
frequency.

A.3.2.4 Calibrate

Calibrate voltages are scaled by special resistive
ladder networks within the Control and Readout Unit and supplied
to the Sensor Unit in controlled steps by the 10-position Calibrate
Voltage selector switch located on the front panel. These steps
vary from 5 mV to 10 volts and are selected to produce output levels
at the lower, middle, and upper ranges of each gain setting of the
picoammeter. Since charge can have either a negative or positive
polarity, a Voltage Polarity switch is included as part of the calibration
circuitry to simulate these two charge conditions. The various calibrating
voltages for both positive and negative values are derived from the
positive and negative 15-volt power supply lines used in the Control
and Readout Unit.

To calibrate the Sensor Unit and to determine
if the overall system is working properly, the Calibrate switch on
the Sensor Unit is first turned on. The gain of the picoammeter
is then set and a compatible calibrating voltage is selected for
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that gain setting. Next, the Read switch is closed and the Voltage
Polarity switch is toggled to either the positive or negative position.
The instrument will perform a measurement at this point automatically
with a resultant voltage output appearing on the Voltage Readout

LED display when the calibration test is completed.

A.3.2.5 Power Supplies

There are five power supplies in the Control
and Readout Unit that operate from five indepetident input circuits
provided by the main Power Supply Unit. Each power supply is of
the same basic circuit design and includes redundant functions that
provide backup and fail-safe capabilities that enhance the intrinsic
safety features in the primary power supply. Ii a short circuit
or overload condition occurs on any of the output lines of the power
supplies, a logic trigger pulse is generated and transmitted to the
on-off circuitry that acts upon the main Power Supply Unit to electron-
icaLly remove all input power to the Control and Readout Unit. In
add:tion to this, each power supply is designed with a crowbar pull-
dowi circuit in the event that input power is not removed under a
fault condition. This feature limits the maximum current that can!
be delivered under a fault condition.

Each of the power supply circuits can be clearly
identified in the schematic of Figure A.20 as being a subsection
of circuit Board #4. The function of each power circuit together
with the input and output potentials are listed below.

TABLE A.I. POWER SUPPLY POTENTIALS AND FUNCTIONS

Function Input Voltage Output Voltage

Flowmeter Spply +19 +8
Positive Analog and
Logic Supply +19 +15
Negative Analog and
Logic Supply -19 -15
Voltage Readout LED Supply +9 +5
Logic Supply ....... +9 +5

The flowmeter and voltage readout LED supplies are connected to logic
elements and are switchable for current conservation, since these supplies
power the LED displays on the front panel. The accuracy and stability
of each power supply is determined by a Fairchild integrated power supply
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chip. For the positive supplies, this control element is a 78MG module.
The single negative supply uses a 79MG module. The current delivering
capability of each module is boosted by an external pass transistor
between the input and output terminals and controlled by feedback to
the power supply chip. The voltage output of each supply is determined
by a fixed resistor ladder network in the feedback loop that provides
a comparison error signal to the power supply chip.

A.3.2.6 On/Off Logic

The on-off functions are determined and controlled
by logic levels applied to the Power Supply Unit. The system can be
turned on or off by switches either on the Control and Readout Unit
or companion switches located on the PowEr Supply Unit. The On switch
on the Control and Readout Unit is a normally open push button connected
between a high logic line and the system interlock line. When the interlock
line is properly grounded, the Power On switch can be closed to change
the on-control logic line from a one to a zero and remotely activate
the Power Sujpply Unit.

The off circuitry in the Control and Readout
Unit must perform several functions. Its first function is to produce
a proper logic level to control the main Power Supply Unit. When power
is applied, the off circuitry generates a one logic level. The main
Power Supply Unit will be automatically turned off if this logic state
changes to zero. This change in logic level is normally accomplished
by closing the normally open Power Off switch. In addition to this
basic function, the off logic circuitry is coupled to each of the powerj
supplies in the Control and Readout Unit to sense overload conditions.
A positive-going pulse from any of the five power supply overload sense
lines will change the off logic output from a one to a zero and automatically
turn the Power Supply Unit off.

A.3.2.7 Interlock

The off logic circuitry can also be triggered
by a fault on tht- system interlock line. This is a saifecy line provided
throughout the system and interconnecting cables that begins at the
main Power Supply Unit and terminatec at the Sensor Unit power connector,
and must be grounded at all times in order for power to be applied to
the system. The primary function of the intezlock line is to re'move
the main power from the system if any cable connector be inadvertently
disconnected when the system~ is operat~ing. This feature prevents sparking
that could occur from having voltage available on exposed connector
pins. Once the power has been turned off or a fault exists on the literlock
line, the Power Supply Unit wiL- be completely disabled since the turn-
on logic is Inhibited by the open circuit condition.
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A.3.2.8 Pressure Cutoff

One of the gas purge and pressurizing safetyj
requirements of the sy-tem is a capability for monitoring the gas pressure
within the Sensor Unit and Control and Readout Unit cases. To comply
with the specifications for F.'s-purged systems under KFPA Standard No.
496, it is necessary to remove ail Dower from the system whenever the
gas pressure drops below 2.54 mm (0.1 Inch) of water pressure. To meet
and exceed this specification, a Fairchild Model PSF 106-0.5 pressure
differential switch was mounted on the front panel of the Control and
Readout Unit, and wired in series with the interlock line. This switch
is normally open under low pressure differentials and will turn the
system off whenever the internal case pressure drops below~ 12.7 mm (0.5
inch) of water. Once the pressure has dropped below this cutoff point,
the system turn-on logic circuits are inhibitod, disabling the main
Power Supply Unit until the proper pressure levels are restored.

A.3.3 Power Supply Unit

Two views of the Power Supply Unit are shown by Figures A.21
and A.22. This unit is compact, self-contained, and can operate from
a standard 115-volt AC line source or be powered by external DC voltages
or batteries. Five DC voltages and separate power line circuits are
available at the output connector and are coupled to the Control and
Readout Unit through a low-resistance power cable that can vary in length
up to 304.8 meters (1,000 feet). In the intended mode of operation
the Power Supply Unit is typically located in a nonhazardous area to
provide power to the safe, gas-purged and pressurized Sensor Unit and
Control and Readout Unit operating in a hazardous environment. In addition

to the primary gas purging system, an extra degree of intrinsic safety
redundance is provided in the power supply by electrical barrier circuits
that limit the amount of current and energy deliverable to the Control
a nd Readout Utiit.

A latching logic switch is the key element used in the
electrical barrier circuits and for controlling the on-off functions
of the Power Supply Unit. This logic switch senses any kind of a power
fault or turn-off signal generated within the power supply circuits.
If a fault occurs or is sensed by the Power Supply Unit, all supply
voltages an.. automatically removed from the output power cable by electronic
power switches in each power line circuit. Furthermure, power cannot
be restored until the fault condition has been corrected and the system
reset manually by the front panel controls. This latching logic element
also senses faults and turn-off signals generated within the Control
and Readout Unit that might be caused by any overload, loss of pressure
in the gas purge system, or an open interlock line.

suppl and The primary electronic circuitry that comprises the power

suply ndperforms the functions described above is shown in Figures

A.23 and A.24 and includes (1) an AC-to-DC converter, (2) regulators,
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and (3) logic subsystems. These subsystems are described in the following
paragraphs and by the block diagram shown in Figure A.25 and in the
overall schematic shown in Figure A.26.

A.3.3.1 AC-to-DC Power Converter

The regulator circuits in the Power Supply Unit
require input voltages of +24, -24, and +12. These are derived by an
AC-to-DC converter, Type XDD954, manufactured by Powercube Corporation.
This unit was mounted on the underside of the front panel and dissipates
heat through the heat sink bar that is visible in Figures A.21 and A.22.
This power converter is a modular unit that can be arranged and connected
in various combinations for meeting custom design specifications. The
first two input modules are a combination rectifier and regulator that
converts the input 115 VAC line voltage to a DC output that ranges from
80 to 85 volts. The switching regulator technology used in these modules
results in small size and an overall conversion efficiency of 86 percent.
The DC voltage is then converted to a high-frequency square wave having
a peak voltage of 40 and a frequency between 20 And 60 kHz. Final DC
conversion takes place in the parallel-connected output regulator modul s
that operate from the high frequency square wave. Three output regulator
modules are required to deliver the +24, -24 and +12 volts produced
by the Power Supply Unit.

Provisions have been included in the power supply
design to bypass the power converter, if necessary. This is accomplished
by a front panel switch identified with Internal and External positions.
For AC power operation, this switch would ba in the Internal position.
In the External position, the +24, -24, and +12 voltages required by
the Power Supply Unit can be supplied either by external supplies or
by batteries.

Standard 115 VAC line power is supplied to the

power converter through an input fuse aad power On-Off switch. When
AC power is applied to the unit all of the front panel LED displays
become green, indicating that all power line circuits are set properly
and that DC power can be applied to the Control and Readout Unit.

A.3.3.2 Regulators

As shown in the block diagram in Figure A.25
and in the schematic of Figure A.26, the power supply design uses six
regulators. Five of these regulators supply power to the Control and
Readout Unit and one regulator provides an internal voltage for the
logic circuitry. The output of each regulator circuit is listed in

the table below.
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TABLE A.2. REGULATOR FUNCTIONS AND SPECIFICATIONS

Output
Input Output Current

Function Voltage Voltage (mA)

Power Circuit #1 +24 +19 180
Power Circuit #2 +24 +19 125
Power Circuit #3 -24 -19 125
Power Circuit #4 +12 .+9 g
Power Circuit #5 +12 +9
Internal Power +12 +5

With the exception of the internal power regulator, the power supply
operation can be described in terms of any one of the positive voltage
regulatcors shown in Figure A.26 since the positive and negative regulators
are similar in design and the positive regulator circuit components
are equivalent. The internal power regulator is the simplest design
used in the power supply and consists of a Fairchild 78MG regulator
chip that Is coupled to a pass transiqtor for greater current handling
capabilities. The other output regulators use these same components
but include added features for load switching, current sensing, and
limiting as shown in the simplified circuic below.

IN T ,NS 1 ,4'1'(R Il I ( R1,N ,I N!ýI

R d(;I TIIl) I K I . . . . .. k

SI2N29l/2 FI-I Iii. -11. AI;

!2 N 22 1'RI;(

I M )

I RN 1I I.\• IN I

A 10 R

=- !.. h{x):'ri. (

Q,) S k, I VCHl I \,I '1' I-

FIGURE A. 27. POWER SUPPLY REGULATOR
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Like the internal power supply regulator, each
basic output voltage regulator is comprised of a Fairchild regulator
control circuit Ul coupled to a pass transistor Q5 for boosting the
current capability of the control regulator. Precision output voltage
levels and stability are achieved by a feedback voltage to the control
regulator which is obtained from the output through resistors Ri and
R2. Qi and a low-value series resistor R3 between the pass transistor
and output terminal are used in a crowbar circuit that limits the output
current from the regulator. When a present level of current is exceeded,
Q1 will turn on, shunting the base current away from the pass transistor.
As a result of this shunting action, the output current will fold back
and limit as the output voltage drops to zero.

The voltage regulator can be turned on and off
by an electronic switch comprised of Q3 and Q4. This ccmbination of
transistors is switched by the system latch. With a positive 5-volt
input at R5, the regulator circuit is switched on. For a zero input
level, the pass transistor is turned off since no base curreŽnt is delivered
by Ul.

A current sense and trigger amplifier formed
by Q2 and R10 is in series with the pass transistor. An overload condition
through the regulator will turn Q2 on and produce a trigger signal atA
the output of the filter. This overload signal is used to trigger the
system latch to a zero logic state which turns off the regulator switch
until the overload condition is removed and the system latch is manually
reset. The filter time constant of R8, R9, and Cl determines the switching
time of the overall regulator before the pass transistor is turned off
by the system latch. Resistors Rul and R12 provide stability and feedback

H for Q2.

The current sense and trigger amplifier together
with the system latch have been designed to operate as an electrical
barrier circuit to limit the amount of energy that can be delivered
by the power supply to the Control and Readout Unit under overload conditions,
and enhance the intrinsic safety merits of the overall system. This
electrical barrier circuit is particularly useful in preventing sparks
that '-ould occur from arcing if the power cable to the Control and Readout
Unit is cut in a hazardous environment.

The electrical barrier circuit described above
controls the energy released under a fault condition and operates together
with the current limiting crowbar circuit. If for any reason the automatic
electrical barrier circuit failed to operate, the crowbar circuit would
continue to work and limit the output current below levels that could

I. cause damage to the equipment. The operation of the electrical barrier
circuits can be seen in the shorted output waveforms of the regulators
shown in Figure A.28 when the load is a 1-ohm resistor.
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Power Circuit #1

Short Circuit
Released Energy = 1.57 mJ

ItI

Power Circuit #2

Short Circuit
Released Energy = 4.18 mJ

Power Circuit #3

Short Circuit
Released Energy R.44 m

FIGURE A.28. WAVEFORMS OF REGULATOR SHORT CIRCUIT RELEASED ENERGY
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A.3.3.3 Power Supply Logic

The logic circuits for the Power Supply Unit
are used for switching the regulators on and off either electronicallyI
or manually and displaying the operational status of each power circuit.
The visual displays and switches associated with the logic circutitry
can be seen in the photograph of the front panel in Figure A.22.
Apart from On and Of f controls for applying DC power, each power
circuit has a dual red-green LED indicator and a Reset switch. Opera-
tionally, after AC power is applied to the power supply, all front
panel LED displays will be green, indicating that DC power can be
applied. When all cables are properly connected for completing the
Interlock link throughout the system, the DC Power On push-button
switch can be closed. A turn-on command to the logic circuits will
energize all the power circuits and change the DC power LED display
f roma green to red. Should a fault occur during normal operations
on one of the power circuits, the system will be electronically turned
off and the affected circuit will be identified by a red LED display
on the front panel. Power can be reapplied by the DC Power On switch
after the fault condition is corrected and the affected circuit restored
by the front panel Reset switch. The Power Supply Unit can also
be turned on and off remotely through the logic circuitry whenever
the proper signals are received from the Control and Readout Unit.
Also, any fault signal g ,.erated within the Control and Readout Unit
not detected by the various power circuit current sensors will disable
the Power Supply Unit through the system logic.

The functions described above are accomplished
F by a common system latch that provides a switching logic control

signal to all five output regulators and other latch circuits used
in each individual power circuit to display the operational status
of each power circuit. The common system latch and five display
latches operate together in a dual capacity to detect power circuit
faults and to provide a redundant lockout feature that prevents power
from being applied to the system when a power fault exists.

A.3.3.3.1 System Latch

The system latch is the same type
of latch used In the sensor logic circuitry and is comprised of four
NOR gates that are contained in a CD4001A integrated circuit logic
chip. Only two of the quad NOR gates are required for the actual
latch. The other two NOR gates are combined into a two-input OR
function on the reset input of the latch. The resultant circuit
is U5 shown in Figure A.26 and In the block diagram of Figure A.25.
As an operational logic circuit element, the latch has complementary
outputs designated as Q and _q, one set input, and two reset inputs

designated as Rl and R2.

When power is initially applied to *
V the power supply logic, the Q output will assume a low logic state

and will be high. This logic condition is triggered by the RC
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connected to the RI reset input. To turn the system on, a positive-
going pulse must be applied to the set input. This pulse is generated
by a monostable multivibrator which is enabled by a 5-input AND gate.
In order to generate a pulse at the set input of the system latch, the
system interlock must be grounded and all five inputs to the AND gate
must bý'high. The inputs to the AND gate are derived from the display
latches which are normally high at initial power turn-on. With the
proper initial conditions, the latch and power supply can be turned
on by either of the Power On switches located or the front panels of
the Power Supply Unit or the Control and Readout Unit.

Once the system latch and Power Supply
Unit are turned on, power turn-off can be triggered by a positive-going
pulse at either of the latch reset inputs. The RI reset input is used
to turn the system off either by manual operation or by overload fault
signals originating in the Control and Readout Unit. A fault signal
generated by any of the five regulators or a turn-off signal from the
Power Supply Unit front panel Power Off switch will turn the system
off through the R2 reset input line.

The turn-off logic circuit connected
to the RI reset line consists of a NOR gate that triggers a monostable
multivibrator. Under normal operation, the input to the NOR gate is
high. Whenever this input transitions from a high to a low state, the
monostable multivibrator will be triggered, which results in a short-
duration reset pulse that turns the system latch and Power Supply Unit
off. The input logic levels that trigger the turn-off NOR gate are
generated by the turn-off logic circuit implemented in the Control and
Readout Unit.

An OR gate with six inputs and a
monostable multivibrator are used to generate reset pulses at the R2
input of the system latch. A positive-going pulse at any of the OR
gate inputs will turn the system latch and Power Supply Unit off. One
of the OR gate inputs is connected to the Power Supply Unit DC Power
Off switch for manual control of the system. The other five inputs
to the OR gate automatically turn the Power Supply Unit off whenever
a signal is generated by one of the regulators due to current overload.

A.3.3.3.2 Display Latch

The display latches for each of the
five power circuits are in a CD4001A NOR gate quad chip and are similar
to the system latch described above. The Q and Q outputs provide switching
signals for the red-green LED front panel indicators. At initial power
turn-on, the Q output of the display latch is low and the Q output is
high. This initial condition results in a green LED display for the
power circuit status indicators. The inputs of the display latches
are connected in parallel to the inputs to the OR gate used to reset
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the primary system latch. If a fault occurs, a display latch will
be triggered together with the system latch. This switching action
is used to provide (1) redundancy for sensing a power circuit fault
and a backup capability for turning off an overload regulator and
(2) a lockout signal that inhibits the power-on logic circuit for
restoring system power once a fault has occurred.

The redundant power fault sensing
and regulator turn-off capability is achieved by a dual input AND
gate at the input to each regulator electronic switch. One of the
AND gate inputs is connected to the Qoutput of the display latch
intended for the regulator, and the other input is connected to the3
Q output of the system latch. To turn a regulator circuit on, both
inputs must be high, which is the case for the initial power-on conditions
and when the DC Power On Switch is closed. When a fault occurs,
both latches will change logic states, causing the regulator to turn
off. If one of the latches should fail to switch under a fault condition,
redundancy is provided by the dual inputs since a change in logic
states at either input will turn the regulator off.

Once a fault condition has occurred,
a lockout signal must be generated. so that power cannot be restored
to any part of the system when an overload exists on any power circuit.
This function is provided by combining the five q outputs from the
display latches through an AND gate. The output of this AND gate
then controls the monostable multivibrator in the turn-on logic circuitry
for the system latch. If a fault occurs on any of the power circuits,
the output of the AND gate will be low, which prevents reapplication
of power in any part until the fault is corrected and the affected
circuit display latch is reset by a manual front panel control.

Ll A-3.4 Vacuum Source

The charge dersity meter is-5ypically operated at flowrates4that vary from 4.72 x 10 to 9.44 x 10 m /s (10 to 20 cfm) under
a water head of up to 0.762 meter (30 inches), depending upon the
sampling hose length and diameter. Several types of vacuum sources

can be used to meet these flow requirements. When a hazardous environment
is not a constraint, the simplest vacuum source is an industrial
vacuum cleaner. The charge collection cylinder and the exhaust and
turbine section were designed to be compatible with a Black and Decker
Model 5420 vacuum cleaner and companion hoses. The flowrate using
this vacuum source is controlled by a variable transformer supplying
power to the vacuum cleaner.

When operation is necessary in a hazardous environment,
another vacuum source is needed that is safe and does not require
electrical power. Pressurized steam, air or water are alternative
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power supplies that can operate vacuum sources such as vacuum ejectors
or fluidic motor-coupled fans. Figure A.29 shows a typical vacuum
air ejector that operates on the venturi principle. This unit is
a Model TDRH1750L manufactused by Air-Vac Engineering Company, Inc.
which produces a 9.44 x 10- m /s (20 cfm) flowrate under a 0.66-
meter (26-inch) water head. It requires an air pressure of 2 5.J4
x 10' kg/m (76 psi) at an air supply flowrate of 2.6 x 10Q m /s
(55 scfm). The flowrate through this device is controlled by a regulator
valve in the supply air line. Although the air ejector is very simple
with no moving parts, it is inefficient and demands moderate to high
air pressures and supply flowrates. Greater efficiencies could be
obtained with a fluidic motor driving a fan.

A.3.5 Purge System

NFPA Standard 496 was applied in the design of the gas-
purged and pressurized system to meet the safety requirements for
electronic instrumentation operating in hazardous environments.
Figure A.30 shows the instrument cases for the Sensor and the Control
and Readout Units and the series gas connection method used to purge
both instrument cases. Under the articles listed in NFPA Standard
496 for purged instrument enclosures several specific design requirements
must be satisfied. This Standard requires: (1) that the instrument
cases be initially purged by four enclosure volume turnovers under
a minimum pressure of 2.54 mm (0.1 inch) of water and that a timing
device be used to prevent power from being applied before this purging
process is completed; (2) that an internal pressure of at least 2.54
mm (0.1 inch) of water be maintained at all times while power is
on; (3) that the system power be automatically turned off if the
case pressure fails and drops below 2.54 mm (0.1 inch) of water;
and (4) that any windows used in the purged enclosure be at least
6.35-mm (1/4-inch) thick tempered glass or other shatterproof material.

The ideal device needed to comply with the first requirement
would be a purely mechanical flowmeter capable of operating on very
low pressures and volume flowrates which could measure the specific
volume of gas needed to purge the enclosures by four volumes and
close a switch when the purging process was completed for power turn-
on. This kind of device is not commexcvvlly available. Alternate
methods of satisfying this specification rely on known pressures
and flowrates, and the required time to complete the purging process.
In this latter approach, the timing function becomes independent
of the actual purging process. Operationally, this method is implemented
by starting a timer, and then performing the purging procedure which
is not completely fail-safe since the timer would continue to operate
independently regardless of what was occurring in the actual purging
cycle. Timers suitable for electronic instrumentation require power
and can be located in a hazardous area or implemented within the
instrument case and powered by intrinsically safe electrical barrier
circuits. Since flowrate measurement and timing functions are independent,
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the actual power turn-on of the equipment becomes a matter of safe
operating practice implemented by the equipment operator.

5' OF 5' OF CASE RELIEF
1/4" DIA. HOSE 1/4" DIA. HOSE VALVE 2.5 PSI

SENSORCONTROL AND
READOUT UNIT

CAS CASE
REGULATOR

FIGURE A.30. GAS PURGED SYSTEM

To satisfy the requirements of NFPA Standard 496, the
initial purging process and time for safe power turn-on used in 2peration
of t~e charge density meter is based upon a pressure of 1.8 x 10
kg/mr (2.5 psi) and the resultant flowrates that are obtained through
10 feet of interconnecting purging hoses 6.35 mm (0.25 inch) in diameter.
To purge the instrument cases as shown in Figure A.30, the regulator
valve at the gas bottle is opened and the pressure increased until
the relief valve at the Control and Readout Unit opens, thereby releasing
the purging gas to the atmosphere. At that point, the relief valve
is fully op ned mrnually while the internal pressure is maintained
at 1.8 x 101 kg/mr (2.5 psi). Under these conditions, with carbon
dioxide as the purging gas, four enclosure volumes would be purged
in 2.5 minutes. For an added safety measure, 3.5 minutes is used
for the time to accomplish the purging process. Timing is determined
by a stopwatch. At the end of this purging time, the case relief
valve is 3 close5 by dropping the internal case pressure slightly below
1.8 x 10 kg/mr (2.5 psi).

This procedure for manually timing the purging cycle
has been accepted by the U.S. Coast Guard for using the charge density
meter on board supertankers whenever the cargo tanks are gas freed
or inerted.
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In practice, the pressure holding capability of the two
enclosures is exceptionally good. When the system is fully purged
and the gas supply turned off, the system pressure can be maintained

for several days before it is necessary to add more gas. Furthermore,

quick disconnect fittings with shutoff valves are used on the hosesI
between the instrument cases and the gas source so that the system
can be disconnected and connected without any loss of pressure.
These properties allow the Instrument cases to be purged before they
are operated in a hazardous environment.

Another safety feature of the gas-purged system is the
pressure cutoff switch used !,.o maintain the internal case pressure
and to satisfy the second and third requirements mentioned in NFPA
Standard 496. This switch will remove power whenever the case pressure
drops below 12.7 mm (0.5 inch) of water. Furthermore, as long as
the pressure is below the cutoff point, the system power cannot be
reapplied since the pressure switch opens the interlock line and
disables the turn-on logic in the Power Supply Unit. This feature
prevents application of power during the initial purging cycle until

there is a positive case pressure of at least 12.7 mm (0.5 inch)
of water.

Since the Control and Readout Unit features two front
panel digital meters and two LED indicators, it was necessary to
protect these devices with a window so that the case pressure could
be maintained. A 6.35-mm (1/4-inch) thick shatterproof Plexiglas
window was used for this purpose to satisfy the fourth requirement

mentioned in NFPA Standard 496.

1¾I Another consideration In the design of the gas-purged
system is the selection of the gas to be used. Any number of gases
can be used, including uncontaminated compressed air. With compressed
air, a fire would be possible within the enclosures if a combustible

substance were present and a spark ignited the combination. With
an Inert gas, oxygen is removed during the purging process which

L results in a safer operating condition. Carbon dioxide was selected
as the inert gas for purging because it is easy to obtain and inexpensive.

A-3.6 Construction

The primary considerations in the design and constructionI' of the charge density meter were for its operation in a salt water
environment and its purged and pressurized seals for a pressure of
1,B x 103 kg/in2 (2.5 psi). Other important factora in the design
and construction included reliability of operation, low power consumption,
and operation over a wide temperature range. The photogaphs of the
equipment presented earlier show how these objectives wer~e achieved.
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The salt water and pressure environmental requirements
were met with 0-ring seals and gaskets throughout the mechan 4 cal
design of the Sensor Unit and Control and Readout Unit. Rotary,
toggle, and push-button switches used for front panel controls were
special-purpose parts that included O-rings around mounting collars
and switching shafts. Coaxial and power connectors also used 0-rings
and special hermetic seals. The screw hardware for the instrument
cases was also sealed in the construction cf the charge collection
cylinder to include 0-ring seals in the Teflon inserts for supporting
the stainless steel tubes, in the solid aluminum body of the electronic
instrumentation case, and under the cover.

Similar design considerations were included in the construction
of the Control and Readout Unit. The basic case of this unit is
an aluminum enclosure manufactured by the Zero Corporation. However,
to achieve a Dressure holding capability, tha original gasket under
the front paniel was changed to a new one made of spongy neoprene.
The Plexiglas window holder and frame are both sealed with 0-ring
gaskets.

Although the Power Supply Unit was not required to be

pressurized, it was constructed to withstand the salt water environment
and utilized similar hardware and components described above for
the Sensor Unit and Control and Readout Unit. The primary design
and construction factors were packaging the system within a small
volume and disainating heat from the power converter and the pass
transistors in each regulator circuit. Heat from the power converter
Is dissipated through the front panel by a heat sink bar designed
for that purpose. A special plate and cover on the back of the power
supply are used for mounting and dissipating heat from the regulators.

The current requirements in the electrical design were
held to a minimum by using COS/MOS circuitry wherever possible and
designing current conservation circuits. Other power conservation
efficiencies were realized by modifying the original front panel
LED meters used in the Control and Readout Unit. As a result of
these current conservation achievements, the intrinsic stored energy
in the system was reduced to enhance its safety merits and minimize
the current drain from P battery pack that could be implemented at
some future time.

After the system was completed and tested, reliability
and temperature tests were conducted. The overall system was designed
and tested to operate over a temperature range from 00 C to 66*C without
significant degradation of performance. Long-term reliability of
operation was demonstrated in Initial burn-in tests and in actual
use of the equipment in field tests.
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APPENDIX B

FIBER OPTIC DATA SYSTEM

B. I Introduction

A fiber optic system nm anufactured by Math Associates, Inc., was used to transmit
electric field data from the Monroe electric fieldmeter in the model to an external receiver
and strip chart recorder. To be compatible with the Monroe electric fieldmeter, the fiber
optic system was required to operate with input and output voltage levels not exceeding
: 10. The equipment procured for the model instrumentation was a Model XA/RA-

1400M-2240 system designed for the required input and output voltage levels. Overall, the
complete fiber optic system had a six-channel capability. Each channel consisted of a single
transmitter and receiver module.

B.2 System Specifications

The XA/RA-1400M-2240 fiber optic system is comprised of six transmitters and
receivers. The transmitter and receiver modules used in the system, shown in Figure B. 1,
utilize precision voltage-to-frequency arnd frequency-to-voltage converters, together with
pulse rate modulation for transmitting DC levels with a high degree of accuracy, which
eliminates problems related to nonlinearity effects due to long cable lengths, LED aging,
and deterioration of splices and/or connectors. The overall channel specifications for both
a transmitter and receiver operated together in a data link are listed in Table B. 1.

FIGURE B.I. FIBER OPTIC TRANSMITTER AND RECEIVER
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TABLE B.1 CHANNEL SPECIFICATIONS

Complete System Bandwidth DC to 5 Hz
Transmitter Input Impedance 1 K ohms
Receiver Output Impedance 1 K ohms
Input/Output Voltage Range ± 10 volts max.mum
Resolution 3 mV typical
Linearity 0.5 percent or better
Noise Level (0 Signal Liput) 10 mV rms typical
DC Offset Error 100 ppm/°C maximum
Allowable Optical Attenuation -30 dB typical
Operating Wavelength 890 meters
Optical Connectors SMA type
Physical Size (per Module) 6.4 x 12 x 3.2 cm
Operating Temperature 0-50° C

B.3 Transmitter

The transmitter modules were mounted on the instrumentation package developed for
the model described in Section 4. The inputs were connected directly to the outputs of the
Monroe electric fieldmeter. Power for each transmitter module was provided by the ± 15-
volt outputs of the DC-to-DC converter in the Monroe instrument. Figure B.2 shows the
schematic of the transmitter modules.

B.4 Receiver

The receiver portion of the fiber optic system shown by the circuit diagram in Figure

B.3 was designed to be installed in a standard rack-mount package with a front panel
measuring 5-1/4 x 19 inches. Power was provided by a self-contained power supply
operating from standard AC line voltages. BNC output connectors on each channel were
provided on the front panel, as was a common BNC connector used to monitor each
channel via a selector switch. The maximum output range of each channel was ± 10 volts.

B.5 System Performance

Test data on the fiber optic system was supplied by the manufacturer. Comparable
tests on the DC transmission accuracy conducted prior to use of the system showed the
system output voltages to be within 1.0 percent of the input voltages.

2'
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APPENDIX C

MONROE MODEL 171 FIELDMETER
C.I Introduction

Electric field measurements required on the model surface were made by a Monroe
Electronics, Inc. Model 171 electric fieldmeter coupled to three fiber optic transmitters
manufactured by Math Associates, Inc. The remote field measuring capability of the
electronic instrumentation in the test model body required a circuit modification to the
Monroe instrument so that both the electric fieldmeter and fiber optic transmitters could be
operated from a common battery supply. This was accomplished by installing a DC-to-DC
converter in the Monroe instrument that operated on a Gell Cell, supplying common ± 15-
voit circuit power to both the electric fieldmeter and the fiber optic transmitters. The
modification was implemented in such a manner that the Monroe fieldmeter could operate
either from a battery or be restored to the circuit configuration provided in the original
equipmer, for standard 115-volt AC power.

C.2 Instrument Description

The original equipment package for the electric fieldmeter was designed for standard
rack dimensions of 7 x 19 x 15-1/2 inches. The instrument has a multi-channel capability
whereby as many as 16 sensors can be used simultaneously for monitoring electric fields.
For use on the project, the instrument was equipped for a 10-channel capability; however,

during the tests conducted on the model, only three channels were required at any one time.
The electric field sensors used with the instrument were Monroe Model 1019B units which
can operate with several different aperture caps for various maximum full-scale electric
field ranges. Two different sizes of aperture caps were used with the fieldmeter for
measuring maximum electric fields up to 10 kV/m or 100 kV/m. The general features,
applications and specifications of the electric fieldmeter are presented in the Monroe data
sheet on the next page.

C.3 Circuit Modification

The circuit modification and the wiring schematic for the electronic instrumentation in
the model are shown in Figure C. 1. To achieve the desired modification for AC or DC
power capability, the outputs of the internal power supply provided in the Monroe
instrument and the DC-to-DC converter were connected to the input terminals of a 3 PDT
switch as shown. The output wiper terminals of the switch were connected to both the
Monroe electronics and terminal boards for distributing the power to the fiber optic
transmitters.

C.4 Battery Charger

In normal operation, with the electronics installed in the model, a connection was
made through a shorting termination at power connector J I located on the surface of the
model. For charging, the shorted termination was removed so that a battery charger could
be connected to the system for recharging the L ell Cell during an overnight period.



MODEL 171
MULTI-CHANNEL

ELECTROSTATIC FIELDMETER
MONITOR/ALARM

SYSTEM

_____with Model 1019 Probes

FEATURES
Up to sixteen channels for simultaneous
monitoring of static charge accumulation

• Built-in alarms, level may be set by front
panel controls

* Probe cable lengths up to 1000' per-
missible

Model 10190 Model 1019A " Probes will operate at up to 1000 C
* Built-in safety features to prevent

dangerous discharges at the probe

The Model 171 Fieldmeter System measures electrostatic field * Designed to meet "intrinsic safety" stan-
(potential gradient) in volts/cm with respect to the (grounded) dards I
probe. It may also be used to measure surface voltage by using * Designed for automatic, unattended com-
the probe-to-surface spacing as a calibratinn factor. puter control

* All solid state

APPLICATIONS

As with other models of Monroe Electronics' electrostatic fleldmeters, the major application of the Model 171 is
the measurement and monitoring of electrostatic charge accumulaticn. Static charge can give rise to a variety
of roroduction problems, including, the adhesion of certain materials to operating equipment (or to them-
5elves), uncomfortable discharges to operator personnel, or even fire and explosion hazards when discharges
occur in a combustible atmosphere. Additionally, in some production processes, the items produced are sen-
sitive to static charge, for example, semiconductors and microcircuits, or photographic film.

Other applications include:

* Safety monitoring in explosive mospheres

e High voltage D.C. transmission line measurements

* Atmospheric electricity measurements

PROBES !j

Two probe configurations are currently available: (as pictured above):
* Model 1019A; for Industrial appllca'ions, Is built into a standard Crouse Hinds FS1019 electrical swltchbox

with DS100G cover.

a Model 1019B; a smaller, lighter weight unit for general purpose applications.
Both probes utilize the same vibrating capacitor modulator and both have built-in provisions for purging with
filtered air to prevent long term contamination and drift and to provide for additional safety.
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INTRINSIC SAFETY FEATURES

The system is designed to meet intrinsic safety standards for the probe operating in hazardous areas. It also
contains internal barriers so that non-intrinsically safe equipment may monitor its output. The following specific
safety features illustrate the general design philosophy:

"* Current and voltage limited power supply to probe (which may be in hazardous location.) Uses zener diodes
and MF or WW resistors for "safe" limiting with two failures.

"* Maximum capacitance of 0.015 mfd in probe to limit available energy under fault conditions when used with

probe power supply.
"* UL listed power supplies with physically isolated primary and secondary windings.
" Zener oiode/SCR/diode crowbar with fast fuses to shut down power supplies to printed circuit cards and

therefore to field wiring if main power supply voltage exceeds 20V.
"* Analog and alarm relay driver outputs are protected by internal resistorizener diode barriers so that a

1 10VAC "fault" voltage applied to these output terminals cannot get into the low voltage circuitry even under
"two fault" conditions. Therefore, equipment connected to the Model 171 Fieidmeter Systpm neao not be in-
trinsically sdfe Itself.

"* "Mother board" wiring of chassis to eliminate danger of broken wires on P C. card edge connectors
"* "Fail Safe" choice of P.C. terminals to prevent hazardous conditions from inserting P.C. cards into the wrong

slot
"• The probes are designed to permit purging with clean dry air

SPECIFICATIONS-

RANGE: 0 to ± 10,000 volts/cm. Meter ranges of :k1 ALARMS: (a) + and - limits sepat ately settable. (b)
KV/cm. and ±10 KV/cm. full scale. '±1 KV/cm Any value between 0 and 100% may be set with
•nd ±100 V/cm. full scale probes are also 0.25% full scale accuracy.

dvailable.) ALARM OUTPUTS: (Relay drivers - power to be
SENSITIVITY:* Less than 0.5% of full scale. supplied by user.) Maximum voltage: +24VDC.

DRIFT:* (long term), +2% of full scale, non- Maximum current: C') MA per output.
cumulative. PROBE DIMENSIONS: (a) Model 1019A: 6" (15.24cm.) X 3" 7.62 cm.) X 2.45" (6.22 cm.). 3 lb. (1.36
NOISE': Less than 0.5% of full scale, peak-to-peak. Kgm.) (b) I ,odel 10198:1 3/4" (4.5 cm.) diameterSPEED OF RESPONSE: Less than ½1 sec, 10% to × 1 5/16" (3.3 cm.) high 6 oz. (0.17 Kgm.)

S90%. SIZE: (a) Cabinet: 20.8" (52.8 cm.) X 9.5" (24.1 cm.)

TEMPERATURE RANGE: (a) Probe: -30 to x 15.6" (39.6 cm). (b) Rack mounting: 19" (48.3
+100' C. (b) Mainframe: 0 to 50, C. cm.) X 7" (17.8 cm) X 14" (35.6 cm.) deep plus 4"

(10 cm.) clearance at the rear to allow for com-
put, 20KS1 nominal output impedance, ±0.1% full

scale stability. (b) Recorder: :0.5 V out for tull WEIGHT: (a) Cabinet (16 channels and 16 prob,
scale output, 1K12 nominal output impedance, 84 lbs. (38 Kgm.). (b) Shipping: 100 lbs. (45 Kgm.)
+0.1% full scale stability.

POWER REQUIREMENTS: 115 VAC ±10VAC, 50 to
400 Hz., 54 watts max. (16 channels).

• These parameters ae specified using a probe purged constantly with clean dry eir,

NOTE: The Model 171 chassis as factory suppled is wired to accept either 8 channels, or at extra cost, the uIul 16channels. Please specify
on order.

Specifications are subject to change without notice. FOB Lyndonvilie, N.Y.
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APPENDIX D

DERIVATIVES OF SPACE CHARGE POTENTIAL

The solution for the potential produced by the conducting sphere described in Section
2 requires the evaluation of derivatives of potentials at the center of the sphere. While
differentiation is a straightforward procedure, it becomes laborous for the potentials due to I
the form of space charge as given by Equations (62) and (63). The derivatives of Equations
(62) and (63) through the tenth order are therefore given below.
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